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5PARI uliK . THjj HOMOLOGY THE SETAE .
I. Ix.xr..ODUCTIOivT .
One of the moat serious difficulties la the path of
scientific progress is the lcck of i mean, of expression com-
non to all the .vorkers in a single field. ..hen a particular
term means one thing to one scientist and something el. e to
another no amount of learning will make the opinions of these
mma intellirible to each other until they under; tand the dif-
ference. In human anatomy, the large number of vorkers, the
excellent figures, and the antiquity and narrow limits of the
subject have to a large extent remove c this confusion hut in
other fields of "biology the mistakes it causes are still ap-
parent. This is true in entomology and very noticeahly so
in the study of larvae.
The various systems of numerals which have been ap-
plied to the setal arrangement of lepidopterous larvae are
all baset on the simple plan of numbering the setae from the
dorsomeson. Except in the most conspicuous eases, little
lonsideration is taken of the relations of t .e different seg-
ments to each other. Several authors have already introduced
confusion by allying the numbers in a slightly different way
from that first sur;estec but no careful investigation has
been made of the real relations of the larval chaetotaxy of
one group to that of another.
Realizing the conflicts in the application of the

6minerals now in use and the nature of the objections to thern,
the writer began the study of caterpillar! with an investi-
gation of the homology ancl honotypy of the setae. The ob-
ject of the former was a determination of the changes which
have taken pla.ce in the ancestral history of any particular
body eegme it, such as the prothorax, and the application of
a given name to the same structure throughout the entire or-
der. The study of the latter, homotypy , .vas taken ur> for
the purpose of finding the relation of the setal pattern of
the different body segments to each other, in the hope of
airilyin? the same name to the same structure throughout the
entire body. All the se-ments behind, but not including,
the head were studied and satisfactory results were obtained
for all ereerit the tentn or last abdo^i ml segment.
It if intended that the figures, dec cri^t ions , and
definitions shall make every statement in this par>er abso-
lutely definite ancl that they shall be ;_o clear that a novice
may be able to make a complete description of a catemillar
without the possibility of confusion as to his meaning. New
species and new ins tars should be described in a manner which
will make like specimens recognisable in the future without
repeating the breeding. 2uch co-g^letc descriptions in t::e
published records are very few at the present time.
His torical .
The number of na^ers bearing on this -oroblem is by
no means sraall and yet the contributions to its solution have
been surprisingly slight. The first worker to find and des-
f3
7cribe a primary plan of the setae of caterpillars was Vilheln
Miller, '86, in a paper on the i^ym^halidae . After diseussin
the arrangement in the first sta.^e of these butterfly larvae,
he says, "We find in the first stae, on the abdomen of all
forms considered, certain set- e. Tho of many different form
their constant arrangement sho vs then to he homologous. ,7e
call these setae primary. " Doubt aj to the similarity
between the mesothorax and raetathorax and the abdomen seems
to be out of the question." In an appendix, brief notes on
the chaetotaxy of the larvae of other families of Le^idoptera
are given. Careful comparison is made between the Batumi
-
oidea and tl e Sphingidae.
Dr. Harrison 3. Dyar did not fine this paper and in
1894 again discussed the subject as new and numbered the pri-
mary setae. So far as I kno.v, this author makes the first
suggestion that the position of the setae be used in classi-
fication. Sis observations included a few representatives
of many families and his phylogen:; as based on them is remark-
ably good. lie also numbers the metathoracio setae but makes
no attempt to shov that the seta bearing a certain number on
• te abdomen is homologous to one bearing the same number on
the thorax. He, himself, realized that the met,; thoraci
c
TT tubercles'' ia-|-ib and iia-j-iib , were not the homotynes of the
abdominal setae, i and ii, anc in 1931 made a definite state-
ment to that effect. This discussion, therefore
f
cannot be
considered a contribution to the study of horaotypy*
In another paper the following year the same author

6reported observa tiom on the first stares of many larvae,
finding that they differed considerably fro-, following staget-
By these observations he established the primary arrangemerit
o:' the setae on the abdomen and demonstrated its uniformity
throughout a preat part of the order. few months later,
in "A Classification of Lepido-otera on Larval Characters", he
makes the former work on the Frenatae anply to the setal pat-
tern of the Jur-atae. The purpose of this paper 7a s
,
however,
more to ~oint out the differences between the larvae of the
two suborders than to shov/ their similarity.
0. Hofmann,'98, described the first and later instars
of certain pteroo>horid larvae, reaching the conclusion that
the thoracic and abdominal setae are homologous but that ad-
ditional ones are present on the arothorax. The suggestions
he makes and the reasons riven ore excellent. Dyar'a nomen-
clature is used, with the result that he does not make his
his own conceptions as clear as if he had changed it to meet
his own ideas of nomolog .
In response to criticism by Hofmann, Dyar,'01, fin-
ally did exnress an opinion oa the serial homology of the
setae so far as the last two thoracic and first eight abdom-
inal segments are concerned. The table he gives, which is
as folio 7s
,
merely indicates his agreement with the views of
-iofmann.

9Numerals now applied Should
be
Thorax Abdomen called
J I and III 1 to 8
i a i i
1 b ii ii
11 ftXX Cb i ii iii
ii bXX u i v iv
i ii v a
i v V V
V vi v b
vi vii vi
It will be seen that the conclusions indicated by the
table agree in most particulars with those reached on later pages
of this paner except in the relation of setae iv and v. Altho
the point will be discussed later, it should be mentioned here that
the error arises from a failure to consider the condition in He-
pialus. The larvae of that genus show clearly that the missing
seta near the abdominal spiracle is not between iv and v but above
iv. Seta iv of the metathorax is therefore homotypic with iv
of the abdomen, v with v of the abdomen, and vi of the abdomen is
not represented on the thorax. Other reasons for this view will
be discussed later.
Ambrose Quail, '04, discusses these particular setae,
basing his opinions on the condition in the first instar of cer-
tain Hepialidae and Frenatae. He calls attention to the error
mentioned above and shows Lyar's mistake concerning the true mean-
ing of ii b. Instead of being homotypic with iv of the abdomen,
it is shown to be really iii a, a seta which Dyar had either over-
looked or considered of no importance.
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W. T. U« Forbes' work, '10, did not cover the subject
of the horaotypy of the setae. The few fl urea he labels in-
clude errors for which he was not responsible as he hac not
ffiven tie subject consideration.
Siltala,'07, made a study of the chitinous armature,
especially the setae, of caddice worm*. He finds considerable
oariation in the order ( Trichoptera) but carefully compares
the different arrangements. The setae of the first larval
stage are very sparse while those of later ins tars are ob-
viously special and secondary developments. In neither case
can satisfactory comparisons be made with the Lepidoptera.
The Chae totaxy of Typical Sagment
»
"fh.il e previous workers have drawn so-called type seg-
ments, these have never included, all the setae found in larvae
of this order. -heir significance has been limited to par-
ticular segments or to particular groups. For example, Dyar 1
"typical segment" refers to the abdomen only, altho it has
been extended to cover the last two thoracic segments of the
larvae o f Frena ta e
.
in order to make the following pages clear, attention
should be called at this point to the diagram (Fig. 1) which
chows all the primary and subprimary set- e normally present
on the segments of any generalized lepidopterous larva. The
evidence on which this diagram is based and. also the reasons
for the adoption of Greek letters instead of numerals in nam-
img the setae are given on later pares. This hypothetical
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tyne ii mentioned here .s a point of reforence in order th t
it nry "be possible to use the setae as illuatrat ions of the
pener 1 principles on which this study ol hono lorry it based.
On the same and the following plates are shown ..ome of the n
nodi flections of the plan.
It has been necessary to introduce cert. .in new terms
in this paper and in a few cases to use the old terras in a
special sense. A "Glossary "will "be found at the close of
Part Two, rriving the meaning of all words used in a special
sense in this discussion. The explanation of the plates on
r>a?e 195 gives the nines and grouping of all the setae.
II. NATURE OF Till] EVIDENCE.
It is necessary first to outline the principles under-'
lying attempts at any determination of homo types. The evi-
dence on which decisions in doubtful cases were based is dis-
cussed here, for some of the principles are not axiom&tie.
Their correctness will' not be disputed, I am sure, b. those
who consider the broad basis of fact on /hich they rest.
1 . Definitions
.
locording to the Standard Dictionary, homology refers
either (a) to ''the correspondence of a part of aae animal with
another, determined by agreement in derivation and development
from a like primitive origin," or (b)to homotypy, which is
"the correspondence of a part or or=ran of one region with that
of another region in the same animal." Smith, in the "Gloss-
ary of Entomology"
t
adds the usual provision fhat"the organs
an«t be identical in gener 1 structure and origin, tho they

1..
nay have developed in different -rays for different purposes."
There is an important difference "between the homolory
of Crustacean appendages with each other and the homology of
the setae in insects. In the former case work is based on
similarity in the fundamental structure and development of the
homologous organs, in the latter only position can he considered
as the setae are all similar in structure. For that reason it
is necessary to secure a little more accurate definition as a
"basis of work. fith this in view, I suggest the following:
Two organs on different segments of the same animal
are homotypic, regardless of their positions at the present time,
when they have developed from homotypic organs of a F-ener^li zed
ancestor. In a generalized type, two similar Organs on differ-
ent segments are homotypes when they hear the same relations to
the other organs of their respective se^ents.
To show that a prothoracic seta, for example, is homo-
logous with one on the mesothorax, it is necessary to show that
at one time the anlagen from which these setae were developed
were in similar positions on their respective segments. On
the other hand it is equally true that, when two setae of a
specialized form are in similar positions on their respective
segments, a demonstration that they diverge farther and farther
as to study the more and more generalized types shows that they
are not true honologues out have converged in phylogenetic dev-
elopment. This gives to ancestry the primary importance and
makes necessary a consideration of the nature of the evidence
which bears on phylogen*.
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Zj_ Difficulties.
The mepgerness of the results thus far obtained on this
problem is due partially to peculiar difficulties in its solu-
tion. Certain obstacles stand in the /ay of an rccurate and
complete demonstration of the homology of the setae. They are
mentioned, not to emphasize the magnitude of the task, but to
explain the fact that so many doubtful points remain unsettled.
The first of these difficulties is caused by the absence
of intermediate stages between radically differing conditions.
'.".Tien the tubercles*have been modified to form scoli or verrucae,
it often seems impossible to determine whether differences have
arisen by coalescence or by the disappearance of some of the
tubercles. In many cases this is a very real problem, on whose
solution depends the correctness of the conception of large
groups
.
Another obstacle is the la~k of developmental series.
Tn the case of .?ings , the tracheae which precede the veins in
larval and pupal stages plainly show the relation of the adult
venation to the generalized type. The single elementary in-
tar which acts as a guide in the study of the chaetotaxy of
caterpillars, however, is sometimes so unlike the mature larva
in the arrangement of its setae, that it is of little assist-
ance in interpreting their homology. The change is sudden and
o.ccurs at molting. V/ere the recapitulation more often extended
over several molts the problem would, be easier.
*The word, "Tubercle'', is used in this paper as a ren-
eral term to indicate a seta, a definite group of setae, or a
process of the body wall bearing such a group.
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The third difficulty is one that has, up to this tine,
prevented progress in this field. Apparently a lepidopterous
larva has three or more entirely distinct types of arrangement
of the setae. In only . few species is there any apparent re-
lation bet./een the plan of the prothorax and that of the meso-
thorax, or between the last abdominal segment and any of t ie
others. . Thile this obstacle is not a serious one in classi-
fication, it has prevented thus far the determination of a sat-
isfactory nomenclature and therefore of a working basis* Since
filhelm ''tiller said in 1886 that he found "no support for a com-
parison of the prothoracic setae with those of the following
segments , " workers seem to have left the ^rothorax severely
alone. They do not seem to have realized that there is evi-
dence not found in the iiymphalidae on which Mfflller was working.
Fortunately there are partial hints and clews to assist
in surmounting each of these obstacles. Study of varied forms
often yields sirm: of intermediate stages in position. Some-
times the single first stage, our only evidence of the past,
unmistakably points the way to an interpretation we, would not
otherwise think of making. Again, the presence of a single
unusual seta on a single segment of a generalized form will
unite the setal plans of otherwise seriously differing segments
In these ways the gaps are partially, at least, closed and the
is
problem Ataken entirely out of the realm of guesswork and ab-
straction.
5. Comparative Anatomy.
Caterpillars may be said to bear setae in all possible
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positions. Their great number and uniform distribution in cone
species makes namin^ ".n* lOmolo.Tizinp: them seem impossible. A
little study of the less "hairy" ones, however, soon shows that
the rrranrement is quite constant and further investigation
proves that they have all been derived from the same typical
plan.
The method used in determining this plan was the ordi-
nary one in problems of this kind. The setae of the prothorax,
me ta thorax and abdomen of the generalised members of both sub-
orders of Lepidoptera were plotted, one segment over the other,
as if all were on the same segment. It vas then found that the
number of setae on this conposite/pic ture vas about fifteen and
that they were in approximately the same position as on the pro-
thorax of the most generalized forms of the order.
The next problem concerns the relation of the different
segments of 2 larva to each other and to the generalized type.
It is clear f ] om the first that the prothorax is least modified
throughout the series. 7/e cannot assume, however, that the setae
of the following segments of a caterpillar may be directly homo-
logized with the t ,rv^e by comparing them with the prothorax of
the same individual. Differentiation into the three types of
arrangement must have occurred lone- before the suborders of
Lepidoptera were separated from each other. The first insect
.vtth scaly wings and loner maxillae probably arose from a larva
possessing a different arrangement of the setae on the abdomen
from that on the prothorax. It is possible that all the thor-
acic segments were similar but the abdomen was cert inly distinct.
In view of that fact one easily sees that co -plete reliance on
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any single modern for:: is likely to lead to error. .n abdoii-
la .1 "type" must be wor.ce> out in the way used to est ^blish a
hypothelical generalised type. Then a corner rison of the thor-
acic and abdominal types with the general type will brinr us
as near as comparative anatomy can, to a correct view of the
homology between the pro thorax and abdomen.
4 . Ontogeny.
That the erabryological development of an animal has an
important bearinr on the study of its phylogeny has been recog-
nized ever since the "Recapitulation theory" was first advanced.
This theory has not, however, shown the way to a complete solu-
tion of tiie problems of ancestry. The development of members
of nearly all animal groups and that of the rarest and most pe-
culiar forms has attracted numerous worker... Many problems
still remain Unsolved, —for the recapitulation is neither direct
nor easy to interpret and is often covered by such a multitude
of complications, reversals, and omissions that we are baffled in
an attempt at their solution. For this reason, before an argu-
ment can be based on ontogeny, it must be shown that trio condi-
tio", discussed is necessarily a recapitulation.
When the larva of a moth hatches from the egg, it is
somewhat different, in most cases, from the mature caterpillar.
The "woolly bear" is as naked as a "cutworm'' and the butterfly
larva could be mistaken for a tortricid. Sometimes indications
of this peculiar condition remain after the first molt, but
usually this glimpse of the past is as evanescent as it is sur-
prising. Let this minute "worm" reach the second Instar and
:
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nothing remains to show that the arctian was not always "hv.iry"
or the saturnian with prominent scoli.
The natural supposition that thia first stare is a re-
capitulation of the past has seldom "been douhte(~ . several ar-
guments, or rather suggestions may, however, he advanced against
it iid these/must he disproven hefore this ste~e is admitted as
evidence
•
In the first place it may he urred that this stage repre-
sents an adaptive condition. While it is true that the thick
setae of an arctian or the spiny processes of a ityraphalid might
nrove an ohst^cle to hatching, this would merely show that the
former condition had "been retainec in- the first instar after the
appearance of the new armature in later development, rather than
that a new elementary stare had been acquired. At the same
time such an interpretation can .ot rive us a clue to the reason
for the lack of one of the setae (mu) on the ahdomen of all the
Frenatae in the first stage and its appearance after the first
molt. Kor is it clear how the ahtence of thetft in slightly
different positions on all t % e serme-.ts of :iepialus could assist
in emerging from t.:e e?g. Secondary adaptation might explain
g transformation in the entire style of armature hut only recap-
itulation can give i reason for changes in the presence
and position of a single seta.
Again, the differences "between the elementary stares of
different forms may he pointed out and the conclusion reached
that they cannot therefore represent an ancestr 1 condition.
".Vhile the first stares are not, it is true, identical through-
out the order, they do not vary one tenth as much as the mature
larvae. These first instar^ diverge slightly in several direc-
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tions from the ancestral type while the mature larvae diverge
rapidly and extensively fron the type. The former are so
nearly uniform that their evidence in reg rd to t :e past is
invaluable
.
A third position night he taken ./ith regard to develop-
ment by successive noltc on the supposition that it might not
constitute an ontogeny in the usual meaning of the term. At
the same time it must he recognized that the instars through
which a caterpillar passes are as necessary a part of its devel-
opment as are the changes within the egg. Specific evidence
O- recapitulation in the life history of animals which molt is
taken up in a later paragraph.
Constructive evidence on the recapitulation theory as
applied to larval instars in considerable in amount. £ome
of it has "been suggested in answering the objections and merely
the outline o:f ' this evidence is given here. There is no reason
to develop the different points.
I. The instars of other Arthropoda recapitulate their
ancestral history. iCxamples: Sacculina anc its degeneration;
the changes of barnacle^; the zooea, mysis stages, etc., of
Becapo da
.
II. The phylo^eny of other insects is shown by their
pos tembryonic development. Examples: in Goccidae, the presence
of the an- 1 rin'- in the nymphs of Kermesiinae, and the appear-
ance of primary anc secondary pygidia in Liaspinae; in Goleo-
ptera, the campodeiform larva preceding the eruciform in certain
cases
.
III. The development of the setal plan of leoidopterous
6!
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larvae, itself "bears -prima facie evidence that it consti tutei
a recapitulation. 1. All the Frenatae are almost identical in
the first ins tar when that at i e is different from later ones.
2. The first stage of the Jup-atae is much nearer that of the
Frenatae than later stapes are. 3. Larvae with tufted setae,
as arctians, usually possess only the primary setae "before the
first molt and these are in the typical position. 4. The arma-
ture pf the larvae of Nymphalidae and certain other butterflies
or specialized Lepidoptera is not homologous with t
_
:t of the
moths "but is preceded in the first stage "by the setae in the
typical position. 5. The absence of theta on all the segments
of Hepialus and the Frenatae in the first stage, and its presence
on all the segments of Iepialus and on the thorax of Frenatae in
the next stage, can have no other meaning than that this seta is
a later arriv.il than those which are present from the time of
hatching and that it has become established in the Frenatae
on the thorax only. 6. Setae are distinct in the first instar
of Sphingidae, Dioptidae, and other groups but are very much
reduced or wanting later. At the same time their descent from
forms in which the set e are distinct is unquestionable.
The writer has become convinced from many facts of which
the preceding are only examples, that the first stage larva of
Lepidoptera represents the ancestral type; that the arrangement
of the setae in this ins tar is the same their ancestors bore in
some remote antiquity. ./hile it does not extend back to tV t
distant a-e when all the segments bore the same setal plan, it
furnishes a connecting link bet /een that period and the present
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day. I have no hesitancy in denominating, as Dyar does, a seta
as only"*ubpriraa±yn when it is constantly wanting in the first
sta-e, however invariable may "be its presence in the second.
For the sane reason I cannot consider a subprimafcy seta of a
specialized group as homologous to a primary one of reneralizec
group. Such an homology is entirely inconsistent with the re-
capitulation theory.
In a word, the arrangemnt of the setae in the larvae of
the Lepidoptera gives us every reason to "believe and no cause
to deny the hypothesis iffeisraann expressed in 1876 < "Jffew char-
acters first appear in the last stage of individual development;
these move "back gradually into the earliar stages and so crowd out
the older characters until the latter finally disappear."
5 . Variation
.
In many cases the presence of secondary or tufted setae
is confusing in determine the location of the primary ones. The
acouisition of additional scattered setae in one species or genus
is a very common occurence and caution should he used in riving
this character as hounding any group. The condition in Drepan-
idae, Thyatiridae, and Ceometridae furnishes good examples.
'.Then several primaty setae are united by bein? surrounded
by a chitinized pi? te they have a tendency to vary in number.
This is true of Pi on the proleg-bearing segments of the abdomen.
Pi itself consisted originally of two primary setae but tau is
usually associated with them. In ma ny uoctuidae the three are
borne on a chitinized leg plate- In notodontians
,
arctians,
and other groups specialized from the ancestral noctuif t—ne
i
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this rlate bears many letae, none of which can be hora~lorized
with the primary ones.
III. APPLICATION OF THE EVIDENCE.
As stated above, two setae on different segments ot the
sane or different larvae are homologous, regardless of their
positio ] at the present time, when they have descended from the
. ine or homologous organs of a generalized ancestor. It follows
from the definition that no jingle case of homology can be ab-
solutely proven. No combination of circumstances is sufficient
to show, beyond the shadow of a doubt, that two setae on a modern
larva are descendants from the same or homologous structures of
some extinct ancestor. Nature's directions are, however, suffi-
ciently clear to remove the problem completely from the realm of
speculation. Let us consider for a moment the nature and kind
of these indications and their use as evidence on a correct no-
menclature of the setae.
1 . Application of Principles .
Similar position in all modern forms. '.Then a group of
setae are in similar positions throughout the entire series of
mature caterpillars, we may conclude that they are homolo out to
each other. If further evidence does not point distinctly in
some other direction, we caanot go back of fehis stand. Practic-
ally every segment of every caterpillar bears one seta near the
meo ioventralL ine on eaca side.. r.-xis the writer calls sigraa and
it is clear that in these setae we are dealing .vith truly homo-
logous organs, that on trie thoracic and abdominal segments in
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lepialua at well aa the Frenatae, these ventral setae are homo-
types
.
aimllar position on gormg gajgiignta o f all nodern forms.
A nearly uniform arrangement of the set^e on the pro thorax of
-practically all the aemhers of the order ia excellent evidence
that this arrangement is ancestral and that it has not arisen
through convergent development. On the other hand, such a con-
dition cannot hear on the relations of the segments to one another.
Similar arrangement on all the be.~:ients of the most gen-
eralized groups, hvery structure of .iepialus points to the view
that this cenus is one of t e most "-enoralized of Lepidoptera.
fhile distinctly in a different suborder, it hears much evidence
that it is closer to the ancestral type than are most of the
Frenatre. "lien we find in it, therefore, that t e relations of
al^ha.heta, and rho , to each other and to the "boundaries of the
Segments , are identical throughout the hocry, we have reason to
"believe th: t they are homologues in spite of their changed
position in the i<renatae on the me.\.othorax and netathorax. It
simply regains to derive the condition f una on these two seg-
ments of Frenatae from that sho./n "by the same two segments of
lenictlus, and a^ain .ve have a comolete series of honologues.
Similar mosition on all the comments of newly hatched
larvae
.
The hearing of the setal arrangement of first starre
larvae was discussed under the suhject, "Ontogeny''. Zomo-
logizing a seta never present in this stage with another that
ta present cannot he admitted as justifiable. On the ..hdomen
of Hepialus there a,re three setae, theta, kappa, and eta, in a
long diagonal row caudad and ventrad of the spiracle. Of these,
3.
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the u^per one is absent from the first »tape on all the Ljop-ments
and therefore, according to IVeisraann'a hypothesis , may "be as-
sumed to he of more recent origin. It would certainly ho in-
correct to horaologize it with any primary seta of generalised
Frenatae
.
Series of change g
.
Ordinarily two sotae in the same
relative position on their respective segments are considered
homologous. Two setae in different positions may he homologuesi
ho /ever, if they have reached these new positions hy migrations
durinr ^hyloreny . In many cases an intermediate location it
shown hy the first instar, .vhile in others a large nuraher of
mature larvae will sho i a complete series of stens in the mi-
oration from the old. position to the new one.
2. Choice of a nomenclature.
At the present time Roman numerals are in more or less
general use as a means of denominating the setae of lepidopter-
oul' larvae* They were introduced hy Dyar and have "been retained
in thei -1.' original sense, part#^N,.ly "because the great ma jority of
recent papers describing caterpillars have been written hy this
worker. The wide distribution of his naners and tie undoubted
accuracy of his observation would lead the nresent writer to
adopt his nomenclature if that were possible. For sever ?1 rea-
sons, however, it seems that the use of numbers in this connec-
tion iu no longer fesirable.
In the first place t re abdomen of rrenatae, u^on which
the numeral syster: was based, cannot represent the original ty~e.
In some particulars it differs radically from the same segments
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of the Jugatae. Attempts to derive the eet~l plan oi the tho-
racic segments from this arrangement and to find any evidence for
such a derivation have been fruitless* The original type leg*
nent, or better, the potential arrangement fron /Vhic'~ the modern
plan has been derived, mist have included a greater instead of a
smaller
number of setae than are at present found on the meso- and
metathorax. my of the thoracis setae are undoubtedly as pri-
mary and as ancestral as those on the abdomen and the same is
true of some of the additional setae shorn on Sepialus. There-
fore, if Dyar's numerals are used we should be compelled either
to give letters and subnuraerals to primary setae simply because
they are not present on the abdomen of modern caterpillars, or
to adopt his scheme for the abdomen of Frenatae and apply a dif-
ferent one to al]/o tae/bod- segments and to trie Jngatae. Neither
of these methods would fulfill our hope of a uniform nomenclature
based on homology and applicable to all the segments of all lep-
idopterous larvpe.
In the . econd ^lace any series of names which have as
definite an order as numbers is sure to be misleading and is like
ly *"o prejudice one's views in regard to homology. The me^e
use of numerals beginning at the mediodorsal line tends to cause
one to give the' upper of two setae the smaller numeral and to
neglect the fact that some setae are absent. In wing venation,
it is found that when numbers are used, workers tend to neglect
studying out the true homology. This danger is still more ap-
parent in work on the setae for, ./hereas it is rare to find a
branch of Radius, for example, crossing media and reaching the
margin of the wing back of tee latter, it is an ordinary occur-
id
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rence for seta ii to be found above i, for seta v to take almost
any position with respect to iv, and for vii to consist of one,
two, three, or many setae, either approximate to each other, or
decidedly remote in position.
In place of the numerals now in use the writer suggests
Greek letters. They combine a quickly written character for
labelling plates and an easily pronounced word with which all
scientific men are familiar. A special letter can be introduced
for a subprimary seta in a limited group without disarranging the
system. The alphabetical order is not so fixed, in the mind as
to prcjedice one in regard to homology. At the same time the
confusion introduced by the papers of Quail and ^orbes in Dyar's
system is avoided and, as lone: as the Greek letters are retained
in the original sense, the meaning will be absolutely clear.
As it is convenient to have a single term for groups of
setae and for compound tubercles, such as scoli, the writer cap-
italizes the letter indicating one of the more constant of the
primary setae composing the group. For example a verruca bear-
ing a tuft of setae developed from the group consisting of theta,
katrpa, and eta, is known as the verruca of the Zappa group and.
labelled "K" . In cases where there is doubt about the number of
primary setae from which a scolus or verruca is developed, the
capital letter is usually employed. This method is particularly
valuable where it is impossible or disadvantageous to indicate the
components of the group. The names of the groups and the setae
composing them are given on page 52.

As mentioned on a previous pn.^e, a set f is knor; as pri-
mary when it is present on the newly hatched larva. If it first
appear, after one of the molts but is fairly constant, it is
known as eubprimary
,
e.g., nu, theta, etc. Secondary setae are
those which have no constant position, are more or le^s numerous
and scattered, are not ancestral, and hear absolutely no relation
to the primary setae. They are very rarely found in the first
instar. The individual setae of a tuft borne on a verruca are
not given distinctive names, the group itself being called pri-
mary or subprimary according to its origin* The numerous setae
which it bears are not considered secondaries.
IV. SBTAIi AERAUGEMEIiT III THE PRINCIPAL
SUPERFAMILIBS
.
In this section the larval chaetotaxy Of a number of
typical species i^ described. Each seta is named when it is
first mentioned in the description, the sane name being applied
to its homotypes on other segments and other larvae as they are
reached. While it is not feasible to discuss their homology
in detail in this place, some of the evidence supporting the view
expressed is usually given, except .vhere the correspondence is
entirely obvious. Section V then takes up each set:^. in turn,
follows it through its principal migrations and modifications,
and briefly summarises the evidence for each case of homotypy.
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1 . Jura tae
»
Of the suborder Jogatse the writer has studied in detail
but one 'Tenus, Hepialus t and the description ./ill be Unite/ to
it. The setae of larval Llicroptery^idae have been so reduced
by leaf-mining habits that conclusions cannot be based on them*
^e^ialus, on the other hand, seems still to be generalized and, as
its wings gave Comstook the clew to the ancestral venation, so
its chaetotaxy has suggested the generalized set .1 plan.
Sad Dyar studied the prothorax of the larvae of this
genus as carefully as he did the other segments the following
description would not be necessary. As it is, the writer is
compelled to rely on his figure of the first stage; for up to the
^resent time no newly hatched larvae have been available for
study. As this first first stage is essential in the determin-
ation or" homology, my results are based on the assumption that
his figures are correct. Descriptions of the later stages in
this paper were made from Sepialns humuli, verified by compari-
son with H« hecta and H« lupulinus, two or more individuals of
each species being studied.
a. First ins tar. (Figs. £, 3, 4.)
The prothorax of the newly hatched larva bears six setae
above the spiracle, two in front of it, two between it and the
leg, and one in front of the leg. No ventral setae are indi-
cated. Those above the spiracle are in two transverse rows of
three setre each, those in the caudal row being much closer to-
gether and farther ventra than those of the cephalic. As shown
on the figures, I have namec1 those on the cephalic row, alpha,
gamma, and er>silon,and the caudal Troup, beta, delta, and rho, be-
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pinninr in each case near the dorsOneson. In front of the spir-
acle, kappa and etc represent the Kap^a group and between the
spiracle and the leg the t /o setae, pi and nu, form the Pi group.
The seta in front of the leg is tau.
The mesothorax and metathorax are practically identical
with each other. As there is no spiracle, let us describe the
setae as above and below kappa, the single seta at the level of
the pro thoracic spiracle. Above it are only five setce, two in
a cephalio and three in a caudal row. The homology is perfect-
ly evident, gamma, the middle of the three setae of the pro thorax
being the only absentee t and alpha, beta, delta, rho and epsilon,
havin.? the same position as before. Belo?/ kappa is locatec pi,
the caudal seta of the Pi group. Tau occupies the same position
as before.
V/e thus find that all the thoracic segments in this in-
star are arranged on the same plan but that the prothorax bears
three more setae, gamma, eta, and nu, than the other two segments.
Whether these setae have been lost from the second and third seg-
ments or added to the first will be discussed in a succeeding
paragraph.
On the abdomen above the spiracle there are only four
setae, two in each transverse row. The cephalic row, exactly
as in the raeta thorax, consists of alpha and epsilon, but in the
caudal row delta is wanting. Four of trie six dorsal -irothoracic
setae are then retained on the abdomen. Of the lateral setae,
kappa and eta are both present as on the prothorax but they are
widely separated. It will be shown later that this separation
is not of great importance in showing the ancestral condition or
the homotypy, for on the abdomen of the MlorolepidoptercL kappa
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anC eta are approxim te as they are on the nrothorax. Unques-
tionably they have bee i derived fron the same source on all the
body segments.
At the base of the proleg are found two cephalolateral
setae and one cephalic. The first two are almost ^irectly be-
hind pi on the net mthorax and clearly represent pi and nu. As
the otoer is in front of the proleg and bears the sane relation
to it that tau does to the thoracic leg, it f.oubtless represents
that seta. Ve nay therefore conclude that the arrangement of
the abdominal setae is homotyoie with that of the prothoracic.
b. Later instars. (Figs. 5,6,13,14.)
The mature larva of Hepialus differs in some inroortant
particulars fron the condition in the first ttage. Most of
these differences were pointed out by Dyar and their bearing on
was
phrlo geny„ discussed . our point of view is somewhat different
from hiSj for we are considering honotypy, a field which he did
not enter.
The most striking change brought about at the first molt
is the appearance of a certain seta, theta.,
t
on each segment. Thi
is always caudad of karipa and dorsad of it on all but the pro-
thoracic se.-ment. It is the best established subprimary seta
in the .vhole order, for it suddenly appears at the first molt on
all the segments of .lepialus and on the neso- and metathorax of
Frenatae. Another late arrival is omega, situatec" between nu
and tau on the abdomen. .'hether it is present in t-.e first
sta^e dm the thorax, I do not kno,7
t
but in the nature larva it
is on the ventral surface of the thoracic as well as of the ab-
dominal segments.
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The mature larva of Hepialuspumuli may then he described
i
as follo-.7£i
Pro thorax. Six setae are located above the spiracle and
three in front of it. All of these arc placed on trie cervical
shield, which extends ventrad to the level of the niddle of the
spiracle. Along the cephalic border of the shield are five setae
the urroer three of which are al^ha, gamma and epsilon as described
on the first stage larv.. The lov/er two, ka-opp and eta, in front
of the dorsal margin of the spiracle, are lateral in position and
belong to the Kappa group. On the caudal margin of trie shield is
a srroup'Of three setae, beta, delta and rho, arranged in a curved
line directly above tie spiracle. Slightly separated from these
is another, ventrad of the lo.ver end of this line. The latter
is theta, the third, member of the Xarvpa group, and is always asso-
ciated with kappa and eta.
Hear the coxa of the leg is a chitinized plate bearing
two setae, pi and nu, representing the constant and important Pi
group. In front of the leg are certain small setae, usually two
in number, with a third sometimes added* These I call the Tau
Grroup f for they are extremely variable and it is difficult to
homologize individual setae. They are, however, not related to
each other in the s^.rae sense as the members of the Kappa group,
Pi groiro, etc. The one closest to Pi may be called omega, and
the others tau and phi. Behind the coxcv as in all caterpillars,
sigma is present near the ventrimeson.
Kesothorax and Ketathorax. These segments are each
divided into three annulets, marked distinctly on the dorsal
half of the segment but partially lost on the ventral. On the
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first of those is foun 8 -roup of three minute L-etfto, which must
represent gamma or a structure developed in its place. Lb it is
in the position of gamma it is- most convenient to rive it that
name altho the evidence is not conclusive. The middle annulet
bears two setao, one near the dorsimeson, trie other directly
caudad of the ^rothoracic spiracle. These, as in the first stage,
are clearly homologous '.vith alpha and epsilon. Assuming that
the homology suggested in regard to the first annulet is correct,
we now have the entire row, alpha, gamma and epsilon, accounted
for.
The third annulet hears three subdorsal setae and two
lateral ones. The three subdorsal are plainly beta, delta and
rho , as on the prothorax. They are somewhat more dorsal in pos-
ition and not so close together but otherwise clearly represent
the same structures- The two lateral setae are in the same pos-
ition as the Kappa group. The caud'l one is clearly theta, for
it was not found on the newly hatched larva, but the other may
be either kappa or eta. I have labelled it kappa, altho there
is no evidence in this one species that it may not have developed
from eta instead. .7e shall see, however, that eta, ./hen present
on the thorax, as in most of trie jrenatae, takes a -nosition quite
distinct from that shown here, while kappa is usually found in
this place. The homology as given, is therefore undoubtedly
correct
.
Laterad of the leg and close to the coxa is a single
seta, often borne oil a chitinized plate. This is pi, the only
representative of the Pi group ever found on the mesothorax ex-
cept in a few rare eases* The Tau group and sigma are also
present.
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Abdomen. The relation of t ie type of arrangement of the
setae of the abdomen (Fig« 13) to that of the thorax cannot he de-
termined from a study of fche nature larva alone. This is due to
the addition of several new setae at the first molt and the
changed position of others. Ae in the first instar, there are four
setae above the level of the spiracle hut these do not so clearly
represent the two transverse rows as before. The ventral seta
of the caudal row, rho, had migrated cephalad to the middle of
the segment even before the first molt and is now found very close
to epsilon and associated with it above the s-niracle. The fact
that this is actually rho and that it has come from the caudal
part of the serment cannot be doubted after seeinp- figures of the
newly h tched larva and stud7/ing the record of this seta through-
out other members: of the order.
In the spiracular region are three setae in a diagonal
line, theta and kappa caudad of the spiracle aid eta some distance
ventrad. ICappa and eta were noted in the first instar but theta
was missing. The latter' s relative riosition on the abdomen is
the same as that of its homotyToe on the thorax.
Below eta the maximum number of setae on any segment ex-
cept the last is five. These are arranged differently as we pass
caudad. In Hepialus hunuli all are present on the first six ab-
dominal segments, but one of those on the first segment is much
smaller than the p the rs . It is entirely missing from this seg-
ment of H. lupulinus and H. hectus. On the second segment the
Arrangement is more typical. Two setae, pi and nn, are close
together near the middle of the segment and only slightly more
ventrad than their homotypes on the thorax. Siena is present
1 f
.
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as usual near the ventroneson. Ihia leaves only two setae, and
they are in the same position here as the Tau group on the tho-
rax, so the entire homology i.. cleai as labellec on the -plate.
On the prole --bearinr semonts, omera varies between a
mesoceWialic "oosition at the "base of t ie leg in some species to
a lateroeephalic location in others. In the latter position it
is quite closely associated with the Pi group and seems to "belong-
to it rather than to the group from which it was derived. On
segments 7, 8, and 9, it is, however, wanting so that these seg-
ments bear four subveiatral setae, nu and pi representing the still
bisetose Pi group, tau alone remaining of the group which bears,
its name, and, as usual, sigma near the medioventral line.
In many caterpillars the ninth abdominal segment shows a
very puzzling condition, analogous to that on the mesot ;iorax.
There is a tendency for the setae to arrange themselves in a
single transverse line, challenging the investigator to say which
is which. The larvae of .iepialus (Fig. 14)
,
however, have not
undergone &o much change and homologizing the setae on this body
segment is not so difficult. As usual alpha and bet; are found
near the mediodorsal line with rho and theta below them. ;2psi-
lon, altho present on tie preceding segments, is wanting here,
but it is such an evanescent seta that its absence in this place
is not surprising. Kappa and eta are somewhat closer together
and farther caudad arid dorsad than before but the homology is
clear. This leaves only the subventrai setae, which, as was
stated in the last paragraph, are identiaal with those on seg-
ments 7 and 8.
The most difficult problem of all still remains and 7/e
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can give it only a partial answer. :iad wo all the ancestors of
ie^ialus there might still he a doubt as to the meaning of the
anal segment. Is there a tenth segment and then a telson re-
presenting the eleventh? Does the proleg belong to the tenth
or to the eleventh segment anc does it hear the set e of both
Segments or of only one of then? .hat is the oripin of the setae
on the caudal aspect? The condition in lepialus larvae is
as follows:
On the dorsal half of the last abdominal segment (Fir.
14) is a semicircular plate whose diameter is the cephalic bor-
der of the segment* On each side of the meson this plate hears
three setae, two in a longitudinal line comparable to the posi-
tions of alpha and beta on the other segments, and one fart her
laterad and cephalad. Between the plate and the anus is a pair
of fleshy nro jections , the suranal lobes, each bearing one seta
on its caudal aspect. 3elow the anus another pair of lobes and
the prolep-s bear a total of eight setae. Two of these are on
the caudal aspect of the ventral lobe, four on the lateral as-
pect and o ,e on the caudal aspect of the proleg, and the other
cephaldd of the -nroleg.
In the first place it should be noted that .vhile it is
possible to name these structures, there is no great mount of
evidence as to their true homology. If we call those on the
plate, e-osilon, beta, and rho , then the one on the suranal lobes
must be theta. This would indicate that the tenth segment is
very similar to the ninth and gives us a hint as to the other
setae. The one on the mesoeephalic aspect of t e prolog would
thus be tau , and the one in a mesocaudal position, Sigma, while
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the four on the lateral aspect would represent pi, nu, omega, and
phi. Calling the two setae behind the prolog, kappa and eta,
completes he seriej.
These setae have "been named, not so much to express an
opinion regarding their homology as to show that only one set i~
present. There is only one -nore seta (phi) on this segment than
on any of the other proieg- hearing ones and one (epsilon) is
missing* .e may consequently conclude that the setce rive no
evidence for considering the anal segment to "be composed of more
than one netamer e either in its dorsal or ventral portions. The
proof is especially clear either that the suranal plate does not
represent a telson or that, if it does, the dorsal half of seg-
ment 10 has been* entirely suppressed. Those vho have asserted
that the setae sho v that this segment consists of more than one
somite have not only neglected the facts of eripryological devel-
opment hut have not even studied carefully the particular data
on .vhich their opinions were based-
c. Conclusions from a Study of Ju.-atae.
EJepialus Has been considered in detail "because it is
very clo^e to the typLeal form and represents an entire suborder,
the Jugatae- There are some primitive features about it .vhich
rive us a clue to the homology in other groups. This is espec-
ially true of the thoracic segments, whose relation to the ab-
domen and to each other would he wholly in the dark without this
form. The prothorax shows the same essential type of arrange-
ment as the other segments- It has been a failure to study He-
pialus (basefully that has caused "uller, Dyar
,
Quail, and Forbes
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to omit the prothornx in their work on the setae nnc to consider
it as of wholly different origin*
2 . Frenatae
.
The chaetotaxy of the larvae of this suborder has been
described in detail by Dyar, and he has also compared, it with
the setal plan of the Jugatae* A brief consideration of those
modifications of the plan which might be confusing in a determ-
ination of honotypes is all that is necessary here.
a. Bombycoidea.
The iJoctuidae are considered first, not because they are
the mOL-t generalised, but because the -writer has studied no other
larvae in the first inst r. The setal plan of Feltia glaciaria
in this stage shews a close correspondence to that of the newly
hatched ienialus larva. On the prothorax (Fig". 17) eta of the
Ilappa grour), all the Tau group, aac sigma are wanting. Otherwise
the homology is clear. The mesothorax and metathorax (Fig. 18)
show a condition which has probably been developed on account of
the great mobility of these se-nents. The setae are in a single
transverse row. Above kanpa, located caucac. of the prothoracic
spiracle, are four setae instead of the five borne by Hepialus.
The missing one proves to be delta, for the close correspondence
with the abdomen shows that the dorsal two are alpha and beta
and t <e others are undoubtedly epsilon an/ rho which are usually
associated together on all segments. Below kappa is pi near the
proleg. As on the ^ro thorax, the Tan group and sigma are wanting.
.The abdomen (Figs. 19, 20, 29) shov/s alpha and beta in
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their usual nositio.is nerr the dorsoneson except on the first
few segments where they are more nearly in a transverse ro.v,
similar to their locations on the metathorax« Just dorsad of
the spiracle is rho, a veil developed set-' , and in most cases a
minute ^oint representing epsilon. The latter, known is iiia
in the li texture, is often considered eufoprimary , hut the pre-
sence of this rudiment, which Bacot (Quail, '04) says is of com-
•mon, if not universal , occurrence in the larvae of Frenatae,
proves it to he primary* Its small size in all stages is the
result of reduction, rho having migrated caudad to the rerion it
once occupied. The other abdominal setae are just as in the
first stage "lepialus. In Feltia, tau is not present hut in most
Frenatae it is said to he associated with nu and pi in all in-
s tars and is usually considered a member of the ?i group. Its
absence from the first, seventh, and eighth abdominal segments
is a common occurrence. Sigma is located near the medioventral
line as usual.
The homology of the setae of segment 9 (Fig. 30) may be
solved by a comparison with the same segment of the mature lepi-
alus larva and a study of other species which form connecting
links between the two conditions. The evidence for considering
t v e most cephalic of the subdorsal setae, alpha, will be riven
in the neat section. "Bet- is much closer to the dorsomeson, as
on the prothorax. The presence in some species of a minute seta
(epsilon) close to the third seta shows the latter to be rho.
This leaves only three setae, which are certainly ha rpa, pi, and
sigma. All of these conclusions are based on series of inter-
mediate stares in the generalized Frenatae, as will be shown
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later.
Segment 10 bears only one fever setae than in Seplalue
but the homology is not clear.
The mature Feltia (Firs. £1 to £4,31, 32) shows certain
notifications of the chaetotaxy of the first sta<-e. The arriv-
al of theta anci rrnma on the mesothorax and metathorax, the first
caudodorsad of kappa, the otaer near the cephalic "border of the
segment, are the only changes duplicated on lepialus. On all
the thoracic segments eta appears ventrad of kapna. As it was
not -nresent at all on the last two segments of Juratae, the con-
dition here shows that since its establishment on the abdomen it
has arisen on the thor:x, .-/here, under Veisnann' s la./, it hag not
yet re' ched the first instar. Finally nu, the most recent ar-
rival of all the subprimaries
,
appears caudoventrad of eta on
the first eight abdominal segments.
A significant chanre in -oosition also occurs after the
first molt. I^psilon, located below aluha and ramma in the
cephalic, subdorsal ro./ of the prothorax in the first st; ~e
,
now appears close to rho above the sniraele. This migration
distinguishes the lombycoidea from the I'.icros, for in the latter
group epsilon remains near the cephalic borcer of the prothoracic
shield
.
b. Ilicrolepidoptera.
Altho the differences between the 3ombycoidea aac the
Ilicrolepidoptera are not great, the latter are more generalized
in some important particulars. These are best shown by Pseud -
anaphora (Firs. 7,8,15,16), a member of one of t::e most general-
ized families of t.:e order. On the prothorax theta is nresent,
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so that all three setae of the Xanpa croup are accounted for,
just as in .iepialus. On the abdomen, kappa an<? etr are at t e
sane level hut still distant, altho in all the hi . o :icros
these setae are close together belo / t ;e spiracle. As tn the
noctuid abdomen, ran is present and theta is wanting. Seg-
ment 9 shO".?s nearly as many setae as in iepialus, there being
only two important differences; the absence of tau. and theta,
and the presence of mu ©au&oventrad of eta as on the other seg-
ments .
c. Other Croups.
The high specialization of the armature of saturnian,
Bphingid, and butterfly larvae lessens their value as evidence
on the homology of the setae* The first instar is usually
similar to that of the iloctuidae. Only one serious problem is
presented, viz., the origin of the scolus Kappa in the Saturni-
oidea. Shether this consists of kappa and eta or eta alone is
a disputed point, altho trie first instar seems to indicate the
correctness of the former view*
V. Pr.IIIAEY AND SUBPEIMABY SETAE.
In the following discussion of the setae, the evidence
for eac 1 case of homotypy is briefly summarized. The plan fol-
lowed is that outlined above under the title, ''Application of
the Evidence." Other authors have indicated various concep-
tions of komotypy in labelling their figures but none have pre-
senter proof, except in one case, the brief paper by Quail men-
tioned in the introduction. As the evidence on all the impor-
tant points is conclusive, the retention of an unnatural or
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uncertain nomenclature is no Ion -er defensible.
Alpha. The position of this seta as given in the de-
scriptions of the group8 la so clear that a fevY words here will
suffice. Originally alpha seems to have been farther dorsad as
well as farther cer>hilac" than any other seta. This is no 7 true
on all the segments of Hepialus, on the abdomen of nearly all
Frenatae, and on the prothorax of many Tineidae and Yponoraeutidae
.
The ^rothorax shows beta nearer the meson than alph?. in nearly
all the higher Frenatae but this is clearly a later migration.
Alph.;. is always present in the first stage and is there-
fore primary. It is one or' the most persistent setae and usually
forms a verruca or scolus in species bearing these structures.
Vhether it is present or absent on the last two segments of Fren-
atae will be d i sous sec", under "Beta" on a later page*
On the ninth abdominal segment of most Frenatae alpha
is located farther laterad than beta and in the T 'acros this con-
dition has rone back into the first ins tar. But in Hepialus
(Fig* 14), Scardia (Fig* 54) f Thyris (Fig*, 55), and other genera
it is still as close to the dorsomeson as on the other abdominal
segments* In Pseudanaphora (Fig. 16) tie lateral migration has
already besrun and in certain Pyralidae (Fig* 49) it is carried
to its greatest extent. In many families the location of this
seta is a character of importance in the classification of gen-
era, (cf. Pyralidae, Tortricidae, etc., Fart Two.) The close
association with rho in some cases seems to oast doubt on the
.View that this seta is homologous with alpha but the position in
generalized larvae, the complete set of intermediate stages con-
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netting it with its other location.., the variation between the
original and later positions iritfain limited groups and the fact
t:: t "beta, epsilon.anc. rho are otherwise accounted for, sho.v
unquestionably that this seta miLt be alpha.
Beta. On the ^rothor-rx as .veil as ti.e abdomen beta is
always the dorsal seta of t e caudal row. Its position varies
from that in lepialus (Fig. 5), where it is about half way between
the spiracle and the dorsomeson, to that in nost Frenatae, where it
is closer to the dors one son than any other seta of the segment.
Intemediate stages are shown by Ypononeutidae (Pig. 35) and
Acrolophidae (Fig. 7)
.
The specialization of the nesothorax and metathorax of
Frenatae has beei mentioned. ho intermediate stages exist to
sho.v the relations between the setal plan of these segments of
lepialus and those of Frenatae. A comparison of the thoracic
with the abdominal segments of the newly hatched larva of Fel-
tia (Firs. IB to £0,29,30), however, indicates the direction the
migration has talcen. Segments 6, 7, and 8 show alpha and beta
in their normal positions while on segments 1 and 2 beta is al-
most directly ventrad of alpha. The larre number of groups in
.vhich these two setae are associated in the abdomen, eit?ier by
being borne on a single ninaculum, or uniting to form a single
verruca, shows that they meg easily become contiguous in position
as on the mesothorax and metathorax. Hofmann, Dyar, and Quail
agree that this is the true condition.
Gamma
.
This seems to be a corroaratively new seta on
all but the pro thorax, where it has become established. The
t
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newly hatched larva hears it only on the one segment and there its
position is constant. It is often represented on meso- and meta-
thoracic and abdominal ferments as a more or less minute subprim-
ary seta near the cephalic border of the segment and in :Iepialus
is associated with two other smaller ones. While there is some
doubt about the accuracy of considering a primary seta of the pro-
thorax nomotopic with a subprimary one of other segments, the
fact that the two be^r exactly the same relations to the other
structures of the segment makes it inadvisable to use a different
name. This will be discussed under ''Eta !I on a later page. The
probability is that gamma is a more recent seta than the other
primaries and became first established on the prothorax, the
order of appearance on the different segments now being shown by
ontogeny •
Delta . Between beta and rho on the prothorax of all cater-
pillars and also on the other thoracic segments of Hepialus is
delta, a seta never found in any other position or on any other
segment. If ancestral, it has since become lost on the abdomen
of all lepidopterous larvae and on the last two thoracic segments
of all Frenatae.
Epsilon . The prothoracic segments of Hepialus and Pseud-
anaphora bear the third setr^ of the cephalic row in its typical
position. In connection with rho it goes through various changes
which are sometimes hard to follow on the other body segments but
are evident on the prothorax. In the Tortricidae (Fig. 39)
,
Aegeriidae, and Yponomeutidae (Fig. .35) , this seta remains constant
in position while rho moves forward toward it. This is distinctly
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noticeable in Plutella while In Atteva aurea (Fig. 36) it has
scarcely been begun* The opposite movement it. to he noted in
all r.acrolepidoptora. The newly hatched larva of Feltia Bhowa
rho and epsilon in their normal positions distant from each other.
In the mature larva, however, epsilon has .nip-rated back to rho,
leaving only alpha and gamma remaining in the eephalic subdorsal
group.
On the mesothorax and me tathorax of Frenatae , epsilon and
rho are a?ain found associated. Like aipha and beta they have
yielded to the mobility of this part of the body and been crowded
to the middle of the segments. The first st ge of itepialus and
Feltia show that epsilon is the upper of the two and rho the
lower. 3oth prothoracic and abdominal segments of Hepialns and
Cossus cossus prove that epsilon was originally above the level
of rho and that its present position ventrad of that seta on the
abdomen of many of the species we kno.7 today has come about through
migration.
On the abdomen of Hepialus, the presence and lar e size
of epsilon in the first ps well as later instars creates a serious
problem if that set? be considered missing from its usual position
in the first stare of r'renatae. I have been unable to detect it
in the newly hatched Feltia larva but according- to ^uail,'04, who
quotes A. Bacot, it is of prener- 1 occurrence in all instars of
is
Frenatae. The probability is, therefore that i tA disappearing
from the abdomen and is retained in its former vifror only by Hepi-
alus and Cossus cossus. There seems to be no evidence that it
is in any sense subprimary.
Bho. The principal migrations of rho have been described
s
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in the discussion of epsilon. It is present in all inotars of
all segments of all caterpillars except ahen obscured in later
stages by a secondary armature. Usually it is associatec with
epsilon when that seta is present. In species bearinr verrucae
,
epsilon never forms one distinct from that of rho except sometimes
on the mesothorax and metathorax*
Theta
.
The dorsocaud;:l seta of the Kappa group needs
consideration merely to prevent its confusion with other setae.
So question can be raised as to its homology on the serments of
Jepialus, where it if subprimayy throughout, in all cases being
dorsad and caudad of the primary kanpa. The same is true of the
thoracic segments of the Frenatae where it is present and subprim-
ary.
Some confusion might arise on the abdomen of Frenatae
in those cases where kappa is 7/ell toward the upper border of the
spiracle. The fact that kappa is usually much lower down and is
often associated with eta indicates the error of a view which
would call this seta theta. This is further emphasized by the
subprimary nature of theta and by the fact that eta and kappa al-
ready have homologies on Hepialus without the use of theta.
Forbes' error on this r>oint was rather far reaching so far as
homotyoy is concerned. le only gives four figures but in the
setae, epsilon, theta, kappa, eta, and mu, there arc four cases*
in which the same label is given in one place to a primary and
*These are: iii (primary in all except fig. 4.) j iv (primary
on figs. 4, 5, and 34, subprimary on fig. 33) ; v (primary on figs.
5, 33, and 34, subprimary on fig. 4); vi (primary on 33, sub-
primary on figs. 5 and 34) .
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in another to a subprinary seta. ost of these cases would "be
very difficult to explain am' they are wholly unnecessary . The
mistakes are due, not to errors in observation , "but to a failure
to take the primitive first sta^e into account.
Kappa
.
This is a fundamental, ancestral, primary seta
and is readily transformed into a scolus or verruca. It occupies
a position about the level of the spiracle and is almost never
absent. In forming verrncae it is often associated 7/ith theta
and eta and on the prothorax of most of the Ilicrolepidoptera a
chitinized pinaculum bears all three. In specialized "icrolep-
idoptera kappa and eta are al~/ays adjacent on the abdomen .-/here
they take 11 possible positions with respect to each other. In
most cases the dorsal of the two is called kappa.
On segment 9 kappa is obsolete in certain Pyralid.icae . The
beginning of the reduction is shown in "hycitinae (Pig". 46) where
eta is located on the same pinaculum with kar>pa and mu but is
much larger than the other two. In Pyraustinae (Pig. 49) only
eta remains. This condition is not sufficient, however, to just-
ify us in callin~ the sole representative of t :e Kappa group
on the ninth abdominal segment of I'oetuidae, "eta", for here the
position on the newly hatched larva, especially in its re .ation
to rho and pi, sho.vs that it iu the caudal rather than the cephalic
seta of the group which has been retained. (See Fig. 30.)
Eta
.
On the thoracic segments of the Frenatae, eta, like
theta, appears at the first molt. It is belo?; kappa and is often
associated with it. On :-iepialus it is .7antin°r on the mesothorax
and metathorax but present on the prothorax. At the time of the
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separation of lepialus from the Frenatae it had appeared onl;/ on
the prothorax and abdomen or had bee.i lost on the other thoracic
se nents. In the latter place it has since become established
in the Frenatae after the first instar.
This is one of two oases where it has seemed necessary to
consider a subpr i\:iv i
-y seta on one segment the homotype ofi a prim-
ary one on another. The fact that in iepialus eta is present on
"both the prothorax and abdomen but that there is no setc. with
which it can possibly be homologous on the mesothorax and metatho-
rax, shows that in the latter place its homotype hes either been
lost or has never appeared. The same conclusion is indisputable
after a study of first stage Frenatae. Since the separation of
the two suborders a new seta has appeared on the caudal thoracic
segments in line wit: eta of other parts of the body. This new
seta bears the same relation to the other structures of the seg-
ment as et:. does and associates with kappa in the same character-
istic way. "Tnile its later appearance makes it doubtful whether
the mesothoracic seta should be called a homotype of the one on
the abdomen, it is clear that no object -would be served by merely
attaching to it a new name. We therefore depart to that extent
from a strict interpretation of our definition of homotypy.
Pi
.
Considerable confusion might exist at first in re-
gard to the homology of this and neighboring setae. The descrip-
tion of the ventral half of the larva of lerdalus shows that the
ho-^olorry there is evident enough. Any ot'.er interpretation -would
involve one in endless complications and would necessitate a total
neglect of the generalized first larval sta^e.
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In Frenatae, however, the prologs are nuch farther mesad
than the thoracic lege and the setae of the two regions have a
less ( -parent relation to each other. This is complicated by
the arrival of mu which is directly eaudad of the thoracic pi and
appears to he analogous with it. Fortunately the condition in
the newly hatched larva proves the analogy to he more apparent
than real, for mu is not present in the first instar. This is
so constant a character that Dyar distinguishes the Jugatae from
the Frenatae by the presence of this seta, "vi',T after the first
raolt.in the latter grour) While it never appears in the former.
In spite of this fact Dyar, Forbes, and others usually label pi
on the thorax, B?iB
,
indicating that it may he homotypic with mu
of the abdomen. For that reason the group requires more extended
discussion than the others have received. In the following sum-
mary of the evidence on this point, "Pi" is used for the Pi group
of one or two setae at the base of the thoracic legs, "mu" for
the subprimary on the abdomen, and "vii" (following Dyar) for
the lateral two of the grour» of three setae on the prolegs which
we are convinced are homotypic with "Pi".
Pi must be homotypic with vii in Hepialus for mu is not
present
.
The first instar of larval Frenatae indicates the horao-
typy of Pi and vii for no other interpretation is possible in the
absence of mu.
Pi and vii, in addition to the fact that both are primary
are both "double" on the prothoracic and abdominal segments and
sometimes on the mesothorax and raetathorax, while mu is always
single
.
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The multiple nature of Pi and vii is indicated "by the
newly hatched larva of Panorpa, of the Hecoptern, described "by
2. P. Felt, '95. Its prothorax hears the sane setal plan as that
of lepidopterous larvae and while the setae of the other segments
of Panorpa are reduced in number the fundamental arrangement is
the same. On every segmeat there is a pinaculum bearing four to
six setae in a longitudinal row situated at the base of the leg
or the proleg as the case may he. The fact that this is the first
sta-^e, all the setae heinp. lost later, and that the Kecopter... are
usually considered more generalized than the Lepidoptera, would
seem to indicate that ?i originated as a raultisetiferous tuhercle
and that the setae had been reduced to the definite number two on
modern caterpillars.
Scolus-bearing larvae also indicate the homotypy of Pi on
the thorax to the group called vii on the abcomen. In Saturniidae
e.g. Samia cecropia, each, thoracic segment bears a scolus at the
base of the leer, and in line with then are found similar scoli on
abdominsl segments 1 and 2. The latter are not present, however,
on segments 3 to G. As usual vii of the proleg-bearing segments
is modified into a multisetiferous pinaculum and not into a thorn-
like process. If the scoli on segments 1 and 2 represented the
seta "vi" or mu
,
they would also be founc on segments 3 to 6 near
the base of the ^rolegs as in arctians and other verrucose larvae,
for mu never takes/part in the formation of a multisetiferous leg-
plate. These scoli must then be homotypes of vii. But they are
also incisputably honotyt>ic with Pi on the thorax. Therefore Pi
and vii are homotynic and vii should be called Pi.
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Dyar, '01, interpreted this condition correctly and Quail
'04, agreed with him. The vie rfl expressed in thia paper are in
accordance with those of Quail on all the setae which he studied.
A careful interpretation of the evidence must convince one that
Pi is homologous with "vii" of the ahdomen and has no relation
to mu.
Mu. Mil, as has been said, arises at the first molt of
Frenatae between eta and the Pi group. Apparently it is homo-
typic with pi of the metathorax, but its absence from Hepialus,
Panorpa, and the first stage of all caterpillars shows that this
is out of the question. .That than accounts for its presence?
The fact that the prolegs, and consequently the Pi group,
on the abdomen are farther mesad than the thoracic legs has been
note". This chanp-e , which is barely indicated in the Jugatae
,
leaves a considerable space between eta and pi on the abdominal
segments. Assuming that the setae are sensory in function, it
is clear that the presence of a sense organ in this important
area would be of selective value. A discussion of the method of
origin of new or secondary setae in response to a need on the part
of the organism would be out of nlace here, but that they do arise
and are of importance to the life of the caterpillar is shown by
the conspicuous differences between the mature larvae of different
families. In this case mu appeared in the center of an area left
vacant by the raesal migration of the nrolegs ano the Pi group,
and has been retained because it, like the other sense organs of
the larva, is an adaptation to the conditions of existence.
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Siena. Near the medioventral line o' almost every lep-
idopterous larva, signa nay be found in nearly the sane position
on every Begment. So far as known it is never associated with
other setae except in some groups' in which it is dra.vn into the
formation of a multisetiferous leg-plate.
Tau. The name Tau has been given to an indefinite group
of setae between pi and eigma. Various numbers are present,
ranging from one to three or four, or the entire group may be ab-
sent. So far as known, only one is ever present in the first
instar. This is the cephalic or mesal seta of the group of three
at the base of the proleg on Frenatae and newly hatched Jugatae*
Dyar calls all three the "tubercle vii" but a very little study
of the first two abdominal segments shovvs that the two caudolateral
members of the group have a distinctly different origin from the
other. "7hen four setae are found upon this aspect of the proleg,
as in Hepialus, the additional one is considered as another
member of the group Tau. In the description of this genus on a
previous page the individual setae of the group were named. hut
that is scarcely necessary in Frenatae.
V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
The setal arrangement of every segment of the body of the
larvae of the Lepidoptera has been derived from the same ancestral
type
.
This type includes twelve primary setae: alpha, beta,
delta, gamma, epsilon, rho
,
kappa, eta, nu, pi, tau, and sigma.
The primary setae are present in t~e first ins tar. They
became established before the suborders of Lepidoptera separated
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from each other and possibly before the separation of the order
from other :iolometabola. It is not necessary to assume, however,
that there ever existed a single insect larva havinp the setal
plan of all the segments similar and including only the primary set
setae as given above.
The ancestral type has been modified in three ways, each
beinp- more or less independent of the other two. fa) The prothorax
Shows a tendency to retain the maximum number of setae; this is
a response to the numerous sensory stimuli which this segment must
transmit. fb) The mesothorax aid metathorax show a partial re-
duction and considerable modifiearion in response to the necessary
mobility of this part of the body. fc) The abdominal chaetotaxy
has also been reduced but the setae tend to retain their original
typical position. Segments 9 and 10 show specialized modifica-
tions of the setal arrangement of segments 1 to 8.
Subprimary setae are those which, altho the.;: have a defin-
ite location on the nature larva and are rather persistent, are
absent from the first instar.
Hew setae have usually appeared first in that part of the
body in which they were of most benefit, e.g., gamma on the pro-
thorax an f." eta on the abdomen. In some cases setae which seem
to be homologous with then have arisen later on other segments.
The order of their appearance is no.7 shown in ontogeny.
In addition to the doubtful subprimary homo types of gamma
and eta, there are two rather persistent subprimary setae —the ta
»
which is found on the mesothorax and metathorax of both suborders
and on the abdomen of Jugatae, and mu , which is more recent and
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and appears only on the abdomen of Krenatae.
Subprinaries of leas common occurrence are omega and phi
of the Tau group v?hile still others are present in certain families
Primary or primary and subprimary setae tend to associate
with each other in groups. These are indicated in this paper "by
capital letters. On the abdomen tau is associated with the Pi rroup
The Beta group consists of alpha and beta; Rho.of epsilon
and rho; Ilappa, of theta, kappa, and eta; Pi, of pi and nu; and
Tau, of tau, omega, and phi.
loth primary and subprimary setae may develop into tufts
borne on verrucae. The verrucae of the same setal group tend to
coalesce while those of different groups tend to remain distinct.
Synonyms
.
In the following tables are given the names used by var-
ious authors for the different setae on the segments heretofore
studied.A parenthesis indicates that the seta is subprimary in
the region of the body referred to. "0" indicates that the seta
is absent, while a hyphen is used when the author omits to mention
the seta.
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' esothorax and I etothorax.
Frenatae
Dyar
,
1 95 Dyar
,
1 01 Quail, '04 Forbes
,
1 10
alpha i a i i i a
be t:l i b ii ii i b
( r;inna
)
X
delta
epsilon i i a iii iii a ii a
rho ii b iv iii ii b
( theta) iii v a iv iii
kappa iv V V iv
( eta) V v b vi V
(mil) o
Pi vi vi vi i vi i
nu
tau ix
( ome ?a)
sisma vii i vii i
Abdomen
Waller 86 Dya
1'ymphalidae Frenatae
First sta£e
'95 Dyar 01
Frenatae
Qiaail, '04
Frenatae
Forbes
,
Frenatae
alph*^
beta
( gamma
)
delta
epsilon
rho
( theta)
kappa
eta
(nm)
Pi
nu
tau
f omega)
s i prna
•10
Jusatae
1 i i i i i
2 ii ii ii ii ii
X
9
iii a iii a iii a iii a
3 iii iii iii iii iii
a iv
4 iv iv iv . iv V
5 V V V V vi
vi v b vi vi
6 vii vi vii vii vii
6 vii vi vii vii vii
vii vi vii vii vi i
ix ix
viii viii viii
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pa:.t t^vo. SjragggAglC OgTLIgg OF
FAMILIES AM) SMgA
I. IHTEODUCIIOff.
A complete history of the study of caterpillars would be-
gin with work done centuries ago and would include the names of
many scientists. It would necessarily embrace all discussions
of larvae of the Lepidoptera. There ic now in manuscript a list,
as nearly complete as such a list can "be made, of all published
papers containing- descriptions of immature stages of American
members of this order, but its size is so great that arrangements
for its publication are difficult. Nevertheless no object would
be served by more than a paragraph here, especially as the results
obtained by the older workers were not of such a nature as to aid
materially in the preparation of this paper*
The period from Aristotle to the last quarter of the nine-
teenth century is discussed :,t some length in the introduction to
"Die Schmetterlinge Huropas," the third edition, edited by Arnold
Spuler. Since that time the subject has been put on a more
scientific basis by the work of two men. Dr. Harrison ^ . Dyar,
in addition to the papers mentioned in Part One, has written ex-
cellent descriptions of new larvae for various publications every
year for a quarter of a century. These are undoubtedly the best
descriptions of larval I racroheterocera extant, for they give not
only color but the structural characters which indicate their
family and sometimes their .generic position. Since 1905 several
papers have been published by Dr. W« T. M« Forbes, who has made
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a detailed study of the head sclerites, mouth partis, and prologs of
a lar^e number of specie:-. Representatives of all the more im-
portant families of I.acrolepidoptora have been described and fig-
ured* The observations of Dyar and Forbes mark the first advance
stride toward an accurate knowledge of the structure and relation-
ships of the larvae of this order.
In spite of the work of these investigators certain raps
remain in our knowledge, especially of those species of importance
to economic entomologists. The most conspicuous of these is our
ignorance of the structure and taxonomic characters of the larvae
o: the "icrolepidoptera . It is true, as one author puts it, that
"there seems to be little variation in these forms," but the char-
acters are present and their obscurity merely challenges us to
closer search. Another demand of economic workers is an analyt-
ical key to the families. Dyar's few tables are usually not ad-
apted to the identification of individual specimens, for he uses
characters which, in the later stares of many species, are com-
pletely obscured by secondary setae or entirely lost. The best
key thus far published is that by Forbes, '10, but it omits nearly
all the Microlepidontera as well as the more obscure families of
the larger moths anc butterflies. There are species he had not
seen which trace to families in which they do not belong, but such
a fault is one a worker on immature insects is unable to avoid.
In several respects a systematic outline of larvae differs
from a classification of group of imagines. It is clear that,
while a difference in larval characters indicates a phylogenetic
divergence just as surely as does a variation in adult structure,
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oommon characters of the t /o stages are not necessarily coextensive
One therefore always faces the fact that he is working with -enera
and families established on adult characters end that the unknown
species of e perticuler group nay he very different from those
with which he is acquainted.
Another element of doubt is caused by the necessity of
breeding. One cannot breed a specimen and keep it too. Larvae
must always be identified from »t te adults into which their asso -
ciates develop except when they are raised from fertilized eggs
laid by a known female. The danger of mistaken records can be
greatly reduced by careful work but ./hen handling large numbers
of species can never be wholly eliminated.
It should also be noted that the adult sta^e represents
a single instar while the larva passes through several, changing
materially at least once. .Vherever "oossible a description should
include all the instars. In this paper only mature larvae were
considered, as a rule, but in v;Ost families the characters used
apply to all except the first or the first and second stages.
Usually only the colors change after the second molt.
These/sources of error were reduced in importance by t ie
confirmation of observations on long series of individuals. The
larvae of several large collections were examined, with the result
that several mistakes due to these causes were corrected.
II. CHARACTERS USED
.
Adult insects are identified mainly on characters of the
wings, segmented appendages, body sclerites, copulatory apparatus,
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and vestiture of t e "body and legs. Of these, all except the
segmented appendages and vestiture nre either absent or indistin-
guishable in lepidooterous larvae. The mouth parts and antennae
of all hut a few species are constructed on the sane plan anc show
such limited variation that little use can be made of them. ilo
one has yet discovered characters of much value in the structure
of the thoracic legs, so uniform are. they throughout the entire
order. The vestiture is also entirely different from that of
other insects. It is consequently necessary to seek otner char-
acters than those with which entomologists are usually familiar
and^introduce new terms to describe them.
The structures of value in the classification of these
larvae are primarily: the head sclerites, head setae, and ocelli;
the armature of the body, especially the setae; the shape of the
spiracles; the number of prolerc and the arrangement of the cro-
chets they bear; and the presence on the body of humps and gibbos-
ities, eversible glands, or peculiar modifications of the usual
organization. These will be taken up in order.
dead parts
.
The varying shapes of the head sclerites
and positions of the setae are so well shown by Forbes,'10, that
they need little attention here. The head capsule consists
almost entirely of an epicranium divided into three parts by the
forked epicranial suture. These parts are t e right and left
sides and t e front. The latter is usually a triangular sclerite
on the facial aspect of the head. To its ventral margin is at-
tached the trapezoidal clypeus which supports the labrum. Lat-
erad of each arm of the epicranial suture is a narrow area, the
f.
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adfrontal piece (afp, Fig. 78) , the ext'iior Indication of the
anterior arm of the tentorium. In this rep-ion the varying sizes
and shapes of the front, the adfrontal* , and the labrum, and the
location of the setai the;: hear, are important characters for
iaenti fication.
At t .e point where the dorsal part of the head capsule
joins either the nrothorax or the unchi tinized -ortion of the head,
there is a triangular dorsal area of cuticula. The cephalic
point of this triangle in all excent a few caterpillars is at the
caudal end of the epicranial suture and its sides are formed "by
the caudad projecting lobes of the epicranium. This c'orsal area
is known as the"vertical triangle", or sometimes merely the "ver-
tex", altho the latter term properly applies to the dorsal part
of the head capsule itself. In some leaf-miners the front ex-
tends caudodorsad as far as this triangle and the arms of the
epicranial suture do not unite to form a stem. The front in
such cases is said to be"open'.' In very small larvae, however,
care must be taken in determining this point, for microscopic pre-
parations show the tentorial arms much more distinctly than the
epicranial suture, ana these internal arms usually r-o not meet
on the vertex. The head setae are numbered according to Dyar's
scheme (Figs. 78, 86) . As the head is not a single metamere we can-
not homologize these setae with those of tae body se?ments.
The ocelli seem to form one of t .e most satisfactory char*
acters for the separation of genera. In most families their ar-
rangement and the position of the setae associated with them are
constant in long series of individuals and species. Without
their aid the difficulties in the classification of some of the
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ricrolepidoptera would he almost insurmountable. The dorsal four
usually form the quadrant of a circle *.vith the other two helo.v
them an'.' farther apart. Btginning at the caudal ocellus of the
dorsal group we may call them the first to the fourth in regular
order. The fifth ie caudoventrad of the fourth and in some
cases farther ventrad than the sixth which is the one most cephalic
in position. It seems unfortunate that Forbes, when examining
the head sclerites, failed to record the variation in the ocellar
arrangement of the species he studied.
Armature of the body. In part One it was shown that lep-
idopterous larvae have- certain se + c in £ definite arrangement.
These were denominated by Greek letters and their homotypy^studied
in order that any particular letter might be made to apply to the
sa.me or homotypic setae on every segment of every caterpillar, For
that study it was necessary to distinguish between primary and sub-
primary setae, t<.e latter being missing from the first tns'tar.
In classification, however, this distinction is rarely of any
value, and as subprimaries are few in number the normal ones are
assumed to be present in all mature larvae. A statement in a
description that a mature larva bears primary setae only, is to
be interpreted on this basis.
The more conspicuous forms of armature are usually asso-
c'. feed with groups of setae. "Tubercles"
,
"warts'', and rr spines"
are terms now in use describing them. The first has the disad-
vantage of meaning any cuticular projection of the body wall from
a minute papilla to a conspicuous prominence. "Spines" have also
been used both for the projections of the body wall and for the
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branches of an;, thorn-like process. A number of new terns are
therefore suggested for particular kinds of armature. Their
derivation is riven except //here it will "be perfectly evident*
In the most p-eneralized larvae e set?, is surrounded at the
base by a small ehitinieed ring, very slightly raised. This
rinrr may be/called a papilla
,
following Sou&der. It is often
surrounded by a small and definitely hounded chitinized area or
pinaculum (L. pinax
,
dim., "a small plate"), such as is seen in
many r.icrolepidoptera fFigs. 7, 8). When the pinaculum is con-
spicuously elevated at the center and bears the seta on a distinct
projection, it may be termed a chalaza ( Zr.)(a A "pimple™, or
"tubercle'', Ar.), as in the arctian Utetheisa (Fig. 90). hither
the pinaculum or the chalaza may be double or triple, i.e., they
may bear two or three setae, but neither is ever multisetiferous
.
'Alien the setae are increased in number new modifications
are to be noted in the cuticular areas to which they are attached.
The most common tendency is toward the development of tufts, in
which case each tuft is said to be borne on a verruca (L. verruca
,
"wart") as shown in Fig* 88. if the setae are so thickly grrouned
(Fig. 91)
as to form a dense upright bundle, the term verricule ,/ already in
use in entomology, describes their condition. In some cases
the setae are increased in number on a pinaculum without forming
tufts, as on the proleps of notodontians and. arctians (Fig.3.00).
As the term plate is already in use for this structure and is
not applied to other different conditions, it is adopted here.
J.Iore conspicuous than verrucre are the thorny processes
bearing spine-like setae, found in saturnian and nymphalid larvae,
and for them the term scolus ( ^y.ctkoX o s t "thorn" ) is particularly
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appropriate. (Pig. 74 )• 'Then the setae are borne on sharp lat-
eral projections, the litter are known as spinules.
As the word tubercle has been applied to each one of the
above structures by previous writers:, it is deemed best to retain
it as a general term.
Spiracles. A classification of larvae based on the spir-
acles is still unwritten. It is to be hoped that some future
investigator will study their structure and report the variations
in different families. As yet little use can be made <bf them
alt":o differences in their shaoe
,
location, and formation, cannot
in
but be noted. One case in which they are useful is Athe pyrali-
zygaenoic. series in which the spiracles become smaller and smaller
as the insects become more and more specialized. Certain of these
families, such as the Pyromorphid.ae , cannot but be easily/" distin-
guished from some Bombycoidea by the arrangement of their verrucae
but their small, circular spiracles are very different. Figs . 79 , 104
Prole gg
.
i.'early two hundred years a.; o Reaumur figured
four or five forms of prologs and the hooks attached to them.
He made no use of them in classification but the figures are more
accurately drarm than those of most later workers. Chapman was
the first to call attention to the fact that the crochets oi
Microlepidoptera are usually arranged in a circle ?/hile those of
the Macros are, in most cases, placed in a single longitudinal row.
Prolegs are normally present on segments 3,. 4, 5, 6, and 10
of the abdomen. In general statements only the first four pairs
are referred to. "Then it seems necessary to distinguish these
specifically from the last pair, those of segment 10 are known as
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the anal prolegs and the others as the ventral *
The tip of the proleg on which the hooks or crochets are
borne is called the planta. In the most generalized species
this plants bears a complete circle of well developed crochets,
surrounded by several more circles of smaller ones. Tn ^Iepialus
the differences between the inner and the outer are not as narked
as in Pseudanaphora (Fig. 96). This arrangement is a multiserial
circle and. is confined to Iepialidae, Acrolo^hicae , and Ypono-
meutidae. "ron it the crochets may be lost in the mesal and
lateral parts of the circle as in Adela (Fig. 94), resulting in
t vo transverse multiserial banc's
,
which degener. te in Incurvaria
to a single transverse uniserial bend. './here the oute. circles
disappear entirely, the resulting condition is known as a uniseria l
circle, for the crochets are in a single, continuous series .( Fig./°0
The uniserial circle has the bases of all the crochets
in line but the lenn-t-is are seldom uniform. Ve are able to dis-
tinguish uni ordinal crochets ( Fif .105 ) in which the hooks as .veil
as the bases are in a straight line, from the bi ordinal (Figs .106 ) ,
in which the crochets are or two distinct lengths alternating.
Occasionally triordinal crochets (Fig. 98) are seen, but Forbes 's
separation of "honalocera from Heterooera on this basis fails to
be confirmee1 by observation. In fact trie irregularities in the
lengths of biordinal crochets make any extensive use of the dif-
ference in the number of sizes unjustifiable. On the other
hand the uniordinal series is usually definite and the irregular-
ities, except at the ends of the row, negligible.
Having a comulete uni s e r i a1 circle of crochets, a group
may develop transverse bands (Fig. 99 ) by the loss of both the
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nesal and lateral parts of the circle, or e r>enellipse (L. gaene
-f- ellipsis , "almost an ellipse") by the loss of only a short
portion on one side. The penellir>se nay he lateral as in Psych-
idae fFi"*. 85) where the gap in the series is near the neson, or
it may he nesal as in ;:,yraustinae (fig. 98), where the lost cro-
chets were farthest from t e neson.
Finally more than half the circle nay he lost and a nes_o-
series (FigO.05) result. This is the arrangement seen in nearly
all the I'acrolepidoptera except Hesperoidea. In certain familie
a few rudimentary hooks remin(or are secondarily developed) on
the lateral portion of the planta. As there is no case in which
these even approach the size of the mesal crochets there is no
likelihood of this condition, to which the tern pseudocircle (Fig
97 ) ~iay he applied, being confused with a circle or penellipse.
The crochets of a mesoseries, penellipse, or circle may
be either uniordin^l or biordinal, as described above. In addi-
tion, arctians and a few other families sho.v a peculiar special-
ization. The planta is lonr-i tudinally extended beyond the series
of well developed crochets, which in tnese cases are always uni-
ordinal. At each end of this planta is a row of much smaller
chitinous processes, usually not hooked. Eaese are often so
slightly developed that they are difficult to demons trate ,but the
tyr>e of arrangement is easily made out by the short ro.v of cro-
chets on the elongated planta. We may apply to this condition
the term heteroideous no.v usee by botanists for "diversified in
form''. In distinction to this, crochets of the ordinary meso-
series are called homoideous . Comnare Figs. 100, 105.
Kodifications , not well covered by the above terns, are
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are found ii Meralopypldae and Lycoenidae. In the former the
mesoserie^ makes a sharri anrle cephalad of the middle while the
• crochetu near the anrle are as short as those at the ends of the
series. The genus Carama has a distinct Rap at the
an^le so that the hooks are in two groups. In some Lyeaeni&ae
(Fir:. 102) there is a similar gap near the middle of the series
and from the planta at this point arisen L-^all fleshy pro-
tuberance. The latter is always present altho in many genera
the crochets are merely shortened o v^osite it instead of being
wanting.
Other structures
.
Certain g-enera and families show pe-
culiar specializations which are of value in identification. The
mo^t common of these are eversihle glands, or osmateria, which are
found in many families. They are most useful in distinguishing
Papilionidae
,
, larnassiidae , and Liparidae. The dorsal gland on
the seventh abdominal segment of Lycaenidae is said, to occur in
all species hut is so linute that it is usually overlooked. The
ventral prothoracic glands of many noetuids, notodontians t and
nymphalids are conspicuous enough hut their presence does not
usually follow family or generic limits-
Several kinds of processes of the body wall are less clos
ly associated with setae than are scoli and verruoae. The most
common of these are cornieula or little horns, usually heavily
chitinized. They are very often presexit on the suranal plate.
A corniculum is similar to a chalaza in shape hut does not hear
a seta.
Certain slender fleshy processes have bee 1 jiven the name,
"fleshy filaments 11
,
by former authors, and that term describes
c
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their structure lo well tha ' no further explanation Is necessary.
They vary fron one to nany pairs and ere found in all Lymnudidae
and in the ^nilionid penus Laertias. (Fig. 92)
Other projections of the "body wall are described in con-
nection with the larvae which hear then. Gibbosities are Isr^e
round dorsal swellings more like malformations than processes.
Horns are sharp pointed and unbranehed , the caudal horn of the
Bjphingids being the best example. Protuberances are large
roundec" s .veilings vithout definite outlines anc" are usually lat-
eral in position.
Ihere are two or more large chitinized plates covering the
dorsal half of a segment. The first is the prothoracic shield,
(Figs* 7, 25, etc.), a thickening of the cutioula covering the
greater part of t-,e dorsal half of the prothorax. In a few cases
shields are also developed on segments II and 9. The dorsum
of segment 10 hears the suranal plate which varies from a mere
thickening of the body wall to a highly modified and variously
specialized structure
.
(Fig. 84).
A glossary giving all these terms will be found at the
close of the paper. In connection with it the method of number-
ing the segments is described and a list of the Creek letters
used for setae is given*
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III. CLASSIFICATION
In nomenolature Dyar's "List of iJorth American Lepidoptera''
(1902) has "been followed except in the Micros. .Thile this list
is not perfect, it is widely distributed ancl is the most accurate
one now extant. In a few cases in which the genus lias been di-
vided since the publication of that list trie new names are used
but the old ones aro included in parenthesis. Certain species
have also been described since 1902 and thev are the only ones for
which the authority is given. Outside t :e I'icrolepidoptera the
only important change in the families is in the Saturnioidea and
in the transference of hpatelodes from Ilotodontidae to Eupterotidae
It has been necessary to rearrange the hicrolepid optera
entirely, owing to a rapid advance in our knowledge
of the adults. The gr jupinp; and the division into families is
principally a compilation from Valsingham and from published,
and unpublished work of August 3usck. At the sa :e time we be-
lieve that nothin~ in the larval structure precludes this arrange-
ment and that it is a more natural classification th n any pub-
lished before 1903.
The order of treatment is the reverse of that usually
followed in Lepidoptera. There seems to be no excuse for begin-
ning lists and outlines of this order vith the nost specialized
forms when a treatment of h^Tmenoptera always starts with a con-
sideration of the Tenthxidinoidea, Coleoptera with the Garabidae,
Diptere with the liematocera, etc. The latter arrangement is the
logical one and the most natural. For that reason families are
listed here in an order which proceeds so far as possible from
generalized to specialised. In most cases it is the exact re-
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FAMILIES OF LEPIDOPTERA
•
a. Thoracic legs wanting or mere fleshy swellings.
b. Body fleshy and swollen at middle, fusiform;
front closed above. PRODOXIDAE
bb.Body cylindrical or depressed, never fusiform.
c. Heed with ocelli either six on each side or
reduced to one pair; front reaching vertex.
d. Head with all ocelli small, subeaual in
size
.
e. Abdominal segments 3, 4, 5, and 6 with
rudimentary prolegs, each bearing sev-
eral transverse bands of crochets. TISCHERIIDAE
ee. Abdomen either without prolegs or crochets
or with crochets on segments 3, 4, and 5. GKACILAHIIDAE
ad* Head with one large and conspicuous ocellus
on each side.
e. Ocelli cephalic, locatec close to later:!
angles of clypeus; front triangular in
outline
. 1 [ICROPTERYGIDAB
ee. Ocelli lateral, distant from lateral angles
of clypeus; front quadrangular.
f.. Front wider at caudal end than at ceph-
alic; body often depressed and monili-
form . GRAG ILAR I IDAB
ff. Front narrower at caudal end than at
cephalic; body always cylindrical. ItfEPTICULIDAE
cc.Head with two conspicuous ocelli on each. side;
front not reaching vertex. HELIQDIIJIME
aa. Thoracic legs present and segmented.
b. j^rolegs and crochets wholly wanting.
c. Body fusiform; head small but not greatly
depressed; front not extending to vertical
triangle
.
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d. Intersegmental incisions indistinct; scoli
usually present; body colored; size large. COCHLIDIIDAE
dd . Intersegmental incisions distinct; scoli
never present; body pale; size very snail.
alt
e. Zappa and eta distant or^ setae wanting* PIlODuXIME
ee. Zappa and eta adjacent; setae small but
distinct. SELECHIIDAE
cc.Body usually cylindrical, always very small;
head depressed but not narrowed; front extend-
ing to vertical triangle. COLEOPHORIME
bb. Prolegs air/ays present, when reduced repre-
sentee, by at least rudimentary crochets.
c Body bearing neither tufted nor secondary setae;
prolegs not bearing more than four setae (pi,
nu, tan , and sigraa)
,
except that there may be
five when crochets are arranged in a multi-
serial circle; mu never a verruca, never
associated with additional subprimaries
.
d. Crochets never arranged in a pseudocircle
or mesoseries, usually in a circle or
penellipse or transverse bands; epsilon
on prothorax below alpha and gamma.
e. Prolegs of sixth abdominal segment ab-
sent or without crochets; larvae small,
leaf-miners . BRAC ILARIIDAE
ee. Prolegs of sixth abdominal segment as
well developed as those of segments 3,
4, and 5.
f. lappa group on prothorax bisetose,
theta absent; crochets never multi-
serial, usually biordinal.
g. Crochets uni ordinal, arranged in
a complete circle; body cylindrical;
Pi grour> on mesothorax unisetose.
gg. Crochets biordinal, except when body
is spindle-shaped and very fleshy
and Pi group on mesothorax is bi-
setose . " PYKALILIDA
ff. Zappa group on prothorax trisetose,
theta ^resent.
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g. Crochets arranged in transverse "bands.
h. Crochets arranged either in a
single transverse row or in two
multiserial hands on each proler. IiJCURVARIIBAE
hh. Crochets always arrange d in two
uniserial hands on each proleg.
i. llappa and eta of ahdoirten remote .BUCCULATRIGID.IE
ii. Zappa and eta of abdomen adjacent.
j. Crochets of anal prolegs in
two groups. GELECHIIDAE
jj. Crochets of anal prolegs in a
single transverse row.
k. Front extending: ahout one
third of the distance to the
vertical triangle. COSSIDAE
kk. Front extending at least two
thirds of the distance to the
vertical triangle.
I. Spiracles oval, normal in
size, those of segment 8
farther dorsad than others.
AEGEKIIDAE
II. Spiracles circular, very
small, pair of segment 8
about in line; crochets of
right and left sides al-
most continuous across ven-
tromeson. COLEOPHORIDAE
gg. Crochets arranged in a circle or
penellipse
.
h. ICappa and eta of abdomen remote or
eta uanting.
i. Crochets arranged in a multi-
serial circle or in a penellipse.
j. Setae beta of prothorax closer
together than setae alpha; cro-
chets always in a multiserial
circle. A.CROIOPHIDAE
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jj. Setae beta on pro thorax farther
apart than setae alpha.
k. Theta absent on abdomen; beta,
delta, and rho distant on the
prothorax; crochets sometimes
in a penellipse. YPONOMEUTIDAE
kk.Theta present on abdomenf beta,
delta, and rho adjacent on pro-
thorax. HBPIALIDAE
ii. Crochets arranged in a uniserial circle.
j. Prothorax with setae of Zappa
group distant, about as far from
spiracle as from each other;
setae alpha of abdomen closer
together than setae beta. LYOHETIIDAE
jj. Prothorax with setae of Kappa
group all close together, twice
as far from spiracle as from
each other.
k. Setae alpha of abdomen much far-
ther apart than setae beta. TIUEIBAE
kk. Setae alpha of abdomen not far-
ther apart than setae beta. 3ELI0DIIJIDAE
•Kappa and eta of abdomen ad jacent ; cro-
chets in a uniserial circle or penellipse.
i. Pi group of mesothorax bisetose.
j. Long axis of prothoracic spiracle
vertical; setae alpha of segment 9
closer together than setae beta . THYP IB IDAE
jj.Long axis of prothoracic spiracle
horixontal. PSYGHIDAE
ii. ?i group on mesothorax unisetose;
setae alpha of segment 9 farther
apart than setae beta.
j. Setae beta closer together on
segment 9 than on any otaer ab-
dominal segment, usually on the
same or adjacent pinacula. TORTRICIDAE
jj. Setae beta at least as far
apart on segment 9 as on other
abdominal segments, never borne
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on the same or adjacent pina-
cula.
k. Mandi"bles large and conspi-
cuous, extending far "be-
yond margins of labrum;
larvae borers, in later in-
stars very large. COSSIDAE
kk.LIandibles small, larvae leaf-
feeders, always small.
I. Coxae of metathoracic legs
twice as far apart as wide;
setae indistinct, prolegs
small. COSMOPTERYSIME
II. Coxae of me ta thoracic legs
never twice as far apart
as wide.
m. Adfrontals reaching vertical
triangle or nearly so; front
extending two thirds of the
distance to the vertical tri-
angle, when shorter forming
an attenuate point, or head
not depressed, not held hor-
izontally.
n. Crochets biordinal in most
species; abdomen with alpha
and beta remote, segment 8
with rho never caModorsad
of spiracle.
o. Fourth ocellus^nueh closer
to third than to sixth,
second closer to third
than to first. OECOPHORIDAE*
oo. Third ocellus not so
closely associated with
second and fourth. G^Li£CtiIIDAL ,,'
nn. Crochets uni ordinal.
o. Abdomen with rho of segment
8 caudodorsad of spiracle,
alpha and beta remote. 3LAST0BASIDAE*
oo. Abdomen with rho of segment
8 dorsad or cephalodorsad
of spiracle.
"Characters separating these three families not constant.
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p. Alpha and "beta of
abdomen adjacent.
pp. Alpha and beta of
abdomen remote.
YPOUOMEUTIDAE
HE] CEROPHILIDAE
mn« Adfrontals reaching about
two thirds, front less than
half, the distance frhs cUrs -
tnncg. to vertical triangle;
front blunt at apex; head
depressed, held horizon-
tally.
dd. Crochets arranged in a pseudocircle or
mesoseries
.
e. Kappp group on prothorax trisetose; ep-
silon below alpha and gamma, not near
rho.
f. Kappa and eta of abdomen remote; cro-
chets uniordinal, sometimes arranged
in a pseudocircle.
ff. Kappa and eta of abdomexi adjacent;
crochets arranged in a mesoseries.
g. Setae beta of prothorax about as
far apart as setae alpha; prolegs
usually short.
STE1J0LIIBAE
YPONOMEUTIDAE
ETHMIIDAE
gg. Setae beta of prothorax very much closer
closer together than setae alpha;
prolegs long and slender. EELQSRQPHIL IDAE
ee. Kappa group on prothorax bisetose; kappa
and eta of abdomen remote; eosilon asso-
ciated with rho between delta and spir-
acle; crochets arranged in a mesoseries,
usually uniordinal.
f. Pi group on mesothorax and metathorax
bisetose
.
g. Setae small, borne on minute papillae.
THYATIRIDAE
gg. Setae well developed, borne on chalazae.
h. Chalazae rho of abdominal segments
bisetose. LITHOSIIDAE
hh. Chalazae rho of abdomen uni setose .ARCTIILAE
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ff.Pi group on mesothorax anci metn thorax
unisetose. WOCTUIDAii
AGAR1STIDAE
Body "bearing tufted or secondary setae or
at least five setae on prolegs; mu usuclly
associated with several other subpri.-iaries
;
crochets never arranged in a multiserial
circle
.
. Crochets uniordinal.
e. Number of pairs of ventral prolegs three
or six.
f. Abdominal segments 2, 3, and 7 bearing
prolegs, those of segments 2 and 7
without crochets; verrucae bearing-
large numbers of fine setae. MEGALOPYGIDAE
ff. Abdominal segments 2, 3, and 7 not
bearing prolesrs; verrucae bearinp
few setae. NOLIDAE
ee. Number of pairs of ventral prolegs four.
f. Verrucae reduced, or obscured by develop-
ment of secondary setae, or absent.
£. Heacl muricate; ocelli on papillae, the
third very large. AGAPJETIDAE
gg. Head smooth or nearly so; ocelli sessile,
third normal.
h. Body very small, hemispherical in
shape; head retractile, minute;
habit parasitic; crochets unior-
dinal, arranged in a complete
circle. EPIPYROPIDAE
hh.Bod;/ cylindrical; habits not para-
sitic.
i. Secondary setae numerous, often
obscuring both primary setae and
verrucae
.
j. Spiracles small, circular; ven-
tral prolegs long, slender. PUJSROPHORIDAS
jj. Spiracles elliptical, well developed;
ventral r>role?rs short.
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k. Notch of labrum deep, with par-
allel sides and rounded "bottom
(see footnote, p.153 ) ; body
often bearing tufts ano pencils
of setae but never with oorni-
cula. HOCTUIDAE.
kk.IIotch of labrum acute, not with
parallel sides; body never
bearing tufts and pencils of
setr..e but sometimes with corn-
icula. NOTODOMIDAE
ii. Secondary setae absent or sparse;
primary setae always distinct, tho
sometimes small.
j. Kappa at about the same level on
abdominal segments 6, 7, and 8;
setae very small; no humps, horns,
or minute cuticular processes
present. (Doa.) ABCTIIDAE
jj. Kappa much lower on segment 7
than on segments 6 and 8.
k. 3uranal plate terminating in
an acute proeess; anal prolegs
wanting; crochets in a pseudo-
circle. PLAIYPTERYGIDAE
kk.Suranal plate rounded posteriorly;
crochets in a mesoseries.
I. Body covered with minute
cuticular processes; form, cyl-
indrical except for a dorsal
gibbosity on abdominal seg-
ment 8; Ho stemapoda or horns
present. DIOPTIME
II. Body not covered with minute
processes; horns, stemepoda,
or gibbosities usually present.
NOTODONTIDAE
. Vermes e, at least mu, well developed,
distinct, bearing many setae, secon-
dary setae sparse or absent except
on prolegs.
h. Eversible, mediodorsal glands pre-
sent on abdominal segments 6 and 7;
LIPAHIDAE
hh. Eversible, dorsal glands wanting.
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i. Spiracles large, elliptical.
j. Verruca kappa in about the sane
position on abdominal segment
7 as on segments 6 and 8; when
somewhat lower , mesothorax bear-
ing one verruca above the ICappa
group.
k. Mesothorax bearing only one
verruca above Kappa group on
each side. SYUTQMIDAE
kk. Mesothorax bearing two verrucae
above Kappa group* ARCTIIDAE
jj.. Verruca kappa much lower in posi-
tion on segment 7 than on seg<-
ments 6 and 8, often absent or
fused with verruca eta, especially
on segment 7.
k. Crochets horaoideous; mesothorax
bearing two verrucae above
Kaupa grou-n; labrum with a deep,
parallel -sided notch. HOCTUIDAE
kk. Crochets heteroideous ; mesothorax
usually bearing only one verruca
above Kappa group; verrucae con-
spicuous, altho without numerous
setae. PEEICOPIDAE
ii. Spiracles small, circular.
j. Head small, retractile; prolegs
short. PYEOMORPHIDAE
jj.Head not retractile; prolegs long,
slender, cylindrical. PTEROPHORIDAE
rochets biordinal or triordinal.
Setae of bod;/ either primary or tufted,
never numerous and secondary; several
subprimaries present on venter or on
prolegs, sometimes rather numerous when
anal prolegs are wanting or ventral
prolegs reduced in number.
. Crochets in a complete circle.
g. Alpha and beta of abdomen verrucae YPONOMEUTIDAE
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gg. Alpha and beta of abdomen single setae
|
kappa and eta of abdomen adjacent. LACOSOMIL' E
ff. Crochets in a mesoseries or pseudoc ircle
.
g. Suranal plate terminating in an acute
process; anal prologs wanting; cro-
chets in a pseudocircle. PLA TY PIBB YG IDAK
gg* Suranal plate rounded caudad; anal pro-
le?rs present.
h. Number of pairs of ventral prole gs
four, all well developed.
i. Xappa group on pro thorax trisetose;
kappa and eta of abdomen adjacent. BTHMIIDJJ3
ii. Kappa group on pro thorax bisetose;
.
kappa and eta of abdominal segments
4 to 8 distant.
j. Pro thorax and abdominal segment 8
with suiracles twice as larpe as
those of other segments. EPIPLELIIDAE
jj.Prothorax and abdominal segment 8
with spiracles no larger than those
of other segments. THYATIRIDAE
hh. Number of pairs of ventral prolegs re-
duced, cephalic three pairs rudiment-
ary or wanting. GEOKETRIDAE
ee. Setae of body secondary, always numerous
at learst on prole gs; anal pair and four
ventral pairs of prole gs always present.
f. Secondary setae very irregular in length,
very long setae mixeo with others a
tenth as long; neither distinct verrucae
nor scoli ever present; body often bear-
ing lateroventral, blunt, fleshy pro-
tuberances.
g. Labrum deeply notched, notch acute,
either reaching over two thirds the
length of the labrum or continued as
a groove which reaches clypeus; several
mediodorsal pencils of setae often
present. EUPTEROTIDAE
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gg.Labrum obtusely notched; notch variable
but never reachinr two thirds distance
to base of labrun, never continued as a
groove which reaches ciypeus. LASlOCAi [PIUAB
ff. Secondary setae usually short and uni-
form in length; when long and irregular
either distinct verrucae or scoli are
present
.
g. Body usually armed with a raediodorsal
horn, scar, scolus, or pair of scoli on
sef^neht 3; if not, head produced into
a high conical point; scoli never pre-
sent on head nor on dorsomeson of seg-
ment 1 to 7; head smooth.
h. Body sphingiform, never bearing even
rudimentary scoli or second ry setae
above level of prolegs.
i. Segments divided into six to eight
annulets; prolegs not widely sepa-
rated. SPillKGIDAE
ii. Segments not divided into annulets;
prolegs widely separated. BOMBYC IDAE
h. Body not spMngiform, always bearing at
least rudimentary scoli. SATUEKIOIDEA
gg.Body usually not armed with a mediodorsal
horn, scar, scolus or pair of scoli on
segment 8; when so armed, either seg-
ments 4 to 7 also bear unpaired medio-
dorsal scoli or the head is conspicuously
bigibbous above, usually bearing a pair
of scoli or pointed prominences.
h. Crochets arranged in a circle, usually
biordinal, la eral crochets about as
well developed as mesal; secondary
setae small or absent on dorsal half
of body, never long and nevor borne on
scoli
.
i. Head much larger than pro thorax;
body largest at middle distinctly
tapering toward both ends. HESPEHIIDAL
ii.Head partially retractile, smaller
than pro thorax; body cylindrical. ME&ITHYIIIDA^
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hh. Crochets arranged in a mesoseries or
pseudocirele , lateral crochets, when
present, rudimentary; long setae and
scoli sometimes present.
i. Prologs with mesoseries interrupted
or reduced at middle and with a narrow
spatulate, fleshy lobe arising near
the interruption; head small.
j. 'lead about half the diameter of the
body. RIODIUIDAE
jj.Head usually less than half the
diameter of the body. LYCAENIDAE
ii. Prolegs without a fleshy lobe near the
the middle of the mesoseries.
j . Osmateria -/anting.
k. Scoli or i ieshy filaments veil
developed and conspicuous on body;
when reduced, large scoli present
on head.
I. Ilesothorax and sometimes a few
other segments bearing fleshy
filaments; secondary setae short
and confined to prolegs. LYMJ5ADIDAE
II. Fleshy filaments never present.
m. Scoli at least t.velve times as
Ion-"* as wide, those of abdomen
as long as metathorax is wide;
each abdominal segment bearing
three scoli on each side, none
on dorsomeson. HELICOL'IIDA^
mm. Scoli when present not so slender;
those of abdomen not as long as metathorax
metathorax is wide; mediodorsal
scoli usually present. NYMPHALIDAE
kk. Scoli never present on heac" or body;
fleshy filaments never present.
1. Suranal ^late bifurcate at tip,
bearing two distinct processes. AGAPSTIDAE
11. Suranal plate rounded, entire.
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m. Crochets in a pseudocircle
;
setae never "borne on chnlazae;
head small. LIBYTilEIDAZ
rnra. Crochets in a rnesoseries
n. Head conspicuously larger than
prothorax. i;yi;phalilae
nn. .-lead not larger than prothorax;
setae usually borne on chal-
azae
.
HEKIDAE
j j . Osmaterinn present on prothorax, v/hen
retracted presence shown by dorsal
groove through which it is everted.
k. Setae minute, never home on ver-
rucae except in early ins tars. PAPIL IGUIDAL
kk. Setae well developed; sone verrucae
present PAEWAS3IIDAE
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Suborder JUGATAE *
Superfamily ricroptcry^oidea .
The association of the ilepialidae with the I'icropterygidae
dates from Corns tock's work on wing venation in 1893. Since that
tine they have usually "been placed top-ether in a separate suhorder
from all other moths ant butterflies. There seem to he no larval
structures, however, which unite the two families. Dyar ('95-h)
after studying "both yicropteryx and Eriocephala as well lepi-
alus concludes that, "there is nothing to contradict- placing
Mieropteryx with Hepialus in the suborder Jugat e : ' and thaf'there
seems to be nothing to preclude a derivation of Eriocephala from
I
Tic ropteryx" ; but these statements are hardly definite enough to
convince one of the relationships of the genera in the absence of
constructive evidence.
Family Hepialidae .
The larvae of several European species of Hepialus will
be found described in Part One. In addition it should be mentione
here that the ocelli are not in a semicircle hut are in two ver-
tical rows of three each and that the crochets of the ventral pro-
le<?s are in a complete multiserial circle, while those of the anal
pair are similar but are nearly or quite interrupted caudally.
Sthenopis is another American genus of this family but no larvae
have been seen by the writer.
Family Hicroptery.crjdae .
The larvae of Only one species of this family has been
examined. The setae are almost or entirely indistinguishable.
Thoracic and abdominal lers are wholly wanting and the head is
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stronply depressed. The body is thickest at the prothorax aru
gradually fl.iminiah.ee posteriorly, tho : v segment having a very
small diameter. The from extends to the large vertical triangle.
Close to the cephalic en of each arm of the epicranial suture is
a single large ocellus.
Sub order FF.E.NATAE
.
MICROLEPIDOPTERA
•
Altho much abused, the term Microlepidoptera is a conven-
ient one to indicate the smaller mothf of the "Jeterocera. The
limits of the grour> are not now and never can be fixed, for the
division is not an entirely natural one. Used here to cover the
same families as Dyar's List includes in'^IHSOIDEA" , it embraces
three or more wholly separate groups, no more closely related to
each ot er than some of them are to the i'acrole^idoptera
.
The following is an outline of the classification used in
this pa^er. The sources from which it was drawn and the reason^
for departing- from Dyar's arrangement are given in the Introduc-
tion to Part Two. It is followed by a brief discussion of the
larval characters Thieh bear on the relationships of the group.
A. Act; lea ta
Prodoxidae ^\
Incurvari idae
)Tischeriidaey
liepticulidae/
B. Ilon-aculeata
a.Tineoid series.
Tineoidea
Acrolophidae
Tineidae
Bucculatrisridae
i
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Yponomeuto idea
Heliodinitiae
Yponomoutidae
Gracilarioidea
Gracilariidao
Lyoneti idae
Tortricidae
Thyrididae
Ae^eriidae
Coss idae
Psychidae
Elachistidae
Coleophoridae
Gelechioidea
Ethmi idae
Stenoraidae
Hemerophilidae
Celechiidae
Oecophoridae
Blastobasidae
Cosraopterygidae
b.Pyrali-zygaenoid series
Pyralidoidea
Pyralididae
Orneodidae
Pterophoridae
Zysraenoidea
Chalcosidae
Pyromorphidae
Epipyropidae
Lalceridae
Me galopygidae
Cochlidiidae
Uncertain position
Lacosomidae
No1idae
Aculeata. The four small families included hero are so
reduced in size and structure that a classification of them based
on larvae would require special preparation and a special set of
characters
.
It is probable that the tentorium will be found to
yield important evidence on the relationships of the families to
each ot er and to other leaf-miners, as the Gracilarioidea. In
all the species the crochets are wanting or in rudimentary trans-
verse b nds
.
The arrangement of the setae seems in most
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cases to "bo indistinguishable. The group Aculeata is based, as
yet, wholly on adult structure. While both adults and larvae
are specialized by reduction, the presence of aculeae on .vhich
the group is based is a reneralized character.
Hon-aculoata .
.
This frener .1 tern comprises all I'icros
without aculeae on t :e wings. On the basis of larval structure
scarcely a single character unites them to each other. The most
constant distinctions are in the chaetotaxy of the prothorax.
On Fseudanaphora and Hepialus, the setae rho and epsilon are as
far apart as alpha and heta or nearly so. In Aegeriidae,
many Tortrididae and others, rho has migrated forward and has be-
come associated with epsilon below alpha an.j gamma. One or the
other of these two conditions is present in all the Micros. In
l.lacrolepidoptera* on the other hand, epsilon has retre- tea caudad
while rho retains its primitive position below beta and delta.
This character, so far as I know, has no exceptions in those forms
which bear primary setae only.
A definite and clear distinction is also found in the
Kappa group in front of the prothoracic spiracle. In the Macros
this group consists of two setae, kappa and eta, while all Micros
except Pyralidoidea and Cygaenoidea have three, theta being added.
The crochets also furnish useful characters, varying
greatly in the more generalized half of the order but being nearly
always arranged in a mesoseries or pseud6circle in the more spec-
ialized motha and butterflies. Again the Zygaenoidea must be
excepted
.
A point to which Dyar called attention twenty years ago
is the close relation of kappa and eta ("iv" and "v") on the ab-
f
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domen and this cones close to covering the I icrolepidoptera as
here United. But apparently this was not the generalised con-
dition at all. Nearly all Lepidoptera have descended fron
species which would hov/ he included in the families depialidae,
Micropterygidae, Acrolophi dae
,
Tineidae, and Yponomeutidae, and
yet all these families have ka^ip i and eta separated, nuch as in
Koctuidae
.
The following seens to he the hest explanation of tie con-
flicting characters mentioned above
i
The setae of the ancestor of all Won-aculeata were arranged
very much as in Tineidae and Acrolophidae . Kappa on tie prothorax
was a trisetose group, epsilon was located "below alpha and gamma
and not associated with rho, kartpa and eta on the abdomen were
Jlly distinct, and the crochets were in a complete circle,
probably multiserial. Gradually evolution of this arrangement
resulted in three main divisions, of which it is now impossible
to tell which is the oldest.
One of these divisions retained theta on the prothor-j.x,
but, above the most generalized forms, kappa and eta became asso-
ciated on the abdomen and all sorts of modifications took place
in the development of crochets. Ia these forms epsilon keeps
its original position while rho is likely to be found in any lo-
cation back of it. The members of the Tineoifl series possess
this varieble set of characters and are often honored with the
name of "true Micros" in contradistinction to the pyralics and
zygaenids.
A second group .vas distinguished by the loss of theta
on the prothorax and the association of ka^pa and eta on the ab-
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domen while epsilon remained below alpha and gamma on the prothorax
and the crochets remained! in a complete circle. The Pyralidoidea
and probably the ."y^aenoideahave originated from these forms and
have retained all three distinctive characters except that the
crochets have gradually been reduced in number and groups of ad-
jacent setre have been modified into tufts.
In the third primary di visi on, theta was lost on the pro-
thorax and epsilon migrated back to rho to cover the opening
kappa and eta remained distant on the abdomen, and the crochets
became so limited in number as to reach less than half way round
the proleg, forming a mesoseries. From this division have arisen
all the true I'acroheterocera, i.e., all the Macrolepidoptera ex-
cept the F.hopalocera.
Family Nept i culidae .
The immense number of species in the genus iTepticula
causes one to hesitate to make generalizations concerning the
family. Fany of the larvae huve been seen by entomologists, but
very few species are familiar to the writer. descriptions in
most cases neglect to state whether the legs are present on the
thorax or crochets on the abdomen, whether the body is moniliform,
depressed or cylindrical, and what is the shape of the front,
altho they seldom fail to report whether the body is white or
greenish white and that the head is brown.
In all the species of iJepticula examined, crochets are
absent and thoracic legs, when present, are unsegmented. At least
some and probably all species have two pairs of fleshy leg-like
swellings on the thoracic segments and six pairs on the abdomen;
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the head is flattened but compressed rather than depressed; the
front is narrowed caudad; the lobes o^ the epicraniun extend cau-
dad to a considerable distance behind the raeetin : point of the
front and vertical triangle; there is a single large and conspic-
uous ocellus. Many of these larvae are well described by .Vood, '94.
Sctoedemia obrutella, E. phleophaga, and Opostega non-
strigella were also examined and show a similar structure excent
that the proleg-like swellings seem to be absent. A careful study
of the entire head capsule and the tentorium will be necessary
before these forms c?n he intelligently classified.
Family Prodoxidae .
The two well known species of this family differ markedly,
having but three or four readily observed characters in common.
The head is not depressed as in many Aculeata but is about as
high as wide and is considerably smaller than the prothorax. The
arms of the epicranial suture unite near the vertical triangle
to form a stem which separates the front from t e triangle* A
third character is the lack of crochets, which seems strange in
caterpillars of this size. The body is round, fleshy , wider
in the middle than at the ends.
Pronuba yiiccasella possesses thoracic legs and swellings
representing abdominal prolegS| the latter present on segments
3, 4, 5, and 6. These proleg swellings are not found on those
Gelechiidae, Coleophoridae , and Cochlidiidae which are similar
enough to cause confusion.
Prodoxus quinquepunctella is without lers or leg-like
dwellings of any kind but the closed front is sufficient to dis-
2
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tinguish it from such other lepless larvae as have the hoc;/ simi-
larly shaped. An undescribed species from ar-ave in Arizona was
also examined and was found to he very similar.
Family Incurvariidae .
The larvae of this family are very foeai the base of the
lepidopterous stock and see::i nearly as generalized as any members
of the order. "hile it is perhaps an open question as to whether
the common progenitor of Aculeata possessed a front which was
closed ahove by the union of the arms of t.ie epicranial suture or
open to the vertical triangle, the conditions in other insects
and in the hicropterygidae incline one to the former view. This
would place Adela and Incurvaria closer to the common ancestor
of all Frenatae than the nepticulas.
Head as high as broad, not retractile; front reaching
about two thirds of the distance to the vertical triangle; ad-
frontals extending to vertical triangle. Body cylindrical,
intersegmental incisions shallow or indistinct; thorax with setae
in tee usual position hut those dorsad of kappa indistinct; ab-
domen with kappa and eta adjacent, close to and caudad of ventral
edge of spiracle; mu and Pi group as usual; thoracic legs present;
prolegs indicated only by the crochets which are in tiransverse
hands on segments 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Adela viridella and A. de<;eerella of Europe have the cro-
chets arranged in two transverse multiserial hands. They are all
short and rudimentary. Forbes considers this condition to repre-
sent the beginni.v of crochets in Lenidoptera but it is much more
-orobahle that such an arrangement is merely a reduced form of the
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multiserinl circle. An unidentified American species from Vermont
was also examined and in it the crochets v/ere similar.
Incurvaria koerneriella has but one uniserial row of very-
rudimentary crochets to represent each r«roler. This is certainly
a degenerate condition.
Family Tischeriidae .
This family is a highly specialized group of Aculeata
and its similarity to graoilarians has usually caused it to he
placed with them. The possession of crochets in the total ab-
sence of thoracic legs occurs only in a few species of this other
family.
Sead strongly depressed, three to six times as long as
high; front extending to caudal margin or head, but rarely narrowed
caudad to a. point ; ocelli six in number, uniform in size. Body
distinctly moniliform as seen from above, strongly depressed;
thoracic legs wanting; abdominal segments 3, 4, 5, and 6 with
each proleg represented by a pair of short transverse, uniserial,
rows of very small, uniordinal crochets.
Tischeria malifoliella, T. complanella and other species
of this genus are common blotch-miners. The front is wider at the
caudal than at the cephalic end.
Coptotriche zelleriella is similar but less common. The
front is narrowed caudad to a point.
Superfamily Tineoidea .
It is .vith regret that this superfamily name it: used, for
the word may mean almost anything. 3ut the ^rou-) which includes
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Tinea must receive the above title, however anbimons the word.
In the senile employed here the superfamily includes less than half
of the genera included by Dyar in Tineidae. The necessity for
this change is explained in the introduction to the Miorolepido*
pter?f! on a preceding papre.
Characters of the larvae which show the relationship of
the three families included here are: first, the trisetose Kappa
group on the prothor-x; second, the distance by which kappa and'
eta are separated on the abdomen; third, the triangular front .vhich
is not open dorsad; fourth, the location of beta closer to the
dorsomeson tha a alpha on the prothorax.
family Acrolophidae .
The Acrolophidae, or Anaphorinae as they have been called,
include some of the lare-esst and most primitive of the r.icrolepido-
ptera. In addition to the structures common to the three tineoid
families, Acrolophidae are differentiated by a multiserial circle
of crochets and may be easily separated from 3ucculatri*?idae and
Tineidae by the larpre size and the fact that kappa on the protho-
rax iL more closely associated with theta near the spiracle than
with eta in the more cephalic and more usual position (Fig. 7)
.
Pseudanaphora arcanella was the only soecies examined.
Family Tineioae .
In this ^aper the Tineidae include only a few genera close-
ly related to Tinea, such as Tineola and Scardia. They distinctly
show the characters given for the superfamily Tineoidea but differ
strikingly from the other two families in the facts that the setae
alpha on tae abdonin- i seanents are farther apart than the setae
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"beta, that the crochets are uniordinal and are arranged in a com-
plete uniserial circle, and that the three setae forming tae Xappa
group on the prothorax are close together.
Scardia fiskeela was the only species examined of which
the material was entirely satisfactory, altho Tineola hiselLiella
was also seen.
Family Bucculatrigidae .
Sys tematis ts have come to think of the genus Bucculatrix
as a chronic obstacle to the satisfactor classification of the
lower hicrcs. It has "been driven"from pillar to post"and trie end
is not in sight. The situation usually consists in the positive
denial of admittance to the particular family which an investigator
is studying. The author erects a new family for the genus, first,
because specialists on adult Microlepidoptera will not admit the
validity of placing Bucculatrix in any one of the recognized
families, second, because the larvae cannot be closely associated
with those of any other genus of which specimens have been examined
The diagnostic characters are as follows:
Head about as high as wide, not elongate, bearinr primary
setae only; front reaching about two thirds, adfrontals all the
way, to the vertical triangle. Body cylindrical, intersegmental
incisions moderate. All setae in the (fcsualXpositiony in ; icro-
lepidoptera except that on t ie abdomen ka£ps and eta are widely-
separated and at about the same level and that alpha is below the
level of beta on segments 8 and 9. Spiracles circular. Prologs
slender and rathe long, present on segments 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10,
the ventral ones each bearing two transverse bands of uniordinal,
well developed crochets, the anal pair bearing a single transverse
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"band
.
Superfamily Yponomeutoidea .
Still retaining the ancestral, generalised arrangement of
setne, t e few fons included in the Yponor.eu toidea share with
the Tineoidea the distinction of beinfr closely similar to ;Tepi-
alus and the primitive type. Altho a Binall group, the structure
is extreme^ varied in those characters which r in. specialized
forms,are constant in entire superfamiliee. There are two families
each of which includes larvae of at least two strikingly different
forms. Some authors consider Hemerophilidae and Ethmiidae as
relatives of this group but the larval structure indicates a
closer union with Oelechioidea.
Family 'ieliod.inifae .
It is clear tMat the "elachistid" genera now included here
are more closely related to Yponomeut idae than to any other fam-
ilies of the order. lappa and eta of the abdomen are distant,
the Kappa group of the -rothorax is trisetose, with the three setae
close together, and the front extends somewhat over half the dis-
tance to the vertical triangle in some species and reaches that
triangle in others; the spiracle it small and circular.
Lithariapteryx abroniaeella. Head scarcely depressed;
front short. Abdomen with kappa and eta not on the same swelling,
alpha directly cephalad of beta. Crochets long, uniordiaal or
biordinal, arranged in a complete circle.
Antispila nyssaefoliella and Aspidiscus sp.(?) are reduced.
Head strongly depressed; front extending to vertical trianrle; two
ocelli larre and conspicuous, the others reduced. Thoracic and
abdominal legs wanting. Abdomen with ka^pa and eta distinctly
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separated "but both on the same swelling.
Family Yponomeutidae .
Like the Pterophoridae this family is difficult to diag-
nose on account of the great variation among the different genera
it includes. At the sane time there is little or no overlapping
with ot er families. A recent attempt has been made to include
Schreckensteinia here but the structure of t le larvae is opposed
to this disposition of the genus. All Yponomeutidae except Scy-
thris and Schreckensteinia have bet below the level of alpha on
the prothorax, the kappa group trisetose on the prothorax, and kappa
and eta distant on the abdomen* No other larvae possess this com-
bination of char cters. The Tineoicea are the closest and con-
stitute the principal reason for introducing the alpha-beta char-
acter above. In view of this definite combination of setal char*
acter^ and the great variation in other particulars no general de*-
-
scription is given for this family.
Schreekensteinla in the larval stage does not seem to be
related to Plutellinae where the more recent authorities place it.
In addition to the characters given in tie following table this
penus may be distinguished by the prolegs which are long and
slender and at the tip bear from four to six crochets in a circle.
The subfamilies may be separated as follows:
a. Prolegs longer than widfe; crochets uniserial,
either biordinal or uniordinal; Pi group on meta-
thorex represented by a single seta. Plutellinae
aa. Prolegs wider than long; crochetL various.
b. 3ody bearin?. numerous setae on verruca-like
plates; Pi prroup consisting of four to eight
setae on each abdominal sep.ment. Scythridinae
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bb.Body "bearing primary setae only; Pi group
never beflrinr more t two yet;.o on tho-
racic or three on abdominal segments. Ypono,:ieutinae
Geners of -lutellinae .
a. Abdomen with kappa and eta remote, alpha and
beta remote.
b. Crochets arranged in a pseudocircle. Plutella
bb. Crochets arranged in a mesoseries. Cerostoma
aa. Abdomen with ka^pa and eta adjacent, alpha and
beta adjacent. Schreckensteinia
Genus of Scythridinae.
a. Crochets biordinal, arranged in a complete uni-
serial circle. Scythris
Genera of Yponomeutinae .
a. Pi group on metathorax consisting of two setae.
b.. Crochets arranged in a mesoseries. Mieza
bb. Crochets arranged in a nultiserial circle. Atteva
aa.Pi group on metathorax consisting of a single
seta; crochets arranged in a multiseriai circle.
b. Cephalic seta of Elappa group on prot :orax
ventrad of the other two.
c Beta ventrad of alpha on metathdrax; segment
9 with a dorsal shield bearing setae al^ha,
beta, rho
,
kax>pa, and eta. Zelleria
ccBeta oaudad of alpha on metathorax. Swammerdamia
bb. Cephalic seta of Zappa group on pro thorax dorsad
of the other t.70; beta caudoventrad of alpha
on metathorax. Yponomeuta
The following species of Yponomeutidae were examinedi
Plutella maculipennis Cerostoma rubrella
Schreckensteinia erythriella Scythris magnatella
r.ieza igninix Atteva aurea
!"elleria gracilariella Swammerdamia pyrella (Europe)
Yponomeuta plumbella, Y. mult i mine tella
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Sttptrfamily Cracllar ioid oa
.
This superfamily name is retained to include C.racilariidae
,
Lyonetiidae, anc Phyllobros tidne , without an adequate "basis for
uniting them. There are no American representatives of the last-
named family and the other two are so distinct that their charac-
ters must he discussed separately. ; : ee Chapman, '02.
Family vracilariidae .
The gracilarians form one of the most definitely bounded
families of the order. "hether examined in an early or a late
instar, the;/ are distinct from the larvae of other moths. This is
true in spite of the fact that a complete change of structure
takes place at the second or a later molt. 3efore this molt the
mandibles- are horizontal and wheel-shaped, with teeth like a buzz-
sa./. Ho sucri structure is known elsewhere. The distinctive
feature of the later instars is the presence of but three pairs
of ventral prolegs, located on sregments 3, 4, and 5. It should
be noted that where the number of prolegs is reduced in other fam-
ilies, as in some Iloctuidae, Oeometridae , and ilolidae, they are
always present on segment 6 and are first lost on segment 3.
The prolegs of gracilarian larvae are very shortand are often not
swellinrs at all but their location is shown by suckers or by cro-
chets which may be arranged in various ways. Thoracic legs may
be present or wanting. The setae a_-e so minute that their posi-
tion usually cannot be determined satisfactorily.
Three subfamilies are recognized, of one of which specimens
have not been available.
Gracilariinae
.
Head as high as wide, shape normal; front
not reaching vertical triangle. Body cylindrical, intersegmental
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incisions shallow. Thoracic le<~s present; crochets of prologs
arranged in a later il penellipse enclosing a transverse series,
all uniordinal (Fig«103)« Oracilaria consirnilella, G . viola-
cella, and Ornix geminatella were examined and Coriscium, the only
other genus, is described as being similar.
Lithocolletinae
. iiead depressed, strongly narrowed ceph-
alad; front with subparallel sides, extending to vertical triangle
and often widest at caudal margin of head. Body depressed, monili-
form. Thoracic legs present or wanting; ventral prologs reduced,
either bearing transverse rows of crochets or modified into suck-
ers, present on segments 3, 4, 5,
Lithocolletis hamadryadella
, L. ostensaokenella, Marmara
salictella, M. fulgidella, and Cameraria sp.(?) were studied. In
Maniara both thoracic legs and crochets are present, while in
Cameraria neither could be identified. The individuals of Litho-
colletis varied in this regard. It is to be noted that in many
cases lefrs are acquired at the last molt and that a persistent
study of all stages will be necessary before the different genera
can be distinguished with any assurance of accuracy.
Family Lyonetiidae .
The small size and generalized but obscure characters of
this family make the genera and species difficult to distinguish.
It is often almost impossible to make out locations of setae, ar-
rangement of ocelli and other points ordinarily of value. For
this reason it would be premature to decide at present the rela-
tionships to other families as indicated by larval structure.
Head more or less depressed; front triangular, not extend-
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in to vertical trianrlc in American species; boundaries of ad-
frontals extending to the vertical triangle on each side; first
and second ocelli usually nearly contiguous, second, third, and
sixth in a vertical row cephalad of the fifth. Body cylindrical,
incisions moderate. Prothorax with t':e Kappa group trisetose,
the three setae widely separated. Abdomen with alpha much closer
to dorsomeson than beta, rho located immediately above spiracle,
kar>pa some distance caudad of spiracle, et- between ka^pa and
spiracle but locate." farther ventrad or, in some cases, apparently
wanting. Thoracic lers present; r>role;:s present on segments 3, 4,
5, and 6, each bearing a complete uniserial circle of uniordinal
crochets
.
The above list of characters was drawn from specimens of
Bedellia somnulentella and verified from "roleucoptera smilaciella,
the only other American species seen. Leucoptere. (Cemiostoma)
spartifoliella of Europe differs from them in t .e front, which
reaches the vertical triangle, and in the crochets which are bi-
serial in t ie caudal half of t-ie circle.
Family Tortricidae .
The family of leaf-rolling caterpillars is a remarkably
uniform and peneralized one. Larval structure indicates rather
close relationship with both Cossidae and ~elechioidea but is not
to be relied upon, for all these groups are typical Mierolepido-
ptera in most respects and may belong to wholly different but only
slightly specialized stocks. Individual fluctuating variations
are rather confusing in an attempt at classification but all spec-
imens seen will trace to t e family except an occasional aberrant
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one. Greater difflenities ire met In working with the genera.
For example about twenty percent of eOdling moth larvae have mu
of segment 9 located on the same pinaculun with kappa and eta and
will therefore not trace to Cydia. The writer has not found ab-
solutely constant characters to distinguish the genera of this
family but hopes that t ie synopsis given here will suggest other
and possibly better means of separation. The larvae are of suf-
ficient economic importance to warrant the expenditure of con-
siderable time in the study of their structure.
Head not depressed; front extending from one fourth to
three fourths of the distance to tr.e vertical triangle; adfrontals
usually touching the vertical triangle; ocelli six, variously ar-
ranged, but the sixth always rather close to the fourth and fifth.
"Body cylindrical or subnoniliform in shape, sometimes depressed in
early but rarely in later instars. Setae of thorax and abdomen
as in Figs.39 to 42, except as noted for particular genera; rho
directly cephalad of spiracle on segment 8 except in a few rare
cases. Spiracles broad elliptical in outline, somewhat larger
and farther dorsad on eighth than on preceding segments. "rolegs
always present on segments 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10, first four pairs
each bearing a complete circle of uniordinal or biordinal crochets.
It will be noted that the subfamily Olethreutinae (Grapho-
lithinae) is not accepted hare, for no larval characters justify
it. _he genera included under this name probably do not form
a natural grou©. The other two subfamilies may be distinguished
as follows:
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a. Abdomen with kappa and etn in a 'Horizontal
lino or nearly so; segment 7 irith li group
unisetose; prothorax with delta close to and
ventrocephalnc of "bete; crochets uniordinal,
sessile, poorly developed. Phaloniinae
aa. Abdomen with ka^pa and etc in a diagonal or
vertical line; segment 7 with Pi group at
least bisetose; prothorax with delta ventrad
or ventrocaudad of beta, sometimes distant. Tor tricinae
Genera of Tortricinae
.
a. 3epme.it 9 with alpha close to rho and usually
situatec on the same pinaculum wit;: it, not
associated with beta.
b. : ru absent on segment 9; setae located on
black and heavily chitinized pinacula;
crochets uniordinal. Sciaphila
bb.r.u present on segment 9, usually associ-
ated with kappa and eta.
c Adfrontalo extending all the way and front
about t 70 thirds of the way to the ver-
tical triangle.
d. Arms of epicranial suture concave in
dorsal third, meeting in an attenuate
point.
e. First abdominal segment with kappa
and eta in a diagonal line ; seventh,
in a horizontal line. Thiodia
ee. First abdominal segment Tilth kappa
and eta in a nearly vertical line;
seventh, in a diagonal line.
f. Mia on segment 9 located on the
same pinaculum with kappa and eta. Tmetocera
(In part ) Exartema
ff.JIu usually not located on the same
pinaculum with kappa and eta. Cydia
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dd»Arma of epicranial suture straight in
dorsal third, meeting in a regularly
narrowed point. Bueoema
ec . Adfrontals extending two thirds a/id front
about one half the distance to the ver-
tical triangle. Pseudogalleria
aa« Segment 9 with alpha as distant from rho as
from "beta and with nra, kappa, ant eta present
on one pinaculum.
b. ?i group consisting of only two setae on
segment 7 and often only one on segment 8. Alceris
bb.Fi group trisetose on segment 7 and bisetose
on segment 8.
c. Middle ueta of trisetose Kappa group on
pro thorax dorsad of the other two. Epagoge
cc.Liiddle seta of lappa groun on prothorax
ventrad of or in line "with the other two.
d. Middle seta of "appa group on prothorax
at least three times as far from caudal
as from cephalic seta.
e. Mesothorax and neta thorax with Pi
group bisetose. Archips (a)
ee. Mesothorax and me ta thorax with Pi
group unisetose.
f. First ocellus much farther from
second than second is from third. Platynota
Archips (b)
ff. First ocellus as close to second as
second is to third. Ancylis
Ole threutes
Tortrix
Spisimus
Genonis
dd. Middle seta of Kappa group on protho-
rax not more than twice as far from
caudal as from cephalic seta.
e. Fourth ocellus much closer to third
than to sixth and caudad of line
joining third and sixth. Ecdytolophia
ee. Fourth ocellus about half way between
third and sixth and in line with them.
Enarmonia
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Lord Wal Bingham in a recent volume of Biologia Contrail
-
Americana changes the genera of Tor trie idae to some extent. Three
corrections are adopted here, the former names being included in
parenthesis, but several others do not seem to be supported by
larval structure. The following were the species examined:
Phaloniinae .
Phalonia hilarpna (Europe)
Tortricinae .
Sciaphila wahlbomiana (Europe)
Thiodia arctostaphylana
Exartema malana, E. exoletum
Tmetocera ocellana
Cydia poraonella. C. (llelissopus) latiferreanus
,
G. saltitans
Sucosma pulsatillana , E. scudderiana,
E. ( Proteopteryx) willingana Kearf.
Iseudogalleria inimicella
Alceris minuta, A. hastiana, A. foliana, A.brittania Kearf.
Epagoge sulphur eana. E. caryae
Archips (a) cerasivorana, A. fervidana, A. parallela
Archips (b) argyrospila, A. negundana, A . rosaceana
Platynota labiosana
Olethreutes nivalguttana, 0. (Eudemis) vacciniana
Ancylis comptana, A. divisana, A. nubeculana
Tortrix fumiferana, T. quercifoliana, T. citrana
Episimus argutanus
Genopis directans Walk., C. pettitana Eobsn.
Ecdytolophia insiticiana
Enarmonia caryanp, E. nebritana, E. prunivora
Family Thyrididae.
Head smaller than ^rothorax, bearing primary setae only;
ocelli six, arranged in a regular semicircle; labrura moderately
emarginate; front reaching more than half way to vertical tri-
angle, lody rep-ularly cylindrical; intersegmental ineisions
shallow. Prothorax with a shield bearinr rho hear epsilon
below alpha and gamma; .Cappa group trisetose. .'esothorax and meta-
thorax with Pi group bisetose. First eight abdominal segments
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with alpha farther lsterad than "beta, epsilon absent or very minute
kappa and eta borne on the same pinaculum. Pi groun consisting of
two setae on segment 1, three setae on segments 2 to 6, two setae
on 7 t one seta on 8; abdominal segment 9 with alpha closer to
dorsomeson than beta (Fig 55) . Prolegs with biordinal crochets in
a complete circle; anal prolegs with transverse series of crochets.
Spiracles elliptical, small.
The above characterisation was made from Thyris fenestrella
of I^urope and Dysodia oculatana of America, the chaetotaxy of the
two being constant. The bisetose Pi group of the last two tho-
racic segments and the arrangement of the setae on segment 9 of
the abdomen will distinguish this family from all others. The
affinities are clearly with the true !Iicrolepidoptera , not with
the Zygaenoidea or Bombycoidea.
Thyris differs from Pysodia in the shape of the front,
which in the former is nearly as broad as high, with adfrontals
bounded by straight lines, while in Dysodia it is long and narrow
with nearly parallel sides and the adfrontal are widened above.
Three other genera with unknown larvae are recorded from
Horth America in addition to Thyridopyralis . The latter does
not belong here. As the name indicates, the imap-inal characters
conflict, but those of tie larva clearly place T. gallaerandalis
,
the only species, in Pyralididae, subfamily Phycitinae. The
pyralid structures are the bisetose Zappa group of the prothorax,
the unisetose Pi group of the other thoracic segments, and t:.e
position of altoha on segment 9 where it farther laterad than beta.
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Family Ae^er ild.ie .
Sesiidae, the name used in Dyar's List for this family, is
the one by which it is "beat known, but as it has been discarded
in all the more recent systematic work, there seems to be no
reason for continuing the error. It appears to be clearly es-
tablished that Sesia belongs in Sphingidae and that Aegeria is
the oldest genus in the family.
The larvae are well known borers and at least two of them
are serious and very common enemies of the peach. All are so
uniform that their separation is difficult. A key to the known
species has beenpublished by Dyar (Be^itenmuller , 1 00) but it is un-
satisfactory in a number of particulars. It is hoped that the one
given below, based on practically the same species, will be more
natural and more definite and t tat later workers will add to the
number of good generic distinctions as well as to the number of
known larvae. The following characters are common to all the
species
:
Head smaller than prothorax, with strong mandibles \ front
and ocelli various; labrum shallowly concave at tip. 3ody cyl-
indrical, incisions rat er deep. Prothorax with beta farther
meaad than alpha and ./ith Zappa group trisetosej mesothorax and
metathorax as in Tortricidae (Fig. 40) . Abdomen with kappa and eta
adjacent and other setae as usual except that the; are disarranged
on segment 8 b;- the change in the position of the spiracle; seg-
ment 9 with all setae in a single transverse row. (Fig. 57) . Spir-
acles broao and elliptical, much larger and higher on eighth than
on other abdominal segments. Prolegs always bearing two trans-
verse bands of uniordinal crochets. (Fig. 99)
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Genera of Ae^eri idae .
a. The three caudodorsal ocelli forming a triangle
with an acute angle at the second ocellus (Fig. 77) ;
seta kappa on metnthorax at least two and one
half times as far from eta as from theta.*
b. Vertical triangle lonper than wide, touching
adfrontals. Vespamima
bb. Vertical triangle broadly rounded, wider than
long, usually not touching' adfrontals.
c Crochets not more than nine in number, large
and thick; setae large and distinct. Parharmonia
cc Crochets usually over ten in number, when fewer
they are small and slender; setae reduced.
d. Adfrontals uniform in width, sides straight
or convex. Sanninoidea *
dd. Adfrontals strongly narrowed near frontal
seta, margins sinuate, concave in part of
their course. Aegeria
aa.The three caudodorsal ocelli forming a triangle
always with an obtuse angle at the second
ocellus; seta kappa of metathorax never more
than twice as far from eta as from theta.(Fig. 75)
b. Sr>iracles of eighth abdominal segment located
on the §orsum at least six times as far apart
as each is wide; annulets distinct.
c. Crochets fifteen to eighteen in a row; ad-
frontal margins touching vertical triangle. Podosesia
cc Crochets less than fifteen or more than
eighteen in number; adfrontals usually not
touching vertical triangle. "emythrus
bb. Spiracles of segment 6 located on the dorsum
less than four ti as as far apart as each is
wide; annulets indistinct; setae very small % nelittia
"Each species of Sanninoidea differs somewhat from one
or the other of the two characters included in "a"; both char-
acters must therefore be tried.
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The following species w&re the ones studies' in arranging
the above table:
Vespamima sequoiae Parharmonia pini
Sanninoidea exitiosa, 3. opalescens
Aegeria ( Synanthedon) pictipes, A. rutilans, A. cestaneae
Podosesia syringae
Memythrus polistiformis, M« robiniae, M. tricinctus,
M. brillians,
Melittia satyriniformis
In addition, Lyar in the paper referred to above describes
the following:
Bembecia narr-inata. Crochets very small, ten to fifteen
in a row; spiracles slightly chitinized; setae strongly developed;
segasnts triannulate; adfrontals not reaching vertical triangle.
Alcathoe cauriata. Similar to 3embecia except that the
crochets are larger and are heavily chitinized.
Family Gossidae .
The Carpenter-moths received their popular name from the
larval habit of boring in trees. This form of life has modified
the structure, especially of the head ,and has caused the develop-
ment of rather heavily chitinized pinacul? for relatively reduced
setae. I'.any of the species attain a great size and form some of
our largest caterpillars.
Head broad, usually longer, if not higher, than wide,
smaller than prothorax to which it is closely united; front vary-
ing from one third to one half height of head; dorsal four ocelli
forming nearly a semicircle distant from the fourth and fifth;
labrum truncate at tip, with a scarcely perceptible emargination.
mandibles very large. (Fig. 72). 3ody widest at prothorax,
narrowest at beginning of abdomen, bearing primary setae only.
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Irothorax with rho directly caudad of epsllon, Kappa group trl-
setose. "esothorax and metathorax as in Tortrioidae (Fig. 40)
Abdomen with ka;npa and eta adjacent; epsilon usually present ceph-
alac of spiracle, sometimes large; beta above level of alpha on
segment 9. Prologs present on segment 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10; cro-
chets various.
Genera of Gossidae .
a. Crochets uniordinal, arranged in two transverse
bands; prothorax bearing a large, dorsal, semi-
circular rugose plate on its caudal half; spir-
acles of segment 8 t.vo or three times as larpe
as those of segments 1 to 7 and located much
nearer dorsomeson. Cossula
aa. Crochets biordinal or triordinal, arranged in a
complete circle.
b. Prothoracic shield with the caudal margin
smooth and not elevated; spiracle of segment
5 in line vri th those of segments 1 to 7,
below rho.
c. Setae alpha of middle abdominal segments
only two thirds as far apart on dorsum as
setae beta. Prionoxystus
cc Setae alpha of middle abdominal segments
more than three fourths as far apart as
setae betr, (in American species). Cossus
bb. Prothoracic shield with the dorsal half of the
caudal margin conspi cuous snC strongly rugose;
spiracle of segment 8 higher than those of
segments 1 to 7, caudad of rho. Zeuzera
Cossula magnifica is no different from other cossid larvae
that at first At seems to deserve the rank of a separate subfamily
Certain European larvae form a series connecting this type with
the others/""1* sue h a division coulc not be defended. B'or example
in Phragmatoecia castaneae HITbner the crochets are uniordinal but
arranged in a complete circle and the last pair of spir.:cies are
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enlarge C and moved dorsad as in Cossula; Lyspessa ulula Borkh.
has rudimentary crochets in indefinite transverse rows but all
the spiracles are in line.
Prionoxystus rohiniae is our most common species. The
larva which "bores in locust often reaches a length of three inches.
P. macmurtrei, the only other species, iu smaller and bores in a
number of different trees. The crochets of the latter species
are circular in arrangement while those of the former are in a
very narro.v ellipse.
Cossus centerensis has a larval structure nearly identical
with that of Prionoxystus. The two are hard to distinguish and
the character given in the table does not hold for European species
of Cossus. There is a Rocky Mountain species, the larva of which
I have not seen.
Zeuzera pyrina has a world wide distribution. Like Gossul
magnifica, it is distinct from the other forms and is the only
species of the genus found in north America.
Larvae of the western genus Hjpopta and the subtropical
Inguromorpha have not been seen.
Family Psychidae .
The Bagworm moths are a peculiar group which Lyar at one
time considered as deserving the erection of a separate suborder.
He seems later to have abandoned this view which was based on the
fact that alnha and beta are located on the same annulet of the
abdominal segments instead of on successive ones. The homology
seems clear enough altho the position of the setae is, it is true,
different from that found in other larvae. This combined with
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the absolutely unioue prothoracic spiracle showt; that the family
is an anoient one. The different genera ere remarkably uniform.
Head overarched by the prothorax above but large and not
truly retractile; front anu adfrontala various; labrum notched
to about half its depth; ocelli normal. Body with primary set^e
only, these very minute in later stages. Prothorax .vith all setae
normal. Kappa group trisetose, epsilon and rho distant from each
other; mesothorax and metathorax normal except that the Pi group
is bisetose. Abdomen with alpha, beta, and rho in almost a
straight line above the spiracle, but alpha and beta close together
on segment 9; kappa and eta adjacent; mu present; Pi group normal
Prolegs present as usual on segments 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10, the cro-
chets arranged in the same uniordinal, lateral penellipse on
the anal as on the ventral pairs (Fig. 85) . Spiracles elliptical,
the prothoracic pair much larger than those of the abdomen and
placed horizontally (Fig 69)
.
V/hile the body setae offer some character;- of taxonomic
importance in separating the genera, I hesitate to use them on
account of their ^reat reduction. In many cases it is impossible
to find them without a prolonged search. This is not true, how-
ever of the head setae, whose location is distinct. The fact that
their position varies with the different genera is fortunate, for
the coloration and general shar>e of the body are too constant to
aid in identification.
In the following synopsis the division into Solenobiinae
and Psychinae is retained and some ne.v facts are acded to the char-
acters Forbes used in their separation. With one exception his
larvae were of different species from the ones mentioned below.
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Genera of Psych i tin
e
.
a« Second adfrontal seta much farther dorsad than
frontal seta, first ac frontal seta above level
of top of front (Fig. 83) ; thoracic leprs with
last two segment8 vory slender; alpha of abdomen
above level of beta. ( Solenobiinae . ) Solenobia
aa.Jecond adfrontal seta very close to frontal seta,
first adfrontal seta below level of top of front
(Figs. 76, 79, 82); thoracic lege with last two
segments stout ; alpha of abdomen below level of
beta. (Psychinae)
b. Margins of adfrontals meeting dorsad at an
acute anp.le, adfrontals scarcely widened above
first adfrontal seta (Fig:. 76); larvae small,
pale, not exceeding two centimeters in length. Eurycittarus
bb. Margins of adfrontaLs meeting dorsad at a very
obtuse angle or in e horizontal line; larvae
three to five centimeters in length in last
sta~e, usually dark in color.
c Frontal seta located below line connecting
second adfrontal seta with frontal puncture
(Fig. 78) . Thyridopteryx
cc. Frontal seta located below line connecting
second adfrontal seta with frontal puncture.
(Fig. 82) . Oiketicus
The following species were studied: Solenobia walshella,
Eurycittarus confederata, Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis , and
Oiketicus abotii. All are approximately unicolorous except for
a tendency to longitudinal light and dark stripes on the thorax,
especially on the dorsal half. Two other species, ±-latoeceticus
gloveri of Florida and Chalia rileyi of the "Atlantic states''
are found east of the Rockies but they are rather rare and their
larvae so far as I know have not been recop-ni zed.
.
Family iLlachistidae .
The Tineidae and ii^lachistidae have long been dumping
grounds for all manner of 1 .icrole-oido-ntera . It is within the
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last five or six years that lusck hos pointed out the necessity
of dividing and redividing these "fa-lilies". The Elachistidae
appear to contain six well defined groups, five in addition to
those related to i;iachistr. These arc no.v known as Cycnidioidea
,
Coleophoridae
,
Cosnopterygidae
,
Heliodinidae, and Scythridinae of
Yponomeutidae. Larvae of the true iJlachis tidae and of the suner-
family Cycnidioidea have not "been examined, .jcythridinae and
Heliodinidae are discussed in their proper place in the Ypono-
meutoidea. Cosmopterygidae will he found under Gelechioidea
while Coleophoridae apparently do not "belong in any of the super-
families listed in this paper.
Family - Coleophoridae .
lead scarcely depressed; front extending about two thirds,
adfrontals all the way to the vertical triangle; ocelli all close
together, seta vii closest to second, ocellus, fourth ocellus usuall
as close to sixth as to fifth. Body cylindrical, setae almost
indistinguishable, apparently in the normal microlepidopterous
arrangement . Thoracic lers about as far apart as the width of
the coxae; ventral prole^s each bearing two transverse uniserial
bands of uni ordinal crochets, usually so close to ventromeson
that the bands of the right and. left sides a.re nearly continuous
with each ot er; anal prolegs each with a single transverse row
close to ventromeson. Crochets reciuced in number in some species,
either rudimentary and reduced to from two to six for each proler
as in Coleophora fletcherella , or entirely wanting as in C. limo-
spenella. Spiracles small, circular, those of the eighth abdomi-
nal segment twice as large and slightly farther dorsad than those
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of other segments*
The following species of Coleophora were seen, all of them
havinr transverse rows of crochets except as noted above: tiliae-
foliella, atriplicivora, fletcherella, gallipenella, ochripenella
,
linospenella , and several others unidentified.
Superfamily Oelechioidea *
This group includes the most highly specialized of the
tineoid series of I.licrole^idoptera. Some of the families are
difficult to separate in any stage, especially as Gelechia seems
to "be rather a generalized genus from which several others diver ~e<:
The characters are such that the interrelations of the families
cannot he worked out from them altho there are a sufficient number
of differences to separate them more or less completely from each
other.
Family Ethmiidae .
This family was named and describe ." in 1909 by 3usck to
accomodate the genus Ethmia, hitherto included in Qecophoridae.
The new family was based wholly on characters of the adult, ^ert£ i\t
is a striking fact that the larvae of Ethmia are distinctly dif-
ferent from those of any of the other genera usually associated
with it. Unfortunately the larvae of hut two species, E. zeller-
iella and E« longimaculella , were available but their characters
are important enoughtto make the following record of them desirable
Head smaller than prothorax, bearing primary setae only;
front with dorsal half of lateral margins straight; adfrontals not
reaching vertical triangle; labrum moderately emarginate at tip;
ocelli six, the fourth, fifth, and sixth forming a triangle ,vith an
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acute anrle at the fourth, the fourth farther from the fifth than
from the sixth. Prothorax with alpha slightly closer to dorso-
meson than "beta, other setae in usual positions f mesothorax and
metathorax normal. Abdomen with alpha above level of beta, rho
dorsad of spiracle on segments 1 to 7, eephalad on segment 8,
kappa and eta adjacent, rau present, Pi group various, sigma present
Prolegs short, with an extended mesoseries of biordinal crochets.
Spiracles elliptical, slightly larger on segment 8 but no higher
on body.
In Bthmia selleriella the Pi group of the abdominal seg-
ments is trisetose as usual, while in fi. longimaculella the number
is increased to eight or ten setae. In neither species, however,
is there any increase of setae on the thorax.
Family ^tenomi dag *
Recent study has shown that mo the belonging to the genera
Stenoma, Brachiloma, and Ide, do not belong to the Australian
family Zyloricti&ae where they were formerly placed but constitute
a separate group. According to Busck the three genera should' be
united under the name Stenoma.
Head rather broad and depressed, the mouth parts directed
eephalad; front extending less than half way to vertex and ad-
frontals little farther j labrum distinctly but not deeply emargin-
ate ; ocelli six; primary setre only. Body depressed, the spir-
acles somewhat below the middle of the lateral aspect. Pro-
thorax with rho near epsilon below gamma, and the Kappa group
trisetose; other two thvvaeie segments .vith Pi -group unisetose.
Abdomen with kappa and eta adjacent, beta farther laterac than
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alpha except on segment 8 where they are at about the same level
and segment 9 where it is farther mesad; kappa, eta, and mu on
segment 9 locate* on tae same pinaculum. Thoracic leps adjacent,
prologs short, each bearing a complete circle of biordinal cro-
chets: ; anal prologs bearinr a single series of crochets on the
cephalic margin.
otenoma humilis has a small head, uniform in color and
less than one third the diameter of t e body, while in S. schlae-
geri and G. hrillians 3usck the head is about two thirds the width
of tie "body and is transversely striped, the stripe continuous in
the former hut broken and dotted in the latter.
Gonioterma albanum of Europe differs from the American
s-neies in that the Kappa group on segments 7 and 8 is cephalo-
ventrad of rho while in Stenoma it in directly ventrad.
Family Hemerophilidae .
Several important differences may be noted, distinguishing
the larvae of this family from those of the Yponomeutidae where
they have long been placed. The most important is the close asso-
ciation of ka^pa and eta on the abdomen and the relative position
of alpha and beta on the prothorax.
Head longer than wide; front much longer than wide, acute
at caudal end, extending more than half way to vertical triangle;
adfrontals narrow; ocelli all close together. Prothorax with alpha
farther laterad than betr., rho distant from epsilon, Xaopa group
trisetose, and Pi group unisetose ss usual; metathorax similar.
Abdomen with spiracles round or broadly elliptical, beta farther
laterad than alpha on all segments except 9 where alpha is usually
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much farther fron doreoneson; kappa and eta adjacent. proles
long and slender, with either a complete circle or mesoseries of
of uniordinal crochets, oft. n poorly developed.
Four of t ;, e genera belonging to this family have "been exam-
ined in the larval stage*
Choreutis leucobasis. Crochets rudimentary, arranged in
a complete circle; Pi group on segments' 8, 7, and 8 trisetose; all
setae poorly developed; alph 1 and beta at about the same level
on abdominal segments.
Allonyma (Hemerophila) vicarilis. Crochets strongly
chitinized; setae well developed and borne on distinct pinacula;
otherwise similar to Choreutis.
3renthia pavonacella. Crochets in a complete circle; beta
almost directly ventrad of alpha on abdominal segments 1 to 8,
caud^d of alpha on segment 9.
Trichostibas parvula Ecwards. Crochets in a mesoseries;
beta caudad of alpha on abdominal segments 1 to 8, dorsocaudad
of alpha on segment 9; Pi group unisetose on segments £, 7, and 8.
Family Gelechiidae .
The enumeration of Gelechiidae in Dyar's List is con-
sidered as very nearly correct and will be followed more closely
than is possible with most other families of Microlepicloptera.
Larvae of this family will be most often confused with Pyraliciae
and Tortriciflae on account of similarity in siLe and habit. The
distinctly trisetose Zappa group of the prothorax will different-
iate from the former and the distance of setae beta on segment 9
will distinguish from the latter. It seems unnecessary to
ft *
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enumerate such characters as the location of all the setae, for
the larvae are typical Illcros, any important differences from the
the usual plan being noted in the tables. It might he mentioned
in addition that the crochets are biordinal except in a few c"e-
penerat/cases, that the front and adfrontals are very acute above,
the adfrontals often reaching the vertical triangle, that the
spiracles are circular in outline, those of segment 8 usually
being- larger a:id higher on the body t and that the ocelli are al-
most never arranged as described for Oecophoridae ( cf . Figs. 80
and 81)
.
The following synopsis of the genera is incomplete, owing
partially to lack of materia}., but is an arrangement which can be
developed further as the larvae of more species become known.
a. Crochets wanting or reduced and rudimentary; no
oroleg swellings present; thoracic legs small.
b. Body swollen and strongly tapering at ends. Ketzneria
bb.^ody nearly cylindrical, scarcely tapering. Sitotroga
aa. Crochets present and well developed.
b. Crochets of ventral prolegs in a complete circle,
usually biordinal; those of anal prolegs in a
continuous transvers series.
c Prolegs long and slender, crochets few;
setae rudimentary; head retractile. Kealyda
ccProlegs short and stout, crochets usually
numerous
.
d. Seta rho of segment 8 cephalad, rarely
cephalodorsad of spiracle; body always
striped; setae large.
e. Abdominal segment 7 with setae beta
closer together on dorsum than setae
alpha; segment 8 wit'; setae beta far-
ther apart than setae alpha. Arogalea

ee. Segmenta 7 and 8 "both with setae "beta far-
ther omrt than setae alpha.
Ill
f. Triangle formed by the three cephalo-
ocelli having a rirht or obtuse merle
at the fourth ocellus, the fifth is
close to the fourth as to the sixth;
coloration consisting wholly of trans-
verse stripes. Telphusa
ff.Trianrle formed by the three cephalo-
ventral ocelli always having an acute
angle at the foutth ocellus, the fifth
about equidistant from the fourth and
sixth; coloration almost always in-
cluding- longitudinal stripes. Gelechia
Pecurva.ria
bb dd.Seta rho of segment 8 dorsad, rarely
cephalodorsad of spiracle; body caudad
of prothorax entirely pale; setae minute.
e. Head and prothorax strongly chitinized
and black. Phthomimaea
ee.rlead and prothorax slightly chitinized
and pale. Gnorimo schema
bb. Crochets of ventral prolegs in a pair of transvers bands
verse bands, usually biordinal, those of anal
prolegs in two groups, prolegs short; spir-
acle of abdominal segment 8 very large. Ypsolophus
Anarsia
Tri chotaphe
Ana.camps is
Botes . The species of Gelechia vary greatly.
The difference between "norimoschema and Phthorimaea, as
given, is certainly not one of generic value but may serve to
separate the two species studied. It is unlikely that the coll-
ector east of the hississippi will find larvae belonging to other
species. According to Busck the two genera should be united.
The following species were studied, in most cases two to
six individuals being seen. The variation is a serious problem
only in the genus Gelechia.
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I.'.etzneria lapella Sitotroga cerealella
Telphusa fuscopunctella Nealjda bifidella
Reourvaria sp.T?) Arogalea(Paralechia) cristi-
Phthorimaea operculella fasciolla
Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis
Trichotaphe serrativatella , T. alacella
Anarsia lineatella Ipsolophus ligulellus
Anaoaapeis populella, A. lagunculariella , A. innocuella
&tl«ohia/6rialoamaotilella, cereerisella, hibiscella,
unctulella, maculirnarginalla, pseudacaciella , and
serotinella of i.Torth America and C. atiplicella,
acuminatella
,
rhonbella, and mulinella, of Europe.
Family uecophoridae
.
This is one of the families formerly included in "elechi-
idae and the larvae are so similar to the latter that no satis-
factory character has "been found to distinguish the two groups.
They seem to divide along the same lines on the "basis of the posi-
tion of rho on segment 8 of the abdomen. In all the species seen
the adfrontals extend to the vertical triangle, the prole gs are
short and stout and hear a complete circle of hiordinal crochets
and\ the prothoracic shield is lightly chitinized. The fourth
ocellus is always much closer to the third than to the sixth, and
the second is always farther from the first than from the third.
Otherwise the characters are the same as in 3 elechiidae
.
Depressaria is the "best known genus in the family. As a
rule the setae arc located on heavily chitinized pinacule, often
elevated and chalaza-like
;
kaupa and eta of the abdomen are borne
on a small pinaculum directly ventrad of rho, eta being located
cephalodorsad of kappa on the first two or three abdominal segment
rho on segment 8 is always a little above the level of the top of
the spiracle, tho located farther cephalad on the segment. De-
pressaria heracliana and D . cinereoc ostella of America and D.
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deprestella of Europe were soen.
Agonopteryx -Mbner has recently been separated from De-
pressaria altho the difference between the two is very slight in
any sta,?e. This genus agrees with all the characters given in
the preceding paragraph except that eta is cephaloventrad of kappa
on the first two or three abdominal segments. The species exam-
ined were A. unbraticostella, A. lythrella, anc. A. posticella,
all of liorth America.
Kachimia tentoriferella is a larva with indistinct and
slightly chitinized setae and with obscure or absent pinacula; rho
on segment 8 is cephalad of the spiracle and at the same level;
kappa anc. eta are below the spiracle end located farther caudad
than rho.
Psilocorsis quereiceila and P. obsoletella, formerly, in-
cluded in Cryptolechia, are closely related to the other two genera
mentioned and their characters indicate an intermediate position.
The pinacula are distinct, rho on segment 8 is directly cephalad
of the spiracle and kappa and eta are on a pinaculum ventrad of
rho
.
Oecophora similella, Dasystoma salicella, and Ghimabache
fagella, of ihrrope, are similar in all important particulars to
the American forms.
Family "Blastobasidae .
The larvae of this family are very similar to the last two
discussed but a few differences remain. Rho, on abdominal segment
8, is caudodorsad of the spiracle -.vhile kappa is cephaloventrad,
an arrangement found in no other larvae. The prolegs are short
and bear a complete series of uniordinal crochets, which are,
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however, some times irregular* Only primary setae are present on U
the "body. Ocelli indefinite in specimens examined.
The species seen were: Valentinia rlandulella P.iley and
Holcocera gigantella Ch. of Ilorth America and Endrosis lacteella
of Europe.
Family Cosmopterygiaae .
Head more or less depressed, very much so in Gospopteryx,
small, retractile within prothorax; adfrontals not quite reaching
vertical triangle; ocelli all close together, seta vii closest
to second ocellus, fourth ocellus usually as close to sixth as to
fifth* Setae off "body small; abdomen with kappa and eta adjacent;
setae "beta of segment 9 much farther apart than each is from alpha
of that side, "beta, alpha, and rho in a transverse line. Thoracic
legs with coxae twice as far apart as wide; prologs far apart,
each bearing a complete circle of uniordinal (Stilbosis) or bi-
ordinal crochets.
The following species were examined:
Cosmopteryx gemmiferella, G. clandestinely.
,
Limnoecia phragraitiella
,
Homaledra sobalella, H. heptathalama , and
Stilbosis tesquella, of America, and
Cosmopteryx scribalelln,
Heydenia fulvirutella , and
Laverna phragmitella of Europe.
Superfamily Pyralidoidea .
Scarcely half a dozen characters are common to all the
larvae within this superfamily. The deciding factors are the
presence of a bisetose Zappa group on the prothorax and the close
association of kapp* and et" on the abdomen, come of the Ptero-
phoridae have these points obscured by secondary and tufted setae
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and such inoi cental structures as the circular spiraoles and the
long slender prologs must he used in determination. (Figs»47,40 f Gl)
Unless care is taken in observing the number of setae on
the prolegs, Lacosoma will trace to this superfamily. It is dis-
tinguished from PyralidOidea by the Pi group which consists of
from four to eight setae.
Family lyralididae .
The superfamily character of a bisetose kappa group on the
prothorax, combined with the presence of short prolegs bearinfr
either a pair of transverse br^ds or a more or lest; complete
circle of biordinal crochets. In some specimens of -alleria
mellonella the crochets seem to be uniordinal but no individuals
have been seen in which that was true of all the prologs.
The family includes four main divisions typified by the
four subfamilies: Chrysauginae
,
Galleriinae, Phycitinae, and Pyr-
austinae. The species of the first two are few in number while
each of the others is very large in addition to being associated
with several smaller subfamilies. The structural basis of these
divisions is shown by the following synopsis:
a. Crochets uniordinal, arranged in two transverse
bands; front extending nearly and adfrontals
entirely to vertical triangle. Chrysauprinae
aa.Croc.iets arranged in a pseudocircle or penellipse,
very rarely uniordinal.
b. Pi groip on mesothorax and metathosax bisetose;
crochets sometimes uniordinal. (Fig. 50) Galleriinae
bb.Pi group on mesothorax and meta thorax unisetose;
crochets always biordinal or triordinal.
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c. Xappr. and nu present on ae^ie.-it y, usu-'lly
asspciated with eta on the same pinaculum
(FIp-. 46) ; crochets arranged in r;. complete
circle. iipipaschlinae
^rral i dtfiae.
Tnyci t inae
cc. Zappa and mu absent or extremely minute on
segment 9, eta well developed, not associated
with other setae (fig* 49)
.
d.
d. Crochets arranged in a penellipse.
e. Crochets biordinal. (In part) Cramhinae
ee. Crochets triordinal (Fig. 98). Pyraustinae
dd. Crochets arranged in a complete circle.
e. Crochets triordinal. (In part) Cramhinae
ee- Crochets "biordinal (.See also family de-
scriptions.) i:ymr>hulinae
Scouariinae
Chrysauginae
.
This subfamily must hi ve "been separated
from other pyralids at a rather remote period in their history,
for intermediate stages are lost and the differences, especially
in the crochets, are striking. The chaetotaxy is as in the other
subfamilies but it may be noted that the Pi group on the meso-
thorax an<? raetathorax is unisetose, that alpha on segment 9 is
about as far from rho as from beta, and that kappa, eta, and mu are
present and subequal in size, but not closely associated with each
other. The species examined was Clydonopteron (Salobrana) tecomae
Galleriinae . Aside from their peculiar habits as pests of
beehives, these larvae are easy to recognize by distinctive struc-
tures also. The Pi group on the last t..ro thoracic segments is
bisetose; the two setae of t e Kappa group on the prothorax as
well as the abdomen are nearly in a horizontal line instead of a
vertical one as usual; the crochets are either biordinal or uni-
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ordinal, never triordinal, and are arranged in a complete circle^
alpha, "beta, end rho on segment 9 form an equilateral triangle,
rho beine- directly ventrad of "beta .
Two species were examined. In Galleria mellonella ( -cer-
eana) the body is thickened in the midchle anc". tapering towards both
ends anc" the coxae of the me ta thoracic legs are twice as far apart
as wide. In Achroia grisella the body is cj^lindrical anc. the tho-
racic leers are close together.
Kpipaschiinae . This small group is a closely circumscribed
one with characters which associate it with Phycitinae. A few of
the latter show nearly all the peculiarities of this subfamily, so
Epipaschiinae are introduced into the table for the separation of
the genera of Phycitinae instead of separated from them in the
synopsis of tie subfamilies. The crochets are triordinal, the
longest abou J - four times the length of the shortest. Other
characters are given in the synopsis of Phycitinae.
The following species were examined: hpipaschia supera-
talis, E. zelleri, Jocara perseella 3. & MeP«, Tetralopha militella
T. floridella, T. robustella.
Pyralidinae . While Viq structure of the three species
of Pyralidinae examined is quite constant, it is almost impossible
to fine a character which will distinguish then fro:: Phycitinae
as a .Thole. They will be found in the table of penera of the
latter group. In Pyralis farinalis the crochets are biordinal,
(Pa. fl)t
the shorter ones about one fourth the length of the other^ but
those of Omphalocera dentosa and 0. cariosa are as in the two
related subfamilies. In all three species beta is clearly in
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the caudal ro.v of the . etae on the prothoracic shield and is
scarcely farther cephalad than delta; the third and fourth ocelli
are close top-ether and the fourth out of line; the front
extends about half way to vertical triangle and tie adfrontals
about two thirds; and the head is about as broad as long. In color
Pyralis is pale while the species of Qmphaloeera are dark with whit
pinacula
.
Phycitinae. This group and Pyraustinae are the two large
subfamilies of Pyralididae ant; man;- of the larvae of both of them
are of economic importance. They represent two diverging lines
of evolution, the one characterized by a complete circle of cro-
chets on the prolegs and the presence of kappa and mu on segment
9, the other losing the lateral crochet- of the prolegs as well as
kappa and mu on segment 9. Associated with Phycitinae in the for-
mer division are the two subfamilies just discussed and. all three
ar included together in a single synopsis of the genera, those
belonging to "^yralinae bein^ marked with an asterisk (*)•
Genera of Phycitinae t yralinae , and pipaschiinae .
a. Prothorax twice as far caudad of beta as beta is .
of alioha, alpha and beta usually closely asso-
ciated. (Fig* 47)
b. Head longer than broad; body unicolorous, dark.
Thyridopyralis
bb.Iead broader than long.
c Boundaries of adfrontals meeting epicranial .
suture at a point nearly twice as far from
vertical triangle as from front; coloration
in longitudinal stripes. Meroptera
cc .Boundaries of adfrontals meeting epicranial
suture at a point half way between" vertical
triangle and front.
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d. Kappa nearly directly caudad of eta on
first abdominal segment • fourth ocellus
about as close to sixth as to third. Euzophera
dd. Zappa directly coraad of eta on first abdora-
lnal segment fourth ocellus farther from
sixth than from third*
e. Pinacula of all setae heavily chitinized;
body widened at. middle. Mtlitara
ee. Pinacula of all setae Blightly chitinized;
"body cylindrical. Salehria
aa. Prothorax with delta much less than twice as far
caudad of "beta as "bete is of alpha, beta and
delt? often closely associated (Fig. 43)
b. Beta of prothorax nearly directly dorsad of
deltas head and "body pale. (Fig* 43) Tsorosina
bb.3eta of prothorax located much farther ceph-
alad the n delta
.
c Boundaries of adfrontals reaching vertical
triangle
.
d. Vertical triangle nearly as large as front;
prothoracic shield blacl. Elasmopalpus
dd. Vertical triangle normal, small; prothoracic
shield pale; pinacula slightly chitinized. Hulstea
cc .Boundaries of adfrontals not reaching vertical
triangle
d. Kappa of first' abdominal segment directly
dorsad of eta; boundaries of adfrontals
meeting in an acute point.
e. Three ventral ocelli not forming an
equilateral triangle, angle at sixth
ocellus right or obtuse. (Fig. 71)
.
f. Front extending about two thirds of
the distance to vertical triangle;
adfrontals meeting epicranial suture
about half way between front and
vertical triangle. Plodia
ff. Front extending about half way to
vertical triangle.
g. Boundaries of adfrontals" meeting epi-
cranial- suture about half way be-
tween front and vertical triangle;
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crochets biordinal, the longer four
tines the length of the shorter
(Fir. 101). Pyralis
gg. Boundaries of adfrontals meeting
epicranial suture at a point about
twice as far fron vertical triangle
as from front; crochets triordinal. Ephestia
Vitula
ee. Three ventral ocelli formiing an equilat-
eral triangle, acute angle at each ocel-
lus (Fip-. 70) ; front reaching about half
way to vertical triangle.
f. Mead rugose; body dark. Acrobasis
ff.Head smooth; body pale. ::ineola (a)
dd.. lappa of first abdominal segment directly
caudac. of eta or nearly so: front extend-
ing about half way to vertical triangle.
e. Second ocellus not closer to third than
to first; body not striped.
f. Lateral margins of adfrontals convex
dorsad, meeting in an obtuse angle;
body dark, not spotted. Tacoma
ff. Lateral margins of adfrontals nearly
striaght, meeting in an acute angle.
g. Body and pinacula pale. Canarsia
Mine ola (b)
gg. Body black with white pinacula. Omphalocera *
ee. Second ocellus much closer to third
than to first; first ocellus larger
than others; lateral margins of front
very convex; body striped, usually
longitudinally. (See subfamily.) Epipasehiinae
The following species of Phycitinae were examined
f
Thyridopyralis gallaerandalis (Heretofore included in Thyrid-
Lleropter^ pravella idae)
Euzopher* ostricolorella Helitara prodenialis
Salebria contatella Psorosina hammondi (canarsia)
Elasmopalpus lignosellus Hulstea undulatella
Plodia interpunctella Ephestia kuhniella.E.cautella
Vitula edmandsii Acrobasis betulella
I.!ineola indiginella (a) A. comptoniella
M. amplexella (b) A. stigmella Dyar
Tacoma nyssaecolella Canarsia ulmiarroso'rella
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Crarahinae . The la vee of many snecies of Grambus ere of
economic importance and should be familiar to entomologists . They
cannot readily "be differentiated from each other, hut can he dis-
tinguished from other croups. Any larva with a complete circle
of triordinal crochets, with hut two setae in front of the pro tho-
racic spiracle, with a single seta on segment 9 caudad of the spir-
acle on segment 8 and with hut one seta at the base of each meso-
thoracic leg, is a crambid. In addition t ere are a few species
which closely resemble T^yraustinae . Crambus trisectus, Chile pre-
jedellus, and Dicymolomia julianalis, together with a large number
of unidentified species of Crarabus, '.'/ore examined.
Pyraustinae . The penellipse of crochets which characterize
this subfamily varies in extent from a semicircle to an almost
complete ellipse. Other subfamilies are entirely distinct, except
a few Grambinae, most of which have biordinal crochets.
Genera of Pyraustinae .
a. Front extending three fourths, adfrontals nearly
or all the way, to the vertical triangle,
b. Ilapps on eighth abdominal segment locate: dir-
ectly dorsad of eta; first ocellus much larger
than others. Hellula
bh.Kappa on eighth abdominal segment located, cau-
dodorsad of eta; first ocellus not much larger
than others.
c Adfrontals not strongly widened above, their
lateral margins rather regularly convergent;
head normal in size.
d. Head not bilobed above, except slightly in
some species.
e. Spiracles elliptical in outline, heavily
chitinized, normal in size; body with
black pinacula and sometimes black
stripes. Loxostege
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ee. Spiracles circular in outline, slightly
chitinized, very snail; body decorated
with transverse red stripes. ihistixia
dd.Head conspicuously bilobed above, with the
epicranial suture forming a deep groove be-
tween the lobes; head black, body marked
with conspicuous black and white spots. Tholeria
cc .Adf rontals strongly widened above so that
their lateral boundaries appear to be para-
llel to each other for the ventral three
fourths of their length; head very small. Cybalomia
aa«Front extending less t .an two thirds of the dis-
tance to vertical triangle;* adfrontals not
reaching vertical triangle; oeei.ll subequal in
si ze
.
b. Rhe on eighth abdominal segment directly dorsad
of spiracle. .-iymenia
bb.P.ho on eighth abdominal segment cephalo.dorsad
of top of spiracle.
c. £econd ocellus about half way between first
and third; seta vii usually closest to sec-
ond ocellus; penellipse more than a semi-
circle.
d. Front with sides straight or concave.
e. Alpha and rho on ninth abdominal seg-
ment in a horizontal line; head not
depressed; labrum with a rounded emar-
~ination.
.
Pachyzancla
ee. Alpha and rho on ninth abdominal seg-
ment not in a horizontal line, except
in some species in which the labrum
has an acute notch.
f. Head very much depressed; labrum with
an acute notch. Lesmia
ff.Head not depressed; labrum usually not
with an acute notch.
g. Pinacula heavily chitinized, black. Pyr austa
gg. Pinacula slightly chitinized, pale* Phlyctaenia
'Except sometimes in Bvergestis which may fall in na"»
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flLd.Front with aides rather convex throughout
their entire longth; set vii closest to
third ocellus.
e. Adfrontals conspicuously widened above the
front. Sylepta
ee. Adfrontals not widened above the front. Terastia
cc Second ocellus much closer to first than to
third; seta vii closest to third ocellus;
penellipse less than a semicircle.
d. Set.:e alpha Qf first abdominal segment more
than twice as far apart as each is from beta;
body bearing subdorsal longitudinal stripes
or dotted areas; subdorsal pinacula heavily
chitinized. Svergestis
dd. Setae alpha of first abdominal segment not
more thaa one and a half times as far apart
as each is from beta.
e. Alpha directlyaorsad of rho on eighth
abdominal segment.
f. Labrum very broad and short, shallowly
but acutely emarginate; head spotted. Dichogama
ff. Labrum normal, with a rounded emargin-
ation; heac; unicolorous
.
g. Thoracic legs and abdominal prolegs
short and often stout.
h. Head compressed, retractile, one
and a half times as long as protho-
rax. Diaphania
hh.Head not compressed, not noticeably
retractile, smaller than prothorax.
Asciodes
gg. Thoracic legs and abd.ominal prolegs
long anc" slender; head not compressed,
not greater than prothorax in height.
h. riead higher than broad; body pale. Panto grapha
hh.Heaf broader than high; body
marked with black spots. Epicorsia
ee.Alpha located much farther cephalad than
rho on eighth abdominal segment. Paradosis
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The following species srere examined:
He Mule uncial is
Phlyctaenia extricalis
Loxostere sticticalis
L. mencalia
P. tertialis
Eustixia pupula
Cybaloraia belialis
Pachyzancla bipunctalis
Pyrausta peni talis
P. thestealis
Diohogama redtenbacheri
Diaphania nitidalis
P. cincuiata
L. maclurae
Tholeria reversalis
Hyrnenia pert pec talis
Desmia funeralis
Sylepta fluctuosalis
Terastia meticulosalis
Evergestis dyaralit:
D. sibillalis
ParaAoaia flegia
D. quadris tigmalis
). rimosalis
Asciodes gordlalie
Pantographa limata
Epicorsia mellinalis
liymphulinae . All the aquatic Pyralidoidea of America
are included in this subfamily. The resulting structural modi-
fications cause some difficulty in studying the chaetotaxy of the
larvae. r i The few species with tracheal gills are easily identi-
fied for no other insects possess both gills and prolegs with cro-
chets .
two varies in different genera. Elophila and llymphula differ
from Scopariinae and Crambinae in the fact that the setae beta
on segment 9 are three times as far apart as each is from alpha
of that side, alpha being nearly in a direct line between beta and
rho ant" close to each of them. On the other hand Oeschna has the
setae beta located near the dorsomeson as usual but differs from
other pyralidoidea in the position of alpha, which is directly
cephalad of and close to rho. The kappa group on segment 9 is
rather difficult to locate in this subfamily. The species exam-
ined were:
Hymphula obscuralie, K« obliterans,
&eachna ( Nymphu 1a ) cannalis
Elophila lemnata
Alpha is located near rho but the relative position of the
3
Joopariinae . Ko Amerloan species of thio fanily have "been
seen. 13coparia crataegella ha:: kappa am: at i of the pro thorax
forming a vertical line; kappa and etr ofAa\)doraen formind a hori-
zontal line; alpha of segment 9 close to and cepVu-.lodorsad of rho
;
hetc of segment 9 close to dorsomeson and located farther caudad
lhan alpha and rho; kapioa and mu absent from this segment; cro-
chets bior&inal, not triordinal, in a oomplete circle. Otherwise
similar to Cramhinae.
Family Orneodidae.
Head mainly horizontal in position, smaller than prot orax,
smooth; front extending aho^t t :o thirds of the distance to the
verticl triangle; adfrontals indistinct; first five ocelli ar-
ranged in an arc, with the sixth "behind the fifth; no secondary
setae present. B0&3 pale, "bearing primary setae only; shape
cylindrical; intersegmental incisions moderate. Prothorax with
alpha, s-amma and ensilon in a transvers row, "beta and delta normal
and rho "behind and slightly belo.7 level of epsilon; Kappa group
"hisetOLe; Pi group hisetosej meso thorax with kappr closer to eta
than to theta, otherwise mornal. ..bdomen With alpha ahove level
of "beta, rho dorsad of spiraele
,
ka-npa and eta adjacent, mu present
Pi group consisting of one seta on segments 1, 7, and 8 and of
three setae on segments 2 to 6 inclusive; segments 9 and 10 dam-
a^ec in material examined. Spiracles circular, slightly larger
on prothorax than on other segments, located farther dorsad on
segment 8 than on segments 1 to 7. prole,--s short, present on
segments 3, 4, 5, and 6, bearing a complete circle of uniordinal
crochets
.
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The family contains but one species, urneodes hexadactyla
.
It irill "be seen from the description that the structure is essent-
ially th Lt of a pyralid, bein; distinguished from all other Micros,
except some pterophoridae, hy the hisetose Zappa group of the pro-
thorax. Galleria is th only genua of pyralid idae which ever has
uniordinal crochets and in it the body is fusiform, the size large
,
and the Pi group on the mesothorax is bisotose.
Family Pterophoridae .
Variations in the characters of the ^lume-moth larvae are
so numerous that some difficulty may he met with in placing some
o
4 the species. In practice, however, one soon learns the long,
stem-like prolegs, regardless of the number of setae or crochets.
(£ee Fi^.Sl). Ho other caterpillars possessing verrucae and sec-
ondary setae have prologs of this shape, altho a few lower Ticros
with primary setae show similar structures. All of the latter,
however, have a trisetose Kappa group on the prothorax while that
of the Pterophoridae is hisetose as in other Pyralidoidea. The
species examined were Pterophorus elliottii, Oxyptilus perisceli-
dactylus, Platyptilia cosmodactyla of America, and Pterophorus
microdactylias and Platyptilia rhododac tylus of Europe. In all
of these verrucae are developed, except in Pterophorus microclac tylus
where the setae are as in Pyralididae.
Superfamily Zygaenoidea .
V.'e begin the discussion of this superfamily with forms
which have reached the point of the appearance of well developed
verrucae and nesoserial crochets. The verrucae later become more
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strongly modified and the crochets peculiarly specialized. An-
other step and the crochets are wholly lost 7/hile the armature
includes forms of scoli found in no other larvae. The end of the
process is seen in such a slug caterpillar as Irolimacodes , with
the head minute and completely retracted ,*"wie "body smooth and al-
most spherical, tearing no processes of any kind except three pairs
of minute thoracic legs.
Ho larvae of the families Chalcosidae and Lalceridae have
"been seen,
Family Pyro.morphid.ae .
Pyromorphid larvae form one of the earliest steps in the
evolution of a typical Micro into a slur caterpillar. The Ptero-
phoridae include the most plausible connecting linkt to the gener-
alized types. The following characters show the close relation
to Megalopygidae.
Head small, retractile, caudal half slightly chitinized;
labrum with a small emargination; ocelli all similar in size, the
fifth not set as far caudad of the fourth as in most caterpillars;
primary setae only. Body cylindrical, with large flat verrucae.
Pro thorax with numerous setae on cervical shield, verruca of the
kappa group large; mesothora?: and me ta thorax each .vith the verrucae
of the kappa group and of the Pi group forming single verrucae and
with three verrucae dorsad of them on each side. Ah domen (Fig.
59) with verruca alpha fused with beta, and Rho and the verruca
of the "Cappa group well developed; mu present; Pi group consisting
of one or two verrucae. Prologs present on segments 3, 4, 5, 6, and
10, each with crochets in a uniordinai. mesoseries.
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Triprocris ij a western ^enua ranging from h'exico to Col-
orado and including eight species. T. smithsonianus , the one
examined, has a large subventral eversible gland or fleshy protu-
berance on the prothorax associate., with Pi, and t ro verrucae,
the smaller cephalad of the larger, present between the r^roleg
and the verruca of the Kappa group on abdobinal segments E to 6;
there is also a similar pair of verrucae on segment 7 but none on
8. The dorsomeson is marked by a dark line.
Harrisina and Aooloithus have the prothoracic protuberance
but there is only one verruca between that of the Kappa group and
the proler on segment^ to 6 and none on 7 or 8. Harrisina
americana is rather common in the eastern states, feeding- on grape
and Virginia Creeper. The larva is pale except for the dark red-
dish verrucae. H. metallica of Texas and Arizona has a broad
dark red lateral line running .just above the spiracle, and trans-
verse intersegmental stripes. The otherwise pale body of H. bril-
lians.from the same region, is gaily decked with two broad reddish
transvers stripes, the cephalic covering parts of the last thoracic
and first two abdominal segments and t e caudal extending from the
verrucae of t e sixth abdominal segment to those of the seventh.
In addition the prothorax, mesothorax, and fourth and eighth ab-
dominal segments bear narrow transverse vittae.
Acoloithus falsarius is pale, but obscurely dotted above.
Other snecies of Acoloithus and Harrisina are very similar in the
larval stage. The adults in this division of the family will
have to be studied more carefully befor the larvae can be correct-
ly placed. Apparently some of the species have dimorphic larvae.
The larva of Pyromorpha dimidiata is dull, dark-colorec
.
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The pro thorax does not bear n subventral protuberance; the verruc.
mu is present on the first seven abdominal segments but is not
associatec7 with a second verruca as in Triprocris.
Family Lpipyropiflge .
The two species of this family, one Asiatic, E. anoraala,
and one American, E. barberiana, are anomalous caterpillars vith
a parasitic habit. The body is in the form of a depressed hemi-
spere, the head retractile within the first segments. Both tho-
racic and abdominal legs are present, the claws of the former be-
ing peculiar in that the bear a lonp tooth at the base. The cro-
chets pre in a complete circle and, alt':o uniordinal , are slightly
irree-ular in position and length, their form being degenerate.
Secondary setae are sparsely scattered over the entire body. The
small head, stout body, and secondary setae indicate an affinity
with the Zypaeno idea but reduction has taken a different direction
than in Cochlidiidae . There is no si£;-n of verrucae and the cro-
chets are in a complete circle, an arrangement lost even in the
Pyromo rphida e
.
Family I.ep-alopygidae .
This family forms one of the important links in the Zy-
g-aenoidea, standing between the Zygaeni&ae themselves and the
members
Cochlidiidae. Its f~ are particularly interesting as transition
formt; and their structure is the clue to the peculiarities of
the sing caterpillars.
Head and cephalic part of prothorax retractile; head very
small, slightly chitinized caudad of the fork of the epicranial
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suture; epicranium marked by a transverse lino "between apical and
ocoipital areas, the former more heavily chitinized; labrum with
a sm?ll mesal emar> ination; fourth and fifth ocelli much larger
t an others, sixth ocellus at a distance from first five; head
seaie sparse and slender.
Body thickened in the middle, small at the ends, fusiform;
verrucae large "but flat. Prothorax with one lar'-e verruca dorsad
of spiracle, one small one (Xanpa) in front of it, and two (Pi) at
"bo.se of ±e>-\ mesothorax with three verrucae, Beta, rho , and epsi-
lon, above that of the Kappa grou^, Beta the largest; two verrucae
forming Pi groiro at "base of lesr; metathorax arith only two verrucae
above that of the Kapp a group, epsilon and rho bein.o; fused; other-
wise similar to mesothorax. Abdomen with verrucae alpha and beta
coalesced, kappa an eta coalesced; Pi group consisting of one
verruca on segment 1 and of three around the base of each of the
six pairs of ventral prologs. Spiracles all circular, those of
prothorax largest. Prologs present on segments 2 to 7 and 10,
those on
.3, 4, 5, 6, hearing uniordinal crochets in two groups,
cephalic group the smaller; these two groups form an angulated
mesoseries in most oases but in one genus they are distinctly
separated
.
Garama. Fifth ocellus as far from fourth as from first;
t jo croups of crochets distinctly separate"; verrucae each con-
sisting of a thick group of short stiff setae and a few long slen-
der ones.
Lagoa has the fifth ocellus close to the fourth, the two
groups of srochets contiguous and t e verrucae each consisting of
a few stiff setae and a great many slender ones. All the setae
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are subequ <1 in lenrth.
Megalopyge has the fifth ocellus rather distant from tfye
fourth and the crochets and verrucae as in Lagoa. The dorsal
setae of the ninth and tenth abdominal segments, however, ore t.yice
as long as those of the first ei&ht segments and form a conspicuous
tail*
Carama cretata, Lagoa crispata, and Megalopyge opercularis
were examined.
Family Cochlifliidae .
In tables it is rather difficult to separate the slug
caterpillars from the larvae of other 'lolometabola , but in nature
the thick, short, fleshy body and the minute thoracic legs will
distinguish these forms from all others. It should be remembered
that the re are no prologs but that the thoracic legs are always
present. The different genera seem to have little in common except
the small retractile form of head. The armature has developed
from verrucae, altho it often includes scolus-like structures.
Some of the genera are entirely smooth.
i synopsis of the American species of this family is given
in the conclusion of a series of ^ar»ers by Dyar in 1699. It will
be found in Jour. II. Y. Ent. 3oc. 8, 1899, p. 235.
F imily Lacosomi dae .
Head rugose, wider than pro thorax and much higher, with
vertex on same level as dorsum of body but with ventral portion
produced as far as the thoracic legs ire long; ocelli all rather
close together; labrum with a snail notch; no secondary setae.
Body widest at proleg-hearing segments, sometimes fusiform, pro-

thorax with epsilon "below alpha and gamma, rho moved forward to
a r>08ition near it; IS ^pa group bisetose. hesothorax as usual.
Alnha of abdomen noarei dorsomeson than beta on se ments 1 to 9;
kaopa ancl eta adjacent; Pi group consisting of two to three setae
on segments 1 and Z, four to eight setae on each prolog; tiro
setae on segment 7 and 8, and one seta on segment 9. "role t
present on segments .3 to 6 and 10, each of the five pairs bearing
a bi.orfi.inal complete circle of crochets.
Cicinnus melsheimeri has seta iv of the head enlarged and
spatulate, its "base as large as an ocellus; each prolog- has six
to eijrht setae on its cephalolateral surface; the anal segment is
depressed; and the body it, rnuhh thicker in the middle than at the
ends
.
Lac o soma chiridota has seta iv of the head normal, its
"base much smaller than an ocellus; each prolog bears four setae on
its cephalolateral surface; the anal segment is scarcely de-
pressed and the body is only slightly thickened in the proleg re-
gion* L. arizonica has not been seen.
Family Molidae .
Systematists differ greatly in placing this family. Samp-
son, in 1900, makes Nolinae one of the subfamilies of Arctiidae,
which he considers the highest of the entire order. & few years
later Byai includes the group in his Tineoidea, close to Cochlid-
iidae, T :egalopygidae, etc. The latter position is based on the
presence of but one verruca (Kappa) between Pho and mu t caudo-
ventrad of the spiracle on the abdomen, (Fi£. 60) f it beinp as-
sumed that this verruca arose from a coalescence of kapps and eta
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Ab many Acronyctinae have verruca kappa reduced to a single seta
or even absent ( Figs. 65 and 66) this condition does not seem
sufficient to prove conclusively the position of the group*
Head smooth, smaller than prothorax, partially retractile,
hearing primary setae only; front wider than high, not reachin 5
h 11' nay to vertical triangle; lahrum notched to ahout one third
its depth; sixth ocellus usually at a considerable distance from
upper five which are in a semicircle enclosing seta viij seta
v rather closely associated with first ocellus. Body cylindrical,
tearing verrucae hut no secondary setae except on prologs. Pro-
thorax with a large shield on which the Corsal verrucae are united;
mesothorax "bearing four verrucae on each side in a transverse row.
Abdomen with the verrucae of the 3eta, Rho,ancl Kappa groups pre-
sent on the first nine segments; in addition segments 1, 2, 3, and
7 have mu and Pi in the form of small verrucae and sigma c single
seta; segments 4, 5, and 6, (Fig. 60), possess mu, hut the setae
of the ?i group are scattered over the proleg and unite:" with
sigma j oii segments 8 and 9 mu is wanting hut Pi is present. Pro-
legs are present on segments 4, 5, 6, and 10, only; crochets al-
ways hiordinal, in a mesoseries.
The various species differ in the development of the ver-
rucae, the positions of the ocelli, and the coloration. Giving
to lack of material it is not possible to diagnose genera at the
present time, especially as the differences which do exi^t overlap
generic limits.

MACROSTiiRUCiZA
.
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Super fa "lily lonbycoidea .
Family JSpiplenid-ge .
Bead about as high ae -.vide, slightly bigibbous, usually
minutely rugose; front extending about half way to vertical tri-
angle; labrun moderately emarginate; no seoondary setae. Iro-
thorax "hearing a dorsal plate with the setae in the usual osi-
tions, epsilon oephaloventrad of rho above spiracle ; "lappa and Pi
groups each consisting of two setae; meeothorax and metathorax
normal. Abdomen with kappa anc eta at about the sane level belo.v
the spiracle, close together on segments 1 to 3, farther apart
on segments 4 to 8; mu always associated with lambda, an additional
subprimary; Pi group represented by one seta on segment 1, two
setue on Segment 2, four setae on the proiegs of segments 3 to 6,
and one seta on segments 7 to 9; segment 9 with alpha below level
of beta and as far from it as from rho, Zappa and Pi groups each
represented by one seta. Proiegs with the planta semicircular, the
band of crochets so curved as to be similar to a penellipse, cro-
chets biordinal. Spiracles elliptical, those of the prothorax and
abdominal segment 8 twice as high and wide as those of the other
abdominal segments.
Four genera of this family are found in _;orth America,
only two of them occurring east of the Rocky Mountain^. In Gal-
lizia amorata setae rho, kappa, and eta on segment 8 are about
twice as far from the enlarged spiracle of th t segment as the
spiracle is high, and t is coloration consists principally of a
dark band through the setae rho, shading off to lighter brorm
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a"bove; the ventral half of the body iu pale; the hea' is smooth
and shining. In Calledapteryx dryopterata. Betae rho, kar>pa,and
eta are all closer t.> the spiracle than the spiracle high, the
coloration is paler and more indefinite, and the head is often
coarsely rugose.
Family ^eome tridae
.
Limits of time and space forbid a discussion of the"loop-
ers" or ''inch-worms". There seems to he sufficient variation in
the armature, setae, and number and position of prolegs to warrant
the belief that a separation of the genera is possible. As no
other family has the prolegs of any of its members reduced to one
ventral aid one anal pair, no difficulty need be encountered in
placing the p-reat majority of the species in the proper family.
The additional rudimentar; prolegs of Bre^hos, Anisopteryx, and
a few other ^enera are likely to cause confusion. The larvae of
this family are distinguished by the following characters, some
of them possessed by other families, but when taken together,
completely diagnostic of the G eometridae
.
Body usually slender and cylindrical but sometimes bearing
humps, processes , and protuberances of various kinds and shapes
,
only primary setae present above the level of the sniracle, but
belo.v eta subprimaries always found, varying in number from one.
lambda, to many covering the lateral half cf the proleg. Pro-
le - s of abdominal segments 3, 4, and 5 absent or, in a few cases,
rudimentary; crochets biordinal, arranged in a mesoseries. (Fig. 63)
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Family ?latypterygidae .
.ieac about as high as wide, obscurely bigibbous; no sec-
ondary settle present* Pro thorax ./ith epsilon and rho nuch farQ
ther cephalad than in most I'.acrolepidoptera
,
::appa group consist-
in^- of two setae, Pi usually consisting of several setae home on
a later* 1 fleshy protuberance; neeothorax with all setae above
spiracular level normal; below eta five or six setae are present
in various arrangements, usually two on a level with mu of the
abdomen and several in a group at the base of the leg- forming
the Pi group; metathorax similar. abdomen with alpha and beta
sparate, epsilon and rlio separate dorsad of spiracle, kappa
caudad of spiracle, and eta belo /; mu present; three setae at base
of proleg an. three more on its lateral surface; segment 9 var-
ious. Setae usually borne on small chalazae, great variation on
ventral half of body, tho never very numerous. Prolegt with
the planta circular, the crochets biordinal or uniordinal, ar-
ranged in a pseudocircie , with the mesoseries extending about half
way round the proleg, the lateral series shorter, with smaller
crochets, not continuous with the mesoseries. Spiracles ellip-
tical, those of nrothorax about twice as large as those of abdomina
.
segments
.
The genera, representatives of all four of which are in
the U. S. National Museum, may be distinguished b, the various
shapes and sizes of the processes bearing the setae.
Eudeilinea. ::etathorax cylindrical, smooth above; head
not bicornate; crochets uniordinal. The family Luzatio.ae, in-
cluding in America only the single species of this -enus, E. her-
miniata. is considered distinct from Platypterygidae in Co.mstock's
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"Manual for the Study of Injects." The absence of a chalaza from
the metathorax of the larvae and the lack of secondary setae seen
strongly to favor this view.
Faloerla, containing the single species, F. bilineata , has
a pair of c ha la zee on the Hemothorax, another on the netathorax,
and another on the second abdominal segment. The Pi group on
the proXthorax is home on a conspicuous protuberance, about as
lonf-- as the thoracic legs* The setae beta of segment 9 are closer
together than setae alpha.
Drepana. Chalazae as in Falearia. Pro thoracic protuber-
ance not as long as the thoracic legs. The setae beta on seg-
ment 9 are farther apart than setae alnha. D. arcuata from the
eastern states is dark red above and bears a pair of dorsal chal-
azae on the first abdominal segment. D. sicnlifer from the Pac-
ific coast is paler and segment 1 is without chalazae.
Oreta. Metathorax bearing a single corniculum on dorso-
meson. Hear prominently bicornate. Oreta rosea was the only
species examined.
Family Bombycid.°e .
Bombyx mori
, the only species of the Bomhyei&ae in lorth
America, shows considerable resemblaTce to a sphingid but scarcely
• .
Wit?*
any similarity to the Saturnioidea A arhich it is often placed. The
The setae are so reduced as to he of little value in identification.
The caudal horn is present. Other characters are given in the
table for the separation of families.
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Family Lasiocampidae .
The larvae of the lasiocampids a^e usually nade conspic-
uous "by their lare-e size, long setae and "bright colors. They are
common leaf-ea tin? caterpillars and some do considerable damage.
The number of setae over the entire head and body makes technical
description and location in tables difficult.
Bead smaller than body, often retractile, usually depressed
secondary setae numerous on all parts; labru.™ notched in most
species to about one half its depth, notch sometimes continued as
a groove which does not, however, extend to the clypeus. Pro-
thorax usually bearing one or two blunt, fleshy protuberances just
;:bove the legs, sometimes reduced to mere swellings; ether seg-
ments of body sometimes bearing similar swellings. Protuberances
always present when the body setae are short and sparse, other-
wise the setae are extremely irregular in length, ranging from
very short to as long as the body is gride { setae never in pencils
or verricules or on verrucae or scoli. Sometimes a gibbosity or
blunt horn is found on segment 6 on the dorsomeson. Prolegs
present on segments 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 as usual; crochets biordi-
nal, arranged in a mesoseries.
The genera may be distinguished as follows:
a. Body not bearin? prominent, lateroventral protub-
erances .
b. Body depressed; head depressed, partially re-
tractile. Heteropacha
bb.Body cylindrical; dorsal setae as long as lateral
setae
.
c. 'lead black, with epicranial suture inconspicu-
ous; labral notch always deep. "::alacosoma
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cc Tea vi th epicranial suture forming a conspic-
uous yellow inverted. Y on the "black "background,
or with pale lateral areas; labrum sometimes
only Bhallowly eraarginate at a^ex. Gloveria
aa.lody bearin~ conspicuous lateroventral nrotuber-
ances, longest on pro thorax, where they are proleg-
like; longest setae situated on these protuber-
ances, dorsal setae very short or absent.
b. Body segments eac with a pair of verruca-like
s.vellin^s on the dortnin, t.iose of segment 8
subequal in size to those of other segments. Tolype
bb.Body segments without paired dorsal verruca-
like swellings, but a short fleshy dorsal horn
on segment 8. Epicnaptera
Heteropacha rileyana is snail and onisciform in shape. It
is more closely related to Tolype than to Ilalacosoraa but the fleshy
processes are reduced.
Malacosoma. Sight species are found in the United States.
Most of then are large and cylindrical- caterpillars with long
setae. There is considerable variation in color. A table of
the species has been written by Dyar and will be found in the
Canadian Entomologist, 25, 189
,
p. 43.
Gloveria arizonensis and G. howardi , the only species of
this ?-enus examined, overlap I.Ialacosoma in most characters. In
arizonensis the labrum has a very shallow emsrgination, while in the
other species it is notched to about one half its depth.
Tolyne velleda has the body very much depressed and this
appearance is increased by tie long setae between the spiracles
and prolegs. The venter is almost naked. The setao are grayish
IS
brown a.id the body A incons pieuously marked except for a dorsal
black transverse tritta on the metathorax. The dorsal metathoracic
verrucae are more prominent than those of any other segment.
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ffolype lariois it: s inilar, except that the verrucao of the metatho-
rax are not increaaec'/ln size.
Epicnaptera americana is a large species with the setae
reduced in size in the later stages* The prothoracic protuber-
ances on each side are very large.
Family Eupterotidae .
This European family includes the American genus Apatelodes,
usually hut incorrectly listed with Notodontidae. Numerous fen-
era of the family are found in Lurope and Asia*
-lead about as high as body, not retractile, about as wide
as high; labral notch deep, either reaching two thirds distance
to clypeus or continued as a groove which reaches clypeas; front
extending about one third the distance to the vertical triangle;
head densely covered with secondary setae, thrown back so that the
mouth parts are directed almost cephalad. Body cylindrical,
covered with numerous secondary setae, some short, others much
lonp-er, no fleshy protuberances or verrucae present; mediodorsal
setae usually grouped into a distinct tuft on each segmant, some-
times forming long pencils; setae longer in thoracic than in ab-
dominal region and on ventral nsrt of abdomen than on dorsal.
Prologs present on segments
.3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 as usual, those
of the anal segment similar to the others* crochets biordinal.
Apatelodes torrefacta has the body densely setiferouc, the
setae long and soft. Conspicuous pencils are borne on the dorso-
meson of the last two thoracic and the eighth abdominal segments.
The labrum is eraarginate to about two thirds its depth. A. an-
gelica is more quietly colored, being a grayish brown. The setae
J
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If tae dorsomeson are short but grouped in a email tuft on each
body serpen t; no pencils are present. The labrum is eraarrinate
about half its denth and the note,: is continued to the clypeus in
the form of a - shallow groove.
Family hj-oaridae .
The caterpillars of the Tussock moth family may be divided
into two groups, the first resembling arctians, the second beincr in
a class by themselves. Both divisions bear dorsal eversible
glands on abdominal serpents 6 and 7.
The genera of the first group have typical verrucae, the
arrangement as in Arctiidae and Acronycta, except that there are
three verrucae above the Zappa group on the me so thorax and meta-
thorax. The usual variation in regard to kappa on the abdomen is
to be observed, tho the fusion with rho in Porthetria disnar is
unique. The separation or continuity of alpha and beta is merely
incidental to the amount of development Of these verrucae and the
area they occupy.
Group two is a contrast to the commonplace larvae of the
first division, being- bizarre in color and armature. The long
pencils are composed of peculiar setae with spurs much longer near
the tip than at the base. This gives a clavate appearance, altho
the seta is not itself swollen. The locations of these "clavate-
plumed setae" are good taxonomic characters.
Genera of hi pari c. a e .
a. Body bearing tufted setae but no long pencils or
dense verricules.
b. Abdominal segments bearing a single lar rve ver-
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ruca, eta, below sniracle, with a very snail
one, rau, behind it; verruca rho fused with
kappa dorso-caudad o:' t .0 sniracle; verruca
alpha on abdomen distinct, tho small. Porthetria
bb. Abdominal segments bearinr t.vo laive verrucre
belor spiracle, mu directly belo.v eta; kappa,
when present, distinct, behind spiracle; ver-
ruca alpha fused with beta.
0. Verruca kar>pa present and distinct, tho small;
body bearinr some very feathery setae. Gynaephora
cc.Verruca kappa absent or indistinct; setae
echi'iulate but not feathery. Euproctis
aa.Body bearinr. a pair of long pencils of setae on pro-
thorax and a mesal pencil on segment 8.
b. First four abdominal ser-ments bearinr dense
dorsal verricules very different from verrucae
of other segments.
c. Clavate -plumed .setae present on all or nearly
all sen-merits. (In part) ulene
cc . Clavate-plumed setae present only in the tufts
of the prothorax and eighth abdominal segment
anc sometimes on the second abdominal segment. Hemerocampa
Notolophus
bb. First four abdominal segments bearing verrucae
similar to those of other segments. (In part) Olene
Porthetria includes a single species, the Gipsy moth, P.
dispar.
Euproctis chrysorrhea is the Bro.vntail moth and is the
only species of this European genus as yet introduced into America*
Gynaephora. The characters given in the synopsis refer
to G. rossii, the larva of which differs greatly from G. graen-
landica. The latter spepies occurs only in the Arctics.
Olene achatina differs from other members of the second
group in the absence of verricules on the first four abdominal
segments. The setae densely cover all parts of the body.
Clavate-plumed setae are present only on the prothorax. 0. leuco-
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phaea
, J. piai Dyar, and 0. plagiata are more similar to the common
Tussoch moth.
Hemerocampa and ilotolophus overlap and the larvae cannot
he distinguished. N« antique differs from the other in the pre-
sence of clavate-pluned setae on segment 2. The others may "be
separated hy the tahle given "by Dyar in Psyche,
,
1893, p.4£l.
Fami 1y Thyat iridae
•
Head vertical, wider than high; front small; adfrontals
distinct; no secondary setae; lahrura usually notched to about two
thirds its depth, sides of notch parallel. Body cylindrical, not
bearing secondary setae; primary and suhprimary setae arranged as
described for Epiplemidae except that the Pi group on the prolegs
consists of three setae only and of at least two setae on segments
1, 2, 7, and 6. Ventral prolegs bearing biordinal crochets in a
curved mesoseries; anal prolers reduced to one half or two thirds
size of ventral.
Habrosyne rectan^ulata has the head shininp- ant the Pi
gTjup on the lesothorax and met? thorax bisetose. In H. scripta
the head is more or less dull and minutely rugose, the dorsal half
of the abdomen bears diagonal stripes, and the Pi group on the last
two thoracic segments is tmisetose.
Pseudothyatira ex^ultrix and P. cymatophoroid es , each show
a dull and rugose head and unmarked body. The Pi group is bi-
setose on each thoracic seament.
Family ilo todontidae .
Larv e of this family are usually identified at a glance
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"by their peculiar decoration and shapes* A student of the larval
sta^e cannot accede to Hampson'e view that the arctians, noetuids,
and syntomids are specialized nodifications of trie notodontian
type, or that No todontidae are a generalized family. All the
s ^ecies have secondary setae on the sides of the prolegs and spec-
ialized an°l prolegs, thus departing widely fron the generalized
condition retained b. I.'octuidae.
Many species of the subfamily Ilotodontinae will trace to
L'octuidae in any tables hitherto published. The setiferous pro-
legs will serve to distinguish in mo^t of these c?ses. Other
characters are given in the table for the separation of the fam-
ilies .
Subfamilies of Uo todontidae .
a. Body bearing numerous secondary setae, obscuring pri-
mary ones; anal prolegs not increased in size.
b. Head hearing numerous short, fine, secondary setae;
abdominal segments 1 and 8 often bearing conspic-
uous dorsal ctrrirnicula. I:!elalo~^hinae
bb.Mead without secondary setae; dorsal ccrnicula
never present. Pygaerina
aa.Body bearing only primary setae above level of pro-
legs; anal prolers usually elongated.
b. Dorsum of thoras consisting of a broad flattened
triangle with conspicuous lateral prothoracic
and mesal me tathoracic angles; anal prolegs long;
head small, partially retractile. Cerurinae
bb. Dorsum of thorax not flattened nor tr ianrular
;
anal prolegs not greatly elongated; head usually
as larre as pro thorax. Ilotodontinae
Ilelalophinae . This subfamily includes the one <renus
helalopha ( Icht/iyura) . The six species may be distinguished
b. the characters given by Packard, '
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Py-*-.erin.'ie
.
The larvae of La tana are well knov/n in all
parts of the United States. Asjthe colors change at each molt
the species are hard to separate. Pack; rC gives a key to them
which nay "be used with more or less success, and his figures are
invaluable. He was acqiu; intecl with the larvae of all described
psecies except robusta, modes ta, and chiri quens is . D. rohusta is
very similar to D. contracts hut the stripes are dark brown instead
of creamy white and the prothoractc shield is blaefc: instead of
yellow in the last instar.
Oerurinae . Two genera, Harpyia and Cerura, whose larvae
are very similar, compose this group. The long stemapoda or
modified anal prolegs distinguish them at e glance from other Noto-
dontidae. In Cerura scitiscripta the me ta thorax has 8 single
median prominence, and in G. occidentalis , a bifurcate one.
The rnetathorax of the species of larpyia is without prominences.
All have a dorsal reddish, somewhat broken vitta running the entire
length of the body and reaching in some places as far arentrad as
the spiracle. In H. cinerea this vitta is wanting on the meta-
thorax but in the other two s-oecies it is continuous from thorax
to abdomen. Its lateral margins are convex on the mesothorax
of H* scolopendrina and concave in H. borealis.
Hotodontinae . At first glance the genera which are
grouped together under this name seem rather heterogeneous. The
wing venation of the adults is as various as the form of the larvae
Nevertheless a logical separation of Gluphisia and the letero-
campinae seems almost impossible . The former is very closely
related to some of the Notodontinae as Packard limited, the group.
The species o: Heterocampa form a series of transition stages
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from typical notodontians to tho peculiarly specialized larvae of
Bohizura and [yparpax* This is a striking contrast to the dis-
tinct separation of the Pygaarinae and the Ichthyurinae from
other members of the family. The long stenapoda in early stapes
of Fentonio. ( -Llacrurocanpa) seem to indicate that even the Ceruras
should be included here. Other structures, however, make the line
of separation distinct. The various penera may he distinguished
"by means of the following synopsis. The comparative clause in
the first division is due to the peculi.-r dorsal series of gibbos-
ities of L'erice, a renus which clearly belongs in the second
group.
a. First abdominal segment bearing a higher dorsal
gibbosity than second, gibbosity usually either
bifurcate or bearing a pair of cornicula.
b. Dorsal corniculum of segment 8 single, that of
segment 1 obscurely bifurcate. Ianassa
bb. Dorsal corniculum of segments 1 and 8 distinctly
bifurcate
.
c Segments 4 and 5 not ^ibbous above; color be-
tween humps on segments 1 and 8 mainly in a
single elliptical patch; labrum notched to
two thirds its depth. Hyparpax
cc . Segments 4 and 5 usually gibbous above; color
between segments 1 anc1 8 never in a distinct
elliptical patch; labrum not notched to two
thirds its depth. Schizura
aa. First abdominal segment not bearing a higher dor-
sal gibbosity than second, gibbosity, when present,
neither bifurcate nor bearinr a pair of cornicula.
b. Segment 8 bearing a distinct dorsal hump or horn
or pair of cornicula.
c. Dorsal hump or humps of segment 8 slender,
horn-like
.
d. Horn single, similar to the caudal horn of
a sphingid. Pheosia
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aa. Horns paired, slender and sharply pointed. Ptilodon
cc Dorsal hump of segment o broad, not horn-like.
d. Segment - conspicuously gibbous above.
e. Abdomen bearing high dorsal gibbosities on
eight segments* i.'erice
ee. Abdomen bearing dorsal humps on not more
than five segments* (In part) Hyperaeschra
dd. Segment 2 not gibbons above.
e. Cedent 8 swollen and discolored over en-
tire dorsal half; coloration mainly a series
of longitudinal stripes. Symmerista
ee. Segment 8 not swollen over entire dorsal
half.
f. Anal proleo-s short and rounded; color-
ation in indefinite transverse stripes. Odontosia
ff.Anal prole gs usually elongate.
g. Head bearing a pair of dark dorsal
spots
.
Ellida
gg.Head unicolorous.
h. Coloration principally a series of
conspicuous longitudinal stripes on
dorsal half of each segment and
rounded spots at base of each leg. Lasylophia
hh. Coloration principally a series of .
conspicuous transverse stripes on
dorsal half and longitudinal stripes
on ventral half of body. Didugua
bb. Segment 8 not bearing a distinct dorsa.l hump,
horn, or gibbosity.
c Prothorax bearing a pair of dorsal cornicula.
d. Anal prolegs stemapodiform, about as long
as body is wide, longer in early stages. Fentonia
dd.Anal prole~s shorter than body i^ wide
.
e. Head divided by a pair of cufevertical
lines into three areas, the lateral
minutely rugose, the mesal hard and
shining. (In part) Heterocampa
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ee.ilead not divided into three areas. Litodonta
cc.Prothorax not bearing a pair of dorsal oornicula.
d. Body bearing a distinct lateral line through
spiracles or a conspicuous mediodorsal line
or both; supras^iracular lines never present.
e. Pro thoracic spiracle conspicuous, about
twice the height of the abdominal spiracles;
second ocellus closer to first than to third.
f. Kappa on segments 5, 6, and 3, separated
from the spiracle by a distance equal to
about one half the width of the spiracle.
Hyperaeschra
ff. Kappa on segments 5, 6, and 8 separated
from the spiracle at least as far as the
spiracle is wide. Lophodonta
ee .Pro thoracic spiracles aboi;t the same size
as abdominal spiracles or not more than one
and a half time^ as high.
f. Lateral lines nresent; second ocellus
closer to first than to third; dorsal
line double. Oluphisia
ff. Lateral lines not present; second ocellus
closer to third than to first j dorsal line
single. Misoga&a
dd.Body not bearing lateral lines through spir-
acles; mediodorsal line when present paralleled
by a pair of supraspiracular lines on at
least a part of the abdomen.
e. Second and third oeelLi closer together than
first and second; anal plate usually
inconspicuous; all spiracles subequal
in size. (In part) Heterocampa
ee. Second and third ocelli as far apart as
first and second; anal plate large, semi-
circular in shape, nearly as wide as
segment 9; spiracles of pro thorax much
larger than those of abdomen. Nadata
A discussion of the genera of this, the' largest subfamily,
would be out of ^lace in a paper on this kind in view of the ex-
cellent Monograph by Packard. Several species have been described
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since the publication of that work, so the following notes are
offered
.
Ianassa lignicolor, in all except the last stp< Te,is very
similar to Sohizura unicornis. The striped head, with three mesal
white marks in a vertical row, will distinguish it, the head of
G. unicornis being unicolorous, red.
Ptilodon americana is called Odontosda camelina "by Packard.
The larva is very distinct from udontosia elegans.
Hyperaesohra should apparently he divided into two genera,
for the larvae of H« georgica and H. stragula are very different.
Didugua Druce was erected for the species, argentilinea
Druce, found in Texas. The coloration is distinctive.
Family Dioptidae .
Phryganidia californica, the only species of this family
foujid in North America, is described and figured by Kellogg and
Jackson in Proc. Gal. Acad. Sol- (2) 5, 1895, p. 563. The larva
is noctuiform and cylindrical with all the usual prologs present
altho the anal ones are slightly reduced in s&ze, The primary
setae are reduced, but easily located with a lens$ secondary
setae are present only on the prolegs. Labrum acutely, tho not
very deeply, notched, as in most Uotodontidae . The cuticular pro-
jections of the body are conspicuous under a magnification of
about two hundred but might be overlooked with a low power ob-
jective. The color is green, with longitudinal black stripes.
This insect it: not found east of California.
/I
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Family Per i cor idao .
vIead rarely or never "bearing secondary setae; thoracic
segments always with sigma large and distinct, cloue to the coxae;
verrucae of alpha and beta of abdomen never contiguous; verruca
kappa of abdomen never reduced, always mucii lower on segment 7
than on segments 6 and 8> mesothorax bearing either one or two
verrucae ahove that of the Sar^pa group. Otherwise closely similar
to Syntomidae.
The larvre of the American genera and species of this fam-
ily are described by Dyar, '14.
Family Uyc teolidae
.
This family, as such, has been abandoned by Hampson and
other recent lepidopterists . There is certainly no larval just-
ification for its separation from i'octuidae, altho the poaition
of seta vii on the hear seems to be closer to the second and far-
ther from the third ocellus than in other noctuid genera. Calling
the group "subfamily Garrothripinae" , as Hampson does, seems best
to suit the facts of both larval and adult structure.
Family Aoctuidae .
The Owlet moths include about one half of the nearly
seven thousand described species of Lepidoptera in jJorth America.
A uniform group of this size naturally presents great problems
to the systematist and takes an amount of time disproportionate
even to the size of the family. By far the majority of the un-
identified and misidentified moths in the museums of the //orl£
probably belong to Aoctuidae. The monumental work of Hampson,
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which is etill in the course of publication, ifl doing much to
clear up questions of classification hut no discussion can
make a problem of this size easy of solution.
In the larvae the difficulties facing the taxonomist are
intensified. With the exception of half a dozen ,^ener^i f noctuid
larvae are so uniform in structure that one can often compare,
part "by part, every segment and appendage of two larvae without
finding- a difference either of kind orTdojrree. un the other hand
the half dozen exceptions include species which resemble arctians,
lasiocampids
,
notodontids, eupterotids, etc., and which have been
distributee, by some authors into a variety of families. naturally
it is the latter forms which are most difficult to handle in a
synopsis of tue entire order but which are easy to separate from
each other.
It is not a part of the plan of this paper to enter the
subject of the classification of IJoetuidae . The ran-re must, how-
ever be considered. .'any of the larvae are of sue. structure
that the will not trace to the correct family in anv tables hither
to published. It is clear that different characters must be used
in identification according as the setae are primary or secondary
or developed into tufts, the crochets biordinal or uniordinal,
and the body cylindrical or with prominent humps. ','e must then
divide the family into four rroups, of which the first will in-
clude nearly all the p-enera, most of the larvae being- of the "cut-
worm' type, and the others will be confined to the renera Demas t
Panthea
,
Acronycta, Harrisinemna
,
Agriopodes, Poly^rammate , and
a few others of minor importance. Larvae of Acronycta will be
found in all groups except the first, but species of the other
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renera mentioned are few in number ant* individuals rare. These
''groups "are purely for convenience and do not compose a "natural"
arrangement*
Group. 1 « Larvae with primary setae onl2/; prothorax with
beta above level of alpha, epsilon associated with rho between
delta and spiracle; Xappa and Pi groups each bisetose; mesothorax
with alpha associated with bete, epsilon with rho, and kappa with
eta, theta separate, Pi group unisetose; metathorax similar. Ab-
dominal segments 1 to 6 and 8 .vith alpha above level of beta, rho
above level of y-niracle; epsilon, when present, smaller, and loc-
ated cephalodorsad of spiracle, kappa and eta widely separated, mu
present, Pi group consisting of three setae on most segments;
sigme present; no other setae present except sometimes a few mem-
bers of the Tau group and sometimes gamma; segment 7 similar, ex-
cept that kappa is much lower and closer to eta; segment 9 with
alpha, beta and rho forming a triangle, kappa, eta, mu, p|, and sigma
present. Prolegs present on segments 5, 6, and 10, at least, and
usually also on segments 3 and 4; crochets arranged in a meso-
series, uniordinal except in some Plusiinae and others in which
the crochets are biordinal. This group contains the vast majority
of genera but none of the species of ^cronycta. (Figs .17-H4, 29-32)
Group I . Larvae with well developed verrucae* (Figs. 65,66)
Arrangement of tufts similar to that in .^rctiidae except that kap-
pa is lower on segment 7 than on segments 6 and 8 (scarcely lower
in Charadra) ; in one fourth of the species kappa is reduced to one
or a few setae and is easily overlooked. The crochets of the
species of Acronycto sre always uniordinal and the full five pairs
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of proleps on segments 3 to 6 and 10 are alway present. The
notch of the labrum is somevhat varied, "but, as a rule, is deep,
with parallel sides and a rounded "bottom. T.'/enty-two of the
forty-two species of Acronycta examined appear to belong in
this grou^, as .-/ell as Charadra deridens, Panthea furcilla, Demas
propinouilinea and the snecies of Eulonche
,
,;imyra, Polygrammate
,
A^riopodes , and possihly a few other Acronyctinee
.
Group 3. Verrucae obscured "by the development of second-
ary set°e. This large number of secondary setae covers all the
characters: ordinarily used in the identification of noctuids and
necessitates a search to find other distinguishing structures.
It happens, however that no other Asetiferous larvae have uniordinal
crochets and short proler>. except Datana and. Melalopha of the l^oto-
dontioae, and these are so distinctive in appearance that there is
little danger o£ confusing acronycta with them. The parallel-
sided notch of the labrum is also distinctive*. Fifteen of the
species of Acronycta examined are of this type.
Group 4. Yerrucae reduced to single setae or snail or in-
definite groups of setae in the last instar altho preceded, by ,/ell
developer tufts in earlier stages. In accordance with a well
recognized natural law, de fre ae ra tion of a structure does not re-
sult in a condition exactly similar to that from which the struc-
ture arose. Thus the reduction of verrucae to single setae al-
most never causes a complete return to the generalised chaetotaxy.
In Lithosiidae this is shown by the double nature of Rho on the ab-
*The labrum of Acronycta leporine. , which belongs here, is
figured by Forbes, '10, as having a shallo.v notch. This does not
agree with the individuals of this species which I have seen nor
with any other iioctuidae having numerous secondary setae obscuring
the verrucae, so far as I know them.
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domen&nd of Pi on the mesothorax and metathorax, in Arctiidae "by
the nultisetiferous leg^late in Doa or the bisetose Pi group on
the me ta thorax in Utetheisa. Both these latter conditions are
found in that anomalous, notodontid-like , noctuid genus Harrisi-
memna. In the Acronyctas, however, the leg-plate seems to have been
reduced to three setae and the Pi gronp on the metathorax to one
seta at the L-ame time that alpha, beta, rho
,
etc., degenerated
from verrucae to single setae. It is a strange fact that mu has
not followed the same course but retains its multisetiferous con-
dition as n. well developed verruca. This is true of all the "
"single-haired" Acronycta larvae examined, viz., A. exilis, A.
haesitata, A. afflicta, and A. funeralis.
In any synopsis of the larvae for purposes of identifica-
tion, the four groups must be handled separately i spite of the
fact that they have all been derived from the same type. They
are listed above in the order in which they seem to have arisen;
first the primary setee, then the development of verrucae, 7/hich
later becane modified either by the addition of numerous secondary
setae, or reduction to the primary chaetotaxy a^ain. In the
absence of justification in adult structure, it does not seem
best to separate the last three groups from the first as a distinct
family, as has been done by some previous workers.
Family Agaristidae
.
This family should meet trie same fate as Ilycteolidae and.
be included among the noctuids. The adult structure on which it
is based, the clubbed antennae, is so variable that it is hard to
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limit the ^roup exactly. At the same time the larvae seen to
be distinguishable from t ie I.octuidae only in color, nearly all
the species being transversely striped. The one species found
east of the Sooky Ilountains and north of Florida, Alypia octo-
maculata, may be recognized by the humped eighth abdominal segment,
the conspicuous chalazae and the transverse stripes. That is
the extreme, however, for the western Species form a nearly complet
series connecting Alypia with typical Uoctuidae. The following
species ./ore examined: Alypia octomaculata , A • langtonii, A.
ridin?sii, Copidryas cloveri, G. cosyra Eruce, Androloraa mac-cul-
lochi i
.
Family Arctiidae .
Head smooth, bearing sparse secondary set- e or none; front
about as wide as high, extending half way to vertical triangle;
labrum with a rather wide, shallow, emargination , sometimes acute
at bottom; ocelli various, the fifth and sixth distant from the
others. "Body bearing verrucae except in a few reduced genera,
Doa and Utetheisa, in which only primary setae and a few others
remain; usual positions of verrucae shown in Figs. E5 to 28, and
33, 34. Verrucae of Beta and Rho groups of mesothorax and meta-
thorax never fused; Xappa of abdominal segments 1 to 8 always dis-
tinctly present near spiracle, sometimes but rarely slightly
lower on segment 7 than on segments 6 and 8; Prolegs with uni-
ordinal crochets in a mesoseries, heteroideous in all but a few
species. (Fig. 107.)
:
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Genera of Arctiidae.
a, Verruoae reduced to chalazne bearin~ single setae •
b. 'lead and thorax normal in Size; crochets heter-
oideous
.
Utetheisa
bb.'Iead. very snail, thorax swollen; crochets homoi
deous
.
Doa
aa.Verrucae not reduced, multisetiferous
.
b. Subdorsal setae of tliorax, at least of mesothorax
twice as long as those of middle abdominal seg-
ments, usually forming pencils.
c Verrucae rho of segment 8 of abdomen each
bearing a lonp- pencil of setae; other setae
of segments 8 and. 9 short. Halisidota
cc Verrucae rho of segment 8 not bearing longer
setae than verrucae alpha and. beta.
d.
.
Body and setae unicolorous, never black. Ammalo
dd.3ody bearing black, white, and orange col-
ored tufts of setae on the abdomen." Euchaetias
bb. Subdorsal setao of thorax subequal in length to
those of abdominal segments.
c. Labrum notched to at least half its depth.
d. Each verruca bearing setae of two distinct
lengths, the shorter sheared, off even, the
others fewer, twice as long, irregular in
length. Hemihyalea
dd.Each verruca bearing setae of only one or of
irregular lengths.
e. Guticula and setae pale; setae sheared
off even; size small. Eupseudosoma
ee. Guticula and setae very dark, with pale
transverse stripes; size very large". Ec pantheria
cc. Labrum notched to less than half its depth.
d. Thoracic and caudal abdominal segments bear-
ing setie of a different color from those
of proleg-bearing segments.
e. Setae of four to six middle abdominal seg-
ments brown, those of thorax and caudal
abdominal segments black. Isia
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ee. Setae of most of abdomen "black, those of
thorax anc" end of abdomen "brown. Pic typrepia
dd. Thoracic anf. caudal abdominal segments not
bearing setae of a different color from
those of proleg-bearing segments.
e. Each abdominal verruc bearing setae of
two contrasting colors, white and black,
cuticula unicoiorous, without a medio-
dorsal stripe.
f. Thite setae about twice as long as black.
Arctia
f. Thite setae about same length as others . Lctypia
ee.'Jach abdominal verruca bearing setae of
one color only, except when a bright medio-
dorsal stripe is present.
f . Terrucae alpha of abdomen about one
third the size of verruca e beta; all
verrucae small; setae of segments 8 and
9 not longer than those of other psrts
of body.
g. Yerrucae kappa of middle abdominal
segments partially or entirely above
level of lower margin of spiracle. Apantesis
gg. Terrucae kappa of middle abdominal
segments well below level of spiracle.
h. All abdominal verrucae below level
of beta pale, verrucae beta black;
body marked with longitudinal stripes.
Hyphantria
hh.All abdominal verrucae black; setae
of verrucae rho sometimes forming
pencils; no stripes. Eubaphe
ff. Verrucae alpha of abdomen about the same
size as verrucae beta; when distinctly
smaller, segments 8 and 9 bear setae
about three times as long as those of
other segments.
g. Segments 1, 2, and 7 bearing two ver-
rucae at the same level in line with
verruca mu of segments 3, to 6; setae
short; body longitudinally striped. Haploa
1
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.Segmenta 1, 2, and 7 bearing only one
verruca in line with verruca mu of
segments 3 to 0.
h. Subdorsal setre of segments 8 and 9
three times as long as those of any
other segments; over twice as long as
body is wide. Leptarctia
hh. Subdorsal setae of segments 8 and 9
usually subequal in length to those
of Other segments, never twice as
long as body is wide-
i. Labrum very shallowly concave at
tip; verrucae alpha large, bearing
black setae; verrucpe beta and rho
smaller with white setae. Euschausia
ii. Labrum rather acutely the not
deeply notched at tip; verrucae
alpha and hetc not of contrast-
ing colors.
j. Verrucae beta of first few abdom-
inal segments nearly directly cau-
&ad of alpha; verrucae low, flat.
k. Set-ie very irregular in length,
some as long as body is wide. Hyphoraia
kk. Setae sheared off even, never
as long as body is wide.
I. Setae of thorax black, those
of abdomen brown. Phragrnatobia
II. Setae of thorax and abdomen
brown. Lerina
jj. Verrucae beta of first few abdom-
inal segments more nearly laterac.
than caudad of alpha; verrucae
swollen.
k. Dorsum bearing transverse con-
spicuous yellow and. black
stripes; verrucae light brown. Seirarctia
kk. Dorsum not bearing transverse
stripes, exceot sometines ob-
scurely.
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I. Verruc-.e eta of abdomen twice
as broad as verrucae nu, pear-
.shaped; heac black at least
In part; body bearing a pale
lateral stripe; setae mod-
erately stiff. Estignene
II. Verrucae eta of abdomen
elongate, with parallel sides,
similar to verrucae mu, head
usually entirely pale; no
lateral stripe of a lighter
color than dorsum.
in. Setae light brown or gray,
unicolorous, rather soft like
fur. Diacrisia
ram. Setae e ther very dark brown,
or black, or variegated in
color, always stiff like
spines. Arachnis
The following suedes were examined:
Utetheisa bella
Do a ampla
'lalisidota macula ta
tessellaris
harrissii
cinctipes
Apantesis (con)
phyllira
figurata
nais
nais var. radians
nais var. phai^rata
caryae
Ammalo tenera
Hyphantria cunea
textor
eglenensis
Euchaeties egle
Hemihyalea edwardsii
Eupseudosoma involutum
Ecpanteria muzina
Isia isabella
Platyprepia virginalis
Arctia caia var. araericana
Ectypia bivittata
Apantesis virgo
Eubaphe ope11a
Haploa clymene
colona
lecontei var. confinis
confusa
contiguus
Leptarctia californica
Euschausia ingens
arsrentata
virgo var, citrinaria
virguncula
michabo
anna var. persephone
arge
proxima var. autholea
nevaf.ensis var. superba
Hyphoraia^parthenos
Phragmatobia fuliginosa
Lerina incarnatp
Seirarctia echo
Estigmene acraea
congrua
Diacrisia rubra
virpinica
latipennis
Arachnis zuni
pi eta
confusa Druce
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Family Li thosildae .
The hithosiidae are arctien in most particulars and some of
the larvae are said to be indistinguishable from that family.
When verrucae are present, those o; the last two thoracic so ' -.e..ts
are out of line instead of being In definite transverse rows, and
usually only one verruc^ is present between the spiracle anc the
proleg in addition to the single seta kappa. Of the American
forms the writer has seen only species with the armature reduced
to single setae and is unable to describe the positions of the
verrucae in other frenera.
The arrangement of the setse is similar to that in IToctu-
idae except in two or three particulars. The Pi group on the meso
thorax and mstathorax is bisetose and Rh,o on the first six or
sight abdominal segments is bisetose. in additional seta is also
Dresent near mu on the abdominal segments but the Pi group consists
of only three setae. The crochets are homoideous. The labrum
is shallowly concave at tip.
EJypoprspia miniata. The three setae oomposing the Kappa
group on the mesothorax placed on one triple chalazia, equidistant
from each other and arranged in a horizontal line.
Illice nexa. The three setae composing the Ilappa group
on the mesothorax not borne on the same chalaza, thet \ much far-
ther caudad than kappa anc" eta^ which are close together, kappa
farther ventre d than the others.
Family Syntomidae
.
The Syntomidae are differentiated by the single verruca
above that of the Kappa group on the last two thoracic segments.
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The only other similar condition it; in one genua of Pericopidae
but the position of vernier kappa on segment 7 serves to distin-
guish the latter from this family.
Head similar to that of Arctiidao; front almost an equi-
lateral triangle; labrum moderately acute at tip; seoondary setae
usually present. "Body hearing verrucae, usually well developed.
Pro thorax with verrucae Rho rudimentary, but those of Kappa and Pi
sToups lar^e ; mesothorax and metathorax with all setae above 2a
group forming a single verruca; Pi normal; signa small or wanting.
Abdominal segments 1 to 8 with alpha, beta, rho, ks npa , eta, and
mu distinct and separate verrucae; kappa often small, in about
the same position on segment 7 as on other abdominal segments;
Pi group also forming a verruca on segments 1, 2, 7, 3, and 9;
verrucae alpha often contiguous on abdomen; secondary setae rare
or absent. Thoracic legs well developed; prolegs normal on seg-
ments 3, 4, 5, 6, reduced or wanting on 10; crochets uniordinal,
either homoideous or heteroideous , arranged in a mesoseries.
Oenera of Syntomidae.
a. Verrucae reduced in size, each bearing a few long
setae; head bearing loj; setae; prothoracic legs
much reduced. Lycomorpha
aa. Verrucae -.veil developed, at least alpha, beta, and
rho consisting of very numerous setae.
b. Verrucae kappa and eta of abdomen both well devel-
oped and bearing numerous setae.
c. Verrucae kappa of segments 1 and 7 of the ab-
domen bearing an enlarged group of clavate-
plumed setae, tipped with black. Cosmosoma
cc. Verrucae kappa of segments 1 and 7 normal.
d. Clyoeus emarginate at tip, with a median
semicircular concavity; front white, ad-
f'rontals black; verrucae alpha of first ab-
dominal segment bearing a dark brown pencil . Lymire
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dd.Clypem: not emarginute at tip; front concoL-
orous with adfro.it It:; verruc^o alpha of seg-
ment 1 norms 1.
e. Secondary seta-' absent on front; margins
of front strongly convex. Eucereon
ee . Secondary setae of front rather numerous;
margins of front nearly straight* Ctenucha
bb. Verrucae kappa of ahdomen abortive, e ither less
than half the tize of verrucae eta or both rudi-
mentary.
c. Verrucae beta of segment 8 bearing a pencil of
setae "t least twice as long as those of ver-
rucae beta on preceding segments. Syntomeida
cc Verrucae beta on segments 1 to 9 all similar.
d. Verrucae alpha and beta of abdomen much bet-
ter developed than other verrucae, bearing
a thick, short verricule on each segment. Pseudomya
dd. Verrucae alpha and beta of abdomen similar to
verrucae rho and kaopa and those of the thorax.
Scepsis
The following species were examined^
Lycomorpha oholus Ctenucha virginica
Cosmosoma myrodora Dyar ('07) Syntomeida epilais
Lyipire edwardsii S. ipomeae
Eucereon confine Pseudomya minima
Scepsis fulvicollis
Superfamily Saturnioidea .
.'."orkers differ as to trie number of families indjo which
this group shor.ld be divided, some defining the Saturniidae
and Ceratocampidae , ot'.ers separating Zemileuca and a few related
genera from the former, anf calling them Hemileucidae . JJhile the
writer recognizes these three families, the structure of the larvae
compels him to differ from previous workers and A include Automeris
and Goloradia in t >.e lemileucidae . The necessity for this change
will be shown in a succeeding paragraph* It is interesting to
note that hriss Edna Kosher, author of "The Pupae of the Lepidoptera
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fount: that the pupal character^ also relate Automeris more closely
to the Uemileucidae than to the Camias and Saturnia. Whether
specialists .rill later find that t ;e imagines justify this ar-
rangement remains to "be seen.
The difference i:. emphasised by the hasis of separation
of the Saturniidr.e from the Ceratocampidae . Forbes, f 06, follow-
ing Dyar, uses for this purpose the scoli "beta on the ninth ab-
dominal segment, which in Ceratocampidae are fused on the dorso-
meson. ?Ie seems to have overlooked the fact that such a fusion
also occurs in Automeris and other genera, with the result that
these form trace to Ceratocampidae or "lemileucidae rather than to
Saturniidae
.
Five types of arrangement of the scoli of segments 8 and 9
are found in the superfamily and four' of them are shown in the
figures of Plate X. In all of them scoli Eho and Pappa are normal
on segment 8 and two similar hut more dorsally placed scoli of
douhtful homology are found on 9. Dorsad of these four are found
the following modifications: (a) a single mediodorsal scolus on 8,
none on 9; (b) a subdorsal scolus on each side on 8, none on 9;
(c) a mediodorsal scolus on 8, and also one on 9; (d) a mediodorsal
scolus and pair of adjacent scoli on 8 and a mesal one only on 9;
fe) a mediodorsal scolus on 9, none on 8. The Saturniidae dis-
play either fa) (Fio-. 108) or (b) ; the Hemileuc idae , including
Automeris, are armed as in (c) (Fig. 109); while the Ceratocampidae
show either (d) (lig. 110) or (e) (Fig. Ill) . It is to be noted
that leraileuca and Automeris and Coloradia a::e ~iore similar to
the Ceratocampidae in the armature of tnese two segments than
to t'.ie Saturniifae
.
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The presence of scoli distinguishMthis superfamily from
all others except Nymphalidae and :ieliconiioae . In the Saturni-
oidea, however, the head is never tuberculate nor horned and ie
always more or less narrowed dorsad; mediodorsal scoli, when pre-
sent a «-e confine." to segments 8 and 9. The few difficult cases
which remain are discussed under Nymphalidae. The position and
number of the scoli differ so greatly that an extended diagnosis
of the entire group on that basis is impossible. They are never
absent in American species so far at- examined, but in the last
sta.ee of the European Aglia tau, onljT great dorsal gibbosities
remain to show that the recent form has descended from saturnian
ancestors
.
"Beta on the abdomen of members of this superfamily is
either represented by a single seta or is wanting. The eighth
segment of Ceratocampidae is an exception for here there is a
pair of small scoli caudad of the large mediodorsal scolus alpha.
The crochetc are always biordinal and arranged in a meso-
series. (Fig. 106) The anal prolegs are usually flattened latero-
caudall;/ and, with the anal plate, form a triangular pyramid.
Families of Saturnioidea .
a. Ninth abdominal segment not bearing a scolus on
the dorsomeson; scoli never profusely branched;
mediodorsal scolus of segment 8, when present,
never associated with a pair of smeller scoli
laterocaudad of it. Saturniidae
aa. Ninth abdominal segment bearing a scolus on the
dorsomeson*
b. Scoli alpha of mesothorax scarcely longer than
abdominal scoli; latter often profusely branched;
anal plate smooth. Te.aileucidae
bb. Scoli alpha of mesothorax at least twice as long
as scoli of abdominal segments 1 to 6; scoli
I
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never profusely "branched; anal plate "bearing at
least one ->pir*of suall chitinous proces ses . Cera to can] 1 C> u
Genera of Saturniidae .
a. Eighth abdominal segment bearing a scolus on the
dorsomeson.
b. Gcoli alpha of mesothorax and metathorax sub-
eqnal in size to or smaller than other body
scoli; scolus Pi never present on abdominal
tegmenta 1 and 2.
c Scoli well developed and conspicuous, cylind-
rical, higher than wide. Philosamia
cc Scoli reduced to small knobs not higher than
wide
.
d. Labrum notche to about one half its depth;
secondary setae rare or absent on dorsum. Rothsohil&ia
dd. Labrum notchef to three fourths its depth;
secondary setae common on dorsum.
e. Abdominal segments 1 to 7 each bearing a
transverse yellow intersegmental stripe;
scoli Rho and lappa not connected by a
yellowish ridge; spiracle much closer to
scolus Eappa than to Rho. Tropea
ee. Abdominal segments not bearing interseg-
mental stripes but scoli Rho and Zappa
connected by a yellowish ridge; spiracle
about half way between scoli Rho and
Kappa. Telea
bb. Scoli alpha of mesothorax and metathorax larger
than those of abdominal segments £ to 6.
c. Abdominal segments 1 and 2 bearing two scoli
below spiracle; scoli alpha of first abdom-
inal segment much larger than those of second. Samia
cc. Abdominal segments 1 and £ bearing one scolus
or none below spiracle, or sometimes a second
one, very rudimentary; scoli alpha of first
abdominal segment not much larger than those
of second. Gallosamia
aa. Eighth abdominal segment not bearing a scolus on
the dorsomeson.
b. Secondary setae numerous and long, obscuring the
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scoli which are reduced. Agapema
bb. Secondary setae rare or absent; scoli conspic-
uous, suhequal in size onfall segments. Saturnia
Genera of Memileucidee .
a. Lateral spinules of Bupraspiraomlar scoli, P.ho
,
usually sparse, not obscuring axis of scolus;
head smaller than prothorax; secondary setrc often
numerous; lab run s]ial lowly notched.
b. Scoli alpha of abdomen modified into verricules
strikingly different from other scoli.
c Body covered with small white dots, each dot
surrounding the base of a secondary seta;
colors variegated. Hemileuca
cc.Bod. not covered with white dots, unicolorous
(except in P. hera.) Pseudohazis
bb. Scoli alpha, of abdomen similar to those of other
parts of body. Coloradia
aa. Lateral spinules of supraspiracular scoli, P.ho,
long, thickly set, axis of scolus; head larger
than prothorax, secondary setae of body rare;
labrum no tehee1 to more than one half its depth. Automeris.
Genera of Ceratocamoidae »
a. Secondary setae numerous, conspicuous, and dis-
tinctly longer than scoli of abdomen. Basilona
aa. Secondary setae above level of prolegs incon-
spicuous .
b. Eighth abdominal segment bearing a scolus on the
dorsomeson; armature of me tathorax similar to
that ptff meso thorax.
c. Prothorax bearing well developed scoli; ab-
dominal scoli slender, echinulate. Citheronia
cc Pro thorax bearing rudimentary scoli; abdominal
scoli broad at base, pointed, smooth.
d. Scoli of abdominal segments 1, 3, and 5, one
four tli as long as those of £, 4, and 6; those
of segment 9 abortive. Adelocephala
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dd.ocoll of abdominal segments 1 to G uniform
in size; those of segment 9 conspicuous. phinx
bb. Eighth abdominal segment without a scolus on
the (""orsomeson. Anisota
The following speoles were examined
i
Philosamia cynthia
Rothschildie jorulla
Tropea luna
Telea polyphemus
Samia cecropia
Callosamia angulifera
C. promethea
C. calleta
Agapema anons
Saturnia pavonia-major
S. pavonia-minor
o. spini
Hemileuoa nenmogenii
H. nevadensis
H. maia
H. maia var.lucina
H. electra
H. hualapai var. oliviae
Pseudohazis hera
P. eglanterina
P. shastrensis
Autoner is io
A. io var. fuscus
Coloradia pandora
"Basilona imperialis
Citheronia regalis
C. sepulchralis
Adelocephala bicolor
Sysphinx heiligbrodti
Anisota rubicunda
A. senatoria
A. virginensis
A. stigma
A. consularis
The species of Saturnia mentioned ;.bove are exotic.
No specimens of the genera Thauma or Hylesia were available
for study.
Superfamily Sphingoidea.
The Sphingidae, the only members of this superfamily, in-
clude what are probably our largest caterpillars. The variation
in structure, while not great, is, according to Forbes, '11, suf-
ficient to enable the different genera to be easily identified.
His synopsis of the genera and discussion of the species are of
great value to anyone with larvae to determine. The family char-
acters are as follows?
Head usually smaller thaa prothorax, usually partially re-
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tractile, shorter In dorsal than in ventral portion, always more
or less narrowed above; head in Lapara high and conical above,
much higher, tho no wider, than body; setae of head minute and
numerous, present on all parts except labrum and mouth parts;
front reaching less than half the distance to vertical triangle;
labrum variously notched. Body cylindrical, plump; secondary
setae present on prolegs but rare or absent on body; primary setae
reduced or wanting; when present, kappa and eta distant, eta
farther dorsad than kappa and almost as high as s-niracle; segment
8 bearing a slender horn in most genera; when reduced, a scar or
corniculum marks its location except in Lapara. Prolegs present
and large, set close together, bearing biordinal crochets arranged
in a mesoseries. Anal prolegs flattened laterad, forming, with
the suranal plate, a triangular pyramid.
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RHOPALOGEP.A •
The butterflies seem to have "been separated from other
Lepicoptera at a very remote period. They have been specialized
in all stages along entirely different lines. The larvae seem
to have separated from the Mlcrolepidopters at a point before
kappa and eta became ad jaceiit on the abdomen.
Scudder's "butterflies of the Eastern United. States and
Canada" is at present the authority on all Btagea of Hhopalocera.
So many entomologists have no access to a copy of this beautiful
and expensive v/ork, ho .-/ever, that it is considered worth while to
cover the srroup so far as possible here. Ilany of the characters
are adapted from his descriptions and a free use has been made of
his method of separating the genera.
On the basis of larval structure the butterflies may be
divided into about five groups. In the Hesperioidea
,
including
the Hesperiidae and I'egathymidae , the crochets are triordinal and
arranged in a complete circle, and the body bears very short
numerous secondary setae but no other form of armature. The
larvae of the Lycaenoidea, the Lyeaenidae and Riodinidae, are
somewhat onisciform in shape, the head small and retractile, the
body covered with coarse secondary setae. Forbes has called at-
tention to the peculiar form of the prolegs, which bear an inter-
rupted mesoserieL of crochets with a spatulate fleshy lobe arising
near the interruption. The Papilioni&ae and Parnassiidae are char
acterized by the presence of prothoracic osmateria; in the former
the body is practically without setae, but botii secondary setae
and verrucae are present in the letter. The Pieridae are con-
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Bide red "by many as belon^ina; to the Papili onoidea but the larvae
are not closely related. All the remaining families, Llbytheidae,
Lymnadidae, Ithomiidae, lleliconiidae
,
Agapetidae, and I.'ymphalidae
,
may be grouped together as Ilynphnloidea, altho they have few larval
structures in common. They are all armed with scoli or fleshy fil-
aments or a bifurcate suranal plate except the Libytheidae, which
are distinguished from the others by the pseudocircular arrange-
ment of the crochets.
Family Vesper i idae
.
The conspicuous structure of the larvae of skippers is the
large head attached to a strongly constricted collar. This head
is covered with numerous secondary setae, often plumose but never
long, sometimes borne on chalazae. The labrum is shallowly con-
cave at tip and usually a shallow mesal groove is present on the
cephalic surface. The front extends about two thirds of the dis-
tance to the top of the head.
The body is either cylindrical or fusiform, widest at the
proleg-bearinr segments, usually tapering considerably to./ard each
enC; secondary setae numerous, often very short; snail flattened
plates sometimes present, possibly showing position of primary
setae; segments divided in^ indistinct annulets, incisions all
shallow or obscure; pro thoracic shield narrow, often indistinct.
Prolegs with triordinal crochets in a complete circle.
Scudder divides the family into Hesperidi and Pamphilidi
and gives a table for the separation of the genera of the former
group in all stages. The family is so ^oorly represented at the
national huseum that little could be added to his work.
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mil;/ I.e t
... L. .- .
No Bpecies of this small family is found east of the
Rooky : ountains and even there the "boring- habit of the %t rvae
makes their discovery difficult. Three specimens of 'e^a thymus
yuccao have bee i examined and the following characters are taken
from them.
lead rounded, about as high as -.vice, rugose, partially re-
tractile, s laller th n prothorax; front triangular, sides almost
straight, reading about half way to top of head: ; labrum with a
small, acute, raesal notch; setae very much reduced; ocelli small,
inconspicuous. Prothoracic shield narrow, sometimes indistinct;
setae much reduced, apparently wanting on dorsal half of body,
numerous and short on ventral half of first two thoracic segments
,
rare or absent on abdomen, except on prologs. Thoracic legs well
developed, bearing numerous setae on their caudomesal surfaces;
prolegs short, bearing a complete ellipse of biordinal crochets,
series sometimes slightly broken on mesal and lateral ends; spir-
acles large, those of segment 3 placed somewhat farther dorsad than
the others.
Family Lycaenidae
Head from one sixth to one half as wide as body, usually
deeply retractile, often overhung by the prothorax; front broad,
often extending over half way to vertical triangle; labrum various,
pody depressed, widest above prologs, usually tapering strongly
toward the ends; secondary setae numerous, sometimes in tufts and
pencils, usually coarse and short. This form of body does not
occur elsewhere in Lepidoptera except in the Zygaenoidea. Pro-
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le t s with g mesoseries of triordinal crochets well developed at
the ends of the series, shorter or interrupted at the middle, and
with s spptulate or clavate fleshy lobe arising- near the interrup-
tion (fig* 79) .
From the very meager material at hand
,
the following
synopsi^ias "been prepared. It follows to some extent that of
Soudder.
a. Head at least one third the diameter of the "body.
b. Mead about one half the diameter of the "body.
c. Verrucae large and distinct, with 'short setae . Eumaeus
cc.Yerrucae inconspicuous or absent, setae; long,
arranged in transvers groups. . Feniteca
bb.Head about one third the diameter of the body.
c Lateral line continuous and rather conspic-
uous .
d. Pro thorax longer and higher than mesothorax;
abdomen marked by a pair of subdorsal lines
between mediodorsal and lateral lines. ^itoura
dd. Pro thorax much smaller than mesothorax; ab-
domen usually not marked by subdorsal lines. Thecla
cc.Lateral line discontinuous and faint or absent.
d. Labrum notched to about one third, its depth. Chrysophanus
dd.Labrum very shallowly concave at tip.
e. Body widest in metathoracic region, taper-
ing rapidly cephalad and gradually caudad.
f. Fifth ocellus located below center of arc
formed by first four ocelli; second ocel-
lus out of line, making arc uneven. Calycopys
ff. Fifth oeellneiLocated at center of arc
formed b first four ocelli; arc regular,
even. Heodes
ee.Body widest in region of segment 6 of ab-
domen, tapering gradually cenhalad and.
rapidly caudad. Uranotes
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aa.Head less than one fourth the diameter of the "body.
b. ^ody marker1 "by longer set;:o on outer margin of
narro 7 dorsal area than on other perts.
c. Anal segment "broad and r-reatly 6 enressed . Everes
PhiloteB
cc.Anal segment narrow and moderately depressed. Cyaniris
bb.Body covered with setae of uniform length through-
out.
c oetae of hody long, closely set; vertical tri-
angle rather broad. "omiades
cc.oet :e of body short, rather sparse; vertical
triangle very narrow. Rusticus
This synopsis was prepared to cover the following species.
All were examined in the x'ational Museum except those marked with
an asterisk aid the;/ are described by Scudder.
Eumaeus atala Calcopys cecrons
:"eniseca tsrquinius Heodes hypophleas
Mitoura daraon Uranotes melinus
Thecla adenostomatis Everes comyntas
T. edwarcsii Philotes sonorensis
T. li narops Cyaniris ladon f -pseudarsriolus
)
T. calanus ITomiades couperTi*
T. acadica Rusticus melissa
T. spini,ef Europe R. scudderli*
Chrysophanus thoe
Family Riodinidae .
Ko riodinid larvae have been seen. The group is called a
subfamily of Lycaenidae to which it is closely related. The
head is said to be about half the diameter of the subonisciform
body. In the absence of Material it iio impossible to be sure
that the prolegs and crochets are of the peculiar form seen in
Lycaenidae
.
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Family hibyt neidae .
American larvae of this family are not known to mo, "but the
following characters, for which Edwards is the authority, are du-
plicated in Lihythoa celtis of Europe.
Hypatus bachmani. Body cylindrical, somewh at thickened
in region of last two thoracic segments; dorsum of last two ab-
dominal segments curved abruptly ventrad; each segment divided
into four or five annulets; numerous secondary setae present, a
group at the base of each leg and one on the first annulet of each
segment borne on chalazae.
In addition L. celtis has the head covered with secondary
setae, the second, third, and fourth ocelli on papillae, the other
ocelli reduced, and the crochets arranged in a pseudocircle . The
labrum is shallowly concave at tip. The general structure and
habits are similar to those of the Pieridae, but the presence of
the lateral rudimentary crochets of the pseudocircle will distin-
guish them.
The larva of Hypatus carinenta seems to be unknown.
Family Lymnadidae .
Head about as large as prothorax, bilobed; labrum with a
rounded emargination. 3ody bearing fleshy filaments in the sub-
dorsal region (Fig. 92), at least on the mesothorax; not more than
three pairs of these processes present in American species; color-
ation always consisting of transverse black and preen stripes.
Anosia plexippus bears a pair of these filaments on the
mesothorax and another pair on the eighth abdominal segment.
There are three transverse black stripes on each segment. A. ber-
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enice "bears filaments on the mesothorax anr the second and eighth
abdominal seventy. The middle of each segment "bears a wide
double, broken blacl band reaching over the dorsum to the end. of
each proleg.
Lycorea cleobaea is the only Worth American species of
Lycorea. No specimens of the larvae are in the National Museum,
but a related species, L. aterratis of southern :exico,has fleshy
filaments -on the mesothorax only and the black cjlor on the abdomen
covers the venter and the intersegmental incisions.
Family Ithomiidae .
The larvae of the' three North American species of these Nyraphal-
oidea seem to be unknown. 7ilhelm Mflller, '.86, describes in a
brief way other species of the same genera but gives no very del-
inite structural data. The only distinguishing characters men-
tioned pre arrangements of the setae in the first larval instar.
In later stages numerous secondary setae are present and some-
times small cornicula ("zipfel") below the spiracle, but no other
form of armature.
Family Aeliconiidae .
But one snecies of this large tropical group ranres into
the United States. The larvae are all typical Nymphaiidae in
most particulars. The characters
_
given are drawn from Apostraphia
charithonia of Florida but they apply also to most of the known
South American forms.
Head distinctly bilobed, bearing a long slender scorns
on each lobe; front not reaching half my to top of head; color
1
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preen with ocelli located on a black spot anf another pair of "black
spots on the epioranium near the union of the arms of the epicran-
ial suture.
Prothorax smaller than head, bearinga dorsal shield; shield
with one lar.re seta hut no scoli; mesothorax and metathorax each
bearint a subdorsal ppir of scoli and one on each side sliphtly
above the spiracular level; no subspiraculsr scoli present on tho-
rax, but several verrucae located at the base of each leg. Ab-
domen with three scoli present on each side on each segment, one
subdorsal, one. suoraspiracular , and one subspiracular ; no scoli
on dorsomeson; snail chalaza or scolus present on abdominal seg-
ments 1, 2, 7, and 8, in line with prolegs in the position of PI,
and another very small one in the position of sigma; scoli all
very long and slender, nearly as long as bid; - is wide; secondary
setae minute or absent above level of prolegs, small on ventral
surface. Prolegs all present and well developed; crochets bi-
ordinal or triordinal, arranged in a mesoseries.
The above description applies in practically every respect
to Agraulis of the Nymphalidae, but in that genus the scoli are not
quite so lon<? aid slender. The shape of the head is the easiest
way of differentiating the two genera, altho the difference is
hard, to describe. In the Heliconiidae the head scoli are located
back of the plane of the front and are not borne on conical pro-
jections of the head. The solli of Igraulis are borne on prom-
inent conical projections which gradually merge into the scoli and
which extend cephalodorsad so that the bases of the scoli are some-
what cephalad of the plane of the front.
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Family Agapeti&ae «
The larvae of the aatyra differ fro.-a other ; Tymphaloidea in
several particulars and their external charucters do not indicate
a very close relationship. All their relatives except Anaea anc
Hypatu.8 have an external armature consisting of scoli or fleshy
filaments. On the other hand none "but the '. j apetidae have a bi-
furcate anal plate.
as,
Head as large- or larger than, prothorax, which usually
forms a constricted neck; surface rugose or tuherculated ; shape
varying from rounded ahove to hilohed or horned; lahrun usually
deeply emarginate; ocelli in most or all species with the third
ocellus home 021 an elevated tubercle and very much larger than the
others. lody with numerous, well developed, lenticle-like pa-
pillaehearin'7- small secondary setae; segments divided into annulets
usually six in numher; suranal plate hi furcate, hearing a pair of
(Fig. 84)
very rugose conical projections./ Prolegs hearing a mesoseries of
uniordinal, "biordinal, or triordinal crochets.
Genera of Agape tidae .
a. Head rounded ahove, not hearing conspicuous scoli,
not with laterodorsal angles.
h. Caudal processes widely separated, as far apart
as long, parallel (Fig. 84) . Cercyonis
hh. Caudal processes almost contiguous at "base, di-
vergent.
c Mediodorsal an? lateral stripes conspicuous. Oeneis
cc »Mediodorsal and lateral stripes indistinct. Coenonympha
aa.Head hearing a pair of conspicuous dorsal promin-
ences, sometimes reduced to sharp laterodorsal
angles
.
h. dorsal -orominence ahout as Ions- as head is wide.
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c. lead, indue' inr prominences about once end a
half as high as wide. Enodia
cc'Tead, Lnoluding prominences, about twice as
high as wide.
bb. Dorsal prominences reduced to low knobs.
Gatyrodes
c
.
Larger papillae of head few and sparse. Neonympha
cc.Lar e:^ a-nillae of head closely placed. Cissia
The following species were examined; those not seen by
writer but describee" by Scudder are marked with an asterisk( *) .
Cercyonis meadii, C. alope*
Oeneis chryxus, 0. Jutta, 0. noma
,
Coenonympha typhon, 0. elko,
Enodia portlandia
Satyrodes canthus*
Neonympha phooion*
Cissia eurytus*, C sosybius*
Family Kymphalidae.
Even when limited by the removal of the other Nymphaloidea,
this family is a lar^e and varied proup. Scudder divides it
into five tribes which are distinct in all stages $ and these
tribes are retained here as subfamilies. All of the species pos-
sess scoli, either on the head or body, except some of the Apa-
turidae, especially Anea. This distinguishes them from all other
butterfly larvae.
The arrangement of the scoli is apparently the same in the two
mediodorsal scoli limited to segments 8 and 9 when they are presen
at all. The genera in which they are absent from the corsomeson
and in which the head scoli are also absent are Euptioeta
,
Speyerij
and Anaea. The first is made conspicuous by the great develop-
The separation from the Satitrnioidea is more difficult.
families but is modified in different ways. In no nymphalids are
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rnont of the subdorsal scoli on the prothorax, an' the laet "by the
very large head; "but no way of separating the species of Speyeria
from those of Saturnia is known to me. Unfortunately no speci-
mens of Speyeria have "been available and I am compelled to rely
upon Edwards' description. It is probable that the hear of the
saturnian is much smaller, that the crochets are more regularly
biordinal, and that the anal prologs are much larger than in Spey-
eria.
The work of "'ilhelm ruller, '86, on this family is a clas-
sic. It is particularly notable as beinr the earliest scientific
study of all the stages of the larvae of any group. His demon-
stration of the fact that the scoli have no relation to the pri-
mary setae is conclusive and is the reason for the omission here
of the nomenclature used in other parts of the paper. Instead,
terms are used denoting -position, especially: mediodorsal, sub-
dorsal, supr8spiracular
,
subspiracular , and subventral. Their
meaning is obvious and they answer as well as symbols in cases
where ther^is but one transverse row of scoli, or other form of
armature, to the segment, as in this group.
Subfamilies of Nymphalidae.
a. Scoli always present, usually subequal in size,
never five t 1 me s as long on mesothorax as on ab-
dominal segments 1, 3, 5, and 6.
b. \'ediodorsal scoli never present on abdominal
segments; hear rarely bearing numerous secondary
setae. Arg-ynninae
bb .r.ediodorsal scoli present on at least a few ab-
dominal segments; head usually bearing numerous
secondary setae.
c Abdomen bearing a pair of scoli at base of
each prole? similar to dorsal scoli in shape,
but smaller; lateral setae of all scoli slender,
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closely placed; two mediodorsal scoli on seg-
nent 8 or one each on serments 8 and 9. 1 ell taoinae
oc . Abdomen bearing a single scolus or none at the
base of each prole?, when present shorter than
other scoli; lateral setae of dorsal scoli
stout, sparse; only one mediodorsal scolus on
segment 6, none on segment 9. Vanes sinae
aa. Scoli often wanting, when present ten times as
long on mesothorax as on abdominal segments 1, 3,
5, or 6.
b. Mesothorax bearing scoli about as long as body
is wide. Ilymphalinae
bb.Mesothorax without scoli. Apaturinee
Genera of Ar gynninae .
a. Abdominal scoli over half as long as segments.
b. Subdorsal prothoracic scoli twice as long as
those of abdomen, clavate; head bi gibbous,
rounded. Euptoieta
bb . Subdorsal prothoracic scoli smaller than those
of abdomen, not clavate.
c Head armed above with long scoli or short,
pointer prominences; abdominal scoli not longer
than those of thorax.
d. Scoli of head long, spine-like; subdorsal
pair of prothorax rudimentary. Agraulis
dd. Scoli of head short, not spine-like; subdor-
al pair of -nrothorax about as long as those
of abdomen. Argynnis
80 .Head rounded above, bigibbous, not armed with
scoli or pointed prominences; abdominal scoli
longer than those of thorax. Speyeria
aa. Abdominal scoli less than half as long as segments;
head rounded, bigibbous; prothoracic scoli some-
times loncT. 3renthis
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Gener . of
j
eli U.einae .
a. Gubspiraculr scoli present on all three thoracic
segments
•
b. Kediodorsal scoli light in color, others black;
body with numerous slender secondary setae. Lemonias
bb •] ediodorsal scoli black, like the others; body
with stout, sparse secondary setae. Euphydryas
aa . Subspiraculcr scolus present on mesothorax but
absent or reduced to £ single seta on metathorax.
b. Dorsal scoli stout, sometimes verruca-like,
about twice as high as broad. Phyciodes
bb. Dorsal scoli slender, at least three times as
hish as broad.
c. Dorsal abdominal scoli not as long as segments,
subequal in length to those of metathorax.
d. Dorsal scoli of mesothorax and metathorax
subequal in size; body striped, not spotted.
e. Supraspiracular scolus of segment 8 dorsad
and only slightly cephaled of spiracle;
body with conspicuous transverse stripes. Cinclidia
ee . Supraspiracular scolus of segment 8 cephalad
of top of spiracle, much farther cephalad
than subspiracular
;
stripes longitudinal. Charidryas
dd. Dorsal scoli of metathorax at least one and a
half times as long as those of metathorax;
body closely spotted; each segment bearing
a large red dorsal macula. Chlosyne
cc. Dorsal abdominal scoli much shorter than those
of mesothorax and metathorax; supraspiracular
scolus of abdominal segment 8 dorsad of spiracle;
stripes longitudinal. Thessalia
Genera of Vanessinae .
a. Head bearing a pair of dorsal scoli.
b. Spinules of body scoli erect; subapical ones in
a whorl.
c. I'Jediodorsal scoli present on all abdominal
segments; head scoli no higher than head is
wide. Polygonia

is:
cc! ediodorsal Bcoli present only on abdominal
segments 7 and 8; head scoli twice as high
aB head is wide. Mestra
bb.Spinules of body scoli appressed, not arranged
in a whorl; head scoli not clavate.
c Dorsal scoli of head low, strongly tapering,
concolorous with head, indefinite at base;
body scoli needle-like, with two or three prin-
cipal spimiles. Eugonia
cc Dorsal scoli of head cylindrical, distinct at
base, darker than dorsal part of head; body
scoli cylindrical, rather stout, with numerous
lateral epimiles. Junonla
aa.Heac rounded above, bi gibbous, bearing chalazae
but no scoli.
b. Hediodorsal scolus absent oh abdominal segments
1 and 2, present on segments 4 to 8, usually
also on segment 3. Euvanessa
bb .J.Iediodorsal scoli present on abdominal segment 2.
scoli
c I'ediodorsal/present on segments 1 to 8 inclusive.
Vanessa
ee«Mediodorsal seolusyabsent on segment 1. Aglais
Genera of i.yrnphalinae .
a. Abdominal segments 3 and 8 bearing scoli a^ long
as those of mesothorax. Liminitis
aa. Abdominal segments .3 and 8 without scoli or with
small ones. Basilarchi
Genera of Apaturinae .
a. Head crowned by a pair of scoli; suranal plate
bifurcate. Chlorippe
aa.Mead crowned only by a few low tubercles; suranal
plate entire. Anaea
The following species of the L'ymphalidae have been exam
ined by the writer and on them the preceding synopsis is based.

L8£
Argynninae Vanewinze (con)
iiuptoieta olaudis ! ostra anynone
-raulis vanillae Hugonia californioa
Argynnis cybele Junonia coenia
1 elitaeinae Euvane^a antiopa
Le'nonias chalcedon Vanessa atalanta
L. macglashani V. huntera
L. "baroni V. cardui
L. editha V. caryae
Huphydryas phaeton Aglais milberti
Phyciodes montana Ilymphalin? e
Cinclidia harrisii Lininitis bredowii var.cali-
Chari&ryas nycteis fornica
C ismeria Basilarchia archippus
Chi osyne lacinia B. astyanax
• Thessalia. leanira Apaturinae
Vanessinae Chloripp© clyton
Polygonia interrogatibnis G . alicia
P. satyrus C. eeltie
P. zephyrus
P. conina
Gcudder has described and figured the following in addition
to some of the above and their place in the synopsis is based on
his descriptions.
Ar gynninae
Ar gynn i s aphr o d i t e
A. atlantis
Speyeria idalia
3r enthis rnyrina
B. montinus
3. bellona
* Family Pieridae .
Altho closely related to Papilionidae , the larvae of pier-
Ide are of a generalized structure little resembling their more
advanced relatives. They seem to be characterized principally
by a lack of osmateria, fleshy filaments, cephalic or anal horns,
or special developments of the prolegs. Chalazae, the only form
of armature present, make some of the secondary setae much more
conspicuous than others. The conspicuous setae ere not the "pri-
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nary" ones> as Forbes seems to have assumed; they ore too numerous
and not in the right locations.
rlead about as large as prothorax, not retractile except in
Phoebis, distinct from prothorax and with caudal half well devel-
oped; front extending rbout half way to top of head; lab run
moderately enarginate, nunerous secondary setae present, varying
fron ninute to large and borne on panillae of various sizes; sur-
face of head varying fron nearly snooth to rugose and irregular.
"Body bearing numerous secondary setae, sone tines all similar,
usually of widely different sizes and borne on chalazae varying
fron microscopic to conspicuous; segnents divided into annulets,
usually six in nunber, each annulet bearing either a single row
of setae or a band nearly its full width. Prologs present on
segnents 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10, all similar in size; crochets biord-
inal or triordinal, always arranged in a mesoseries.
The following S3'nopsis includes six of the nine genera
occurring north of Florida and east of Texas and the Hoczy Mount-
ains. No specimens of Ilathalis iole, Serene caesonia, or lyrisita
raexicana of the southern states have been available. All of the
northern species east of the Rockies have been examined except
Eurynus interior.
Genera of Pieridae .
a. Setae of heaC borne on chalazae, those of front
much snaller than those laterad of the epicranial
suture
.
b. Head with nany chalazae as high as tubercles on
which ocelli are placed, about as conspicuous as
those of thorax
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c Prothoracic lers fit leai;t half as Ion*-- as mesothorac Lc
thoracic. Pontia
cc. Prothoracic legs much less than half as lonp
as nesothoraolo. Callidryas
"oh. Head with chalazae usually lower than ocellat
tubercles; when a few are well developed they are
not one fourth as large as those of pro thorax. Synchloe
aa. Setae of head usually not borne on chalaze, those
of front always similar to those laterad of the
epicranial suture; setae of body all minute and
similar
.
b. Head about one third as wide as abdomen, deeply
retractile. Phoebis
bb.Head at least half as wide as abdomen, scarcely
retractile
.
c. lody setae not on chalazae or on very small ones.
Eurymus
cc.Body setae borne on distinct chalazae, higher
than wide. Eurema
Pontia monuste and Pontia protodice have many of the chal-
azae much larger than others, while P. rapae and P. napi (includin
var. oleracea) usually have all the chalazae small and subequal in
size
.
Neither of the two species of Callidryas have been avail-
able but the £enus was placed in the table on the authority of
Scudder's detailed description of G. eubule.
Synchloe ( -Anthocharis) has several various forms of
larvae. in g 4 genutia some of the prothoracic chalazae are very
lar.ge and those of the head are well developed, while in S. sara
and S. olympia the setae of the head and pro thorax are all snail
and borne on small chalazae.
The larva of Phoebis argante var. maxima ileum, is large
with a small retractile head.
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The bripht preen larva of Eurymue philodice is well known
in the eastern half of the United States* It has a pair of dis-
tinct lateral lines and a "black spot "below the line on each seg-
ment. E. eurytheme which ranges eastward to some extent from
its home in the Rocky mountains has a similar larval stage except
that the "black spots are either indistinct or connected from one
segment to another.
Surema nicippe has the setae all ahout the same size.
The larger chalazae of the head are larger than the ocelli. The
The larva of E. euterpe (-lisa) is less than three fourths of an
inch long and the chalazae of the head are all small.
Family Papilionidae .
Larvae of the Swallow-tail butterflies are, like the adults
beautifully decorated and outlined. No unpleasant seines or horns
are present to discourage the observer and no discordant colors to
offend him. The structure of all the species is so constant that
it is necessary to have recourse to color in their separation, hut
all of the characters used are fixed and are seldom affected by
alcoholic or other means of preservation.
Head smaller than prothorax, somewhat retractile, shorter
in dorsal than in ventral portion; front not extending half way
to top of head; labrum notched to about half its depth and bearing
about thirty setae; ocelli six, subequal in size, fifth much closer
to fourth than to sixth; secondary setae sh©rt. Body cylindrical,
usually tapering rather abruptly toward the head and gradually
toward the caudal end, usually widest in the region of the first
abdominal segment; setae reduced or absent on body but numerous on
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prolege; intersegmental incisions inconspicuous ; prologs short,
bearing a nes .series of triordinal crochets sometimes wit!, r late v.
row, forming a pseudocircle ; lateral crochets .when present .s-riulle-r
than mesal.am" biordinsl. Osmateria always present; when retracted
its location is shown "by p Ion.?- transverse groove on the dorsum
of the prothorax. In alcoholic specimens inserting the points of
a small pair of forceps assures the ohserver of the nature of this
srroove and does no damare.
Scudder divides the family into six genera, each includin~
but one or two species found in New England. Dyar's List discards
three of them, uniting them under the name Papilio* hut retains
Laertias and Iphidicles. A study of the larvae of ten species of
Dyar's Papilio, twice as many as Scudder had, shows the justifica-
tion of Scudder's view, four distinct forms of larvae being found.
As it would he very inconvenient to tabulate/the species of the
family when using the writer has returned to Soudder f s arrangement.
It might also he mentioned that the structure of the pupae upholds
his position.
Genera of Papilionidae .
a. Body hearing several rows of fleshy filaments or
filamentous processes. Laertias
aa.Body without processes of any kind, excent osraa-
teria
.
h. Crochets arranged in a pseudocircle ; me tathorax
hearing an eyespot.
c. Trothorax hearing a small "black transverse
shield; lateral line conspicuous; first abdom-
inal segment hearing two black spots near its
caudal margin but no continuous black trans-
verse hand. Euphoeacles
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ccProthoracic shield indistinct, not "black;
lateral line inconspicuous; first abdominal
segment "bearing a continuous transverse
"black or yellow ba id near its caudal margin. Jasoniades
b"b. Crochets not arranged in a pseudocircle , no
lateral crochets "being present; netathorax not
bearing an eyespot.
c. Coloration not segmentally arranged; raetathorax
with a slight transverse dorsal swelling* Heraclides
cc .Coloration segmentally arranged; met? thorax
without a dorsal swelling*
d. Each abdominal segment hearing- a transverse
black hand marked with or interrupted by
circular yellow spots anc". usually "bordered
by two transverse green stripes; narrower
black transverse intersegmental stripe also
present .in each incision. Papilio
dd.Each ahdominal segment hearing a series of five
transverse black ttripes. Iphidicles
Laertias philenor is distinguished from all other insect
larvae "by the possession of several pairs of fleshy filaments
on each abdominal segment.
Euphoeades troilus, in addition to the usual metathoracic
eyespots, has a distinct pair on the first ahdominal segment; those
of the metathorax are separated by a distance on the dorsum sub-
equal to the width of the outer circle of each eyespot. I. pala-
medes has an indistinct pair on the first ahdominal segment and
the metathoracic pair are L-senarated by a distance three times as
great as the width of the outer circle of each spot.
Jasoniades glaucus differs from other species of the genus
Jasoniades in that the eyespot is single; that is, it is composed
of a circle enclosing a smaller circle and a short rod, but is
not associated with a smaller circle dorsad of the large one. The
suture boundinr the front is bluntly angulated at ahout the middle.
V
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In J. daunus the upper smaller figure of the eyespot is: rounded
and the incisions "between segments 5, 6, and 7 are marked with
more or less distinct "black lines. J. eurymedon and J. rutulua
have the upper figure of the eyespot triangular and there are no
black lines in the abdominal incisions, or else very faint ones.
The former has the sides of the front arcuate while those of the
latter are straight except for a very Blight curve just where they
unite
.
3eraclides thoas (^cresphontes ) is notable in having a con-
spicuous white mark covering segments 2, 3, and 4 and another on
segments 7 and 8 while the rest of the body is a variegated reddish
brown.
Fapilio. There remain for this genus the following species:
machaon, bairdii, zolicaon, and polyxenes, all of which are very
similar in coloration. At the same tine there is such variation
within species, especially as to the limits of these markings, that
any suggestions as to their separation would be premature. lapilio
cresphontinus
,
aniericus, and indra from the southern states and
P. brevicauda from Hew England probably also belong here but the;*
are. so little known that their true position is somewhat uncertain.
Iphidicles ajax with its numerous transverse bands is
quite distinct from all other members of the family.
Ithobalus. No specimens of the two species of this south-
ern genus have been seen.
Family Parnassiidae
The parnassians seem to be an alpine or arctie group, for
their American species are confined to the Rocky Mountains and
Alaska. Their scarcity is to be regretted, for they regain many of
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the primitive characters of the Papilioe. Thile the larvae
have acquired osm^.teria, the;; still retain verrucae and conspic-
uous setne which n.re present only in the earlier larval stares of
Papilioniclne . As adults also the venation is of the type found
in Swallow-tai^s hut the prolongations of the wings have not yet
"been developed. The following description is "based on Parnassius
smintheus of the Pacific States and it agrees in all important
particulars with ?. apollo of Europe. The only other species
recorded south of Alaska is P« clodius.
Head rugose, "black, about one third the diameter of the
abdomen, some .-/hat smaller than the pro thorax; front small y wider
than high, reaching aboiit half way to top of head; labrun moder-
ately emarginate, bearing only the six primary setae on each side;
ocelli six, sub equal in size, fifth much closer to fourth than to
sixth; secondary setae of epicranium numerous but not long.
Body cylindrical, scarcely tapering, covered with short, stout,
secondary setae; thoracic segments with the verrucae of the Zappa
and Pi groups, and sometimes those of Beta and Pho, distinct . Ab-
domen with Pho, kappa, eta, mu, and Pi forming distinct and separ-
ate vertucae; color black, except for several yellow, subdorsal
maculse on each segment \ all setae black. Thoracic legs well
developed, prolegs with a mesoseries of biordinal crochets extend-
ing more than half way round the planta; anal prolegs similar to
ventral. Osmateria present.

iv. glussa::y
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In the list of words on the following pages several near
ones are included but most are words used here in a specisl sense.
Smith' s"Glossary of Entomology" and "The Standard dictionary''
have proved most useful in its preparation altho no definitions
from either are reproduced entire.
Adfrontal pieces, n. The narrow areas on the cephalic as-
pect of the head just laterad of the front. (Fig. 72)
Anal prolegs, n. The prologs of the last abdominal segment
Anal segment, n. The tenth abdominal segment.
Annulet, n. One of the small rings into which a segment
is divided by transverse constrictions.
Armature, n. The arrangement and form of all the setae and.
processes of the body wall.
Bi gibbous, a. With a pair of large rounded dorsal swellings
Biordinal, a. Said of crochets when they are arranged in
a single series but are of two (or more) alternating lengths.
(Fig. 106)
Biserial, a. Said of crochets when they are arranged in
two concentric rows. Zee multiserial.
Bisetose, a. Consisting of or bearing two setae; said of
a group, such as Pi, or of a chalaza, pinaculum, etc.
Chaetotaxy, n. The arrangement of the setae of a particular
inject or segment.
Chalaza, n. A small chit ini zed projection of cuticula
bearing one seta or two to four setae on separate elevated prom-
1
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inences, "between papillae and cornicula in size. (Fir. 90).
Corniculun, n. A snail, horn-like process of cuticula, not
associate with primary setae.
Coxa., n. The first segment of a thoracic le .
Crochet, n. One of the series of chitini zed
,
hook-like,
cuticular structures usually arranged in rows or in a circle on
the proleps of lepidopterous larvae; also known as "hooks".
Epicranial suture, n. The suture separating the front from
the rest of the epicranium, shaped like an inverted Y, with the
front "between the arms and the vertex on both sides of the stem,
ftlg. 72) .
Epicraniun, n. The sclerite which constitutes the greater
pert of the head capsule.
Fleshy filament, n. A flexible .attenuate process of the
"body wall, borne by some butterfly larvae. (Fig. 92)
Front, n. The sclerite between the arms of the epicranial
suture, usually triangular in shape.
Gibbous, a. 7/ith a lerge
,
rounded
,
dorsal hump.
Heteroideous . a . Sa id of crochets when a well developed
series is flanked by a row of smaller crochets on each sice, as in
Arctiidae. (Fig. 100)
Homoideous, a. Hot heteroideous.
Homology, n. Gee Part One, p. 12.
Homotypy, n. See Part One, p. 12.
Horn, n. A stiff, pointed, unbranched , cuticular process.
Kesoseries, n. A band of crochets extending longitudinally
on the mesal side of a proleg; when curved, varying from a quad-
rant to slightly more than a semicircle in extent. (Fig. 105)
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Moniliform, a. Possessinr distinct, neck-like constrictions
bet veen successive segments, producing- a resemblance to a string
of beads, as in many leaf-miners.
Hultiserial , a. Arranged in several concentric rows, as
the crochets of Hepialus, Pseudanaphora , etc. (Fig* 96)
Ilultisetiferous , a. Bearing many setae.
Onisciform, a. Depressed and spindle-shaped, like and
oniscitl, as in some lycaenic larvae.
Osmateria, pi. n. Eversible glands producing an odor, as
in Papilionidae and Liparidae.
Penellipse, n. A series of crochets more than a semicircle
in extent and less than a complete circle. It may be either
(a) lateral, covering at least the lateral half of the planta, as
in Psychidae (Fir. 85); or (b) mesal, covering at least the mesal
half of the proleg and interrupted laterally as in Pyraustinae
(Fig. 98)
.
Pinaculum, n. A small, flat, chitinized area bearing from
one to four setae.
Plate, n. An extended chitinized area of the body wall,
such as a shield; often multisetiferous
.
Primary seta, n. A seta found on generalized larvre in
all ins tars. '.Then contrasted wi th"secondary setae'' this term
also applies to the few subprimary setae.
Proleg, n. A fleshy abdominal leg, said to be present when
crochets are praeent even when there is no fleshy swelling.
Pseudocircle , n. An arrangement of crochets consisting of
a well developed mesoseries and a row of small hooks on the lateral
aspect of the proleg. (Fig. 97)

Gcolus, n. A spinose projection of the "body wall, aa in
saturnians
.
(Figs. 7.3, 74)
Secondary setae, pi. n. numerous set^e having a general
distribution and not limited to verrucae or otl.cr forms of tubercle
Seta, n. A chitini zed , hair-like projection of cuticula
arising from a single trichoren cell and surrounded at the base "by
a small cuticulrr ring.
Setiferous, a. Bearing one to many setae.
Shield, n. A chitinized plate covering the greater part of
the dorsal half of a segment*
Sphingiform, a. Of the form of a sphingid caterpillar, hav-
ing a cylindrical hody, with setae very short or wanting and no
other armature except a mecliodorsal horn on the eighth abdominal
segment
.
Spinule, n. One of the short lateral branches of a scolus.
Stemapoda, pi. n. Elongated modifications of the anal pro-
legs in certain notodontid larvae.
Subprimary seta, n. A seta having a definite position in
certain larvae but not present in the first instar of generalized
groups. See1 Part One for list of such setae.
Suranal plate, n. A rather heavily chitinized area on the
dorsum of trie last abdominal segment. (Fig. 04)
Triordinal, a. Said of crochets when they are of a single
ro~: but of three alternating lengths. (rig. 98)
Trisetose, a. Consisting of or bearing three setae; com-
pare bisetose.
Tuft, n. A group of s6tae arising from a verruca.
Uni ordinal, a. flaid of crochets when they are arranged in
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* Single ro / and are of a sinfle length throughout or shorter
toward the ends of the row; opposed to biordinal.
Uniserial, a. Gaid of crochets when they pre arranged in
a single row or series with their "bases in line.
Unisetose, a. Consisting of or hearing a single Leta; cu i-
pare bisetose.
Ventral proleps, pi. n« Those prolegs ordinarily borne on
segments 3, 4, 5, and 6; opposed to anal prolegs; hookless proleps
ere sometimes also borne on segments 2 and 7 and these are alto
known as ventral.
Verricule, n. A dense tuft of upright setae, modified from
a verruca or scolus. (Fig. 91)
Verruca, n. A definitely bounded, somewhat elevated portion
of the cuticle, bearing: several to many setae. (Fig. 68)
Vertical triangle, n. The thinly chitinized dorsal area
bounded laterad by the caudal projection of the head capsule and
caudad by the prothorax.
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V. EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plates I to 711 and X consist entirely of setal nape.
In these the top line of the diagram representi/the dorsomeson and
the "bottom line the ventromeson. Thus the mr n shows the entire
left half of the segment , the thoracic leg or the prolog, ae the
case may be, being indicated "by an ellipse.
The segments are numbered I, II, III, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, and 10, the Roman numerals referring to the thorax and the
Arabic to the abdomen. Care should he tak in using this in con-
nection with the statements of other authors. For example the
head is counted! as "joint 1", the prothorax as "joint 2", etc., in
Dyar's descriptions. Dyar has also entirely failed to note seg-
ment 9 and thus, while segment 6 is his "joint 12' ! , the anal seg-
ment is called "joint 13". In the setal maps the number of each
segment is given in the lower left hand corner.
In all the figures, "both of setal maps and other structures,
the head is turned tovard the left.
The following is a list of all the setae. Each is indi-
cated "by a lower case Creek letter.
f> rho
j~ sigma
T tau
<f>
phi
co omega
Certain definite groups of setae ore indicated "by capital
Greek letters. They are: 3etaB {a-hfi); Kappa K I 6 4~t*-f-*n )
;
P:ho p{f>-\- £) ; pi 77~( TT 4- V ) on thorax; ( TT +. v -4- T) on abdomen;
a, alpha 6 theta
£ he ta k kappa
v gamma A lambda (rare)
S delta yi<_ mu
I epsilon v nu
^eta 77- pi
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Tan ~T~% some or all of tau f phi, and omepa, the first of which is
however, more closely associated with the Ti group on abdominal
segments. Of the Kappa >?roup, thetn is usually absent.
The ocelli are numbered as in Fifr. 70.
The numerals applied to the head setae are taken direct
from Forbes, '10, who uses Dyar's system for them. In this
paper will be found a larfre numbers of figures of head parts and
for thst reason only a few have been figured here.
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Plate I.
Setal Maps. See page 195
Fig* 1. Hypothetical type showing the twelve primary
setae. In addition three of the more usual
subprimaries are dotted in. The spiracle is
shown in "both the prothoracic (a) and abdom-
inal positions . ("b)
Figs.2 f 3, 4. Hepialus mustelinus, Hepialidae, Jugatae
.
Prothorax, mesothorax, and third abdominal
segment, first instar. Adapted from figures
by Dyar , ' 95b
.
Fig. 5. Hepialus humiili. Prothorax and mesothorax of
mature larva.
Fig. 6. Hepialus humuli. Abdominal segments 1 to 3 of
mature larva.
Fig. 7. Pseudanaphora arcanella, Acrolophidae , Tine-
oidea. Prothorax and mesothorax of mature
larva.
Fig. 8. Pseudanaphora arcanella. Abdominal segments
1 to 3 of mature larva.

Plate II.
Setal Maps.
Fig. 9. Typical raesothorax of Frenatae, labelled with
Greek letters.
Fig. 10. Typical proleg-bearing abdominal segment of
Frenatae labelled with Greek letters.
Fig. 11. Typical mesothorax of Frenatae, labelled ac-
cording to Dyar's system.
Fig. 12. Typical proleg-bearing abdominal segment of
Frenatae, labelled according to Dyar's sys-
tem.
Figs. 13, 14. Hepialus humuli, Hepialidae. Abdominal
segments 6 to 10 of mature larva.
Figs. 15, 16. Pseudanaphora arcanella, Acrolophidae
.
Abdominal segments 6 to 10 of mature larva.

Plate III.
Setal Maps
Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20. Feltia gladiaria, Noctuidae. Pro-
thorax, mesotaorax, and first and second ab-
dominal segments respectively;' first instar.
Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24. Feltia gladiaria, ifoctuidae.
Same segments of the mature larva.
Figs. 25, 26, 27, 28. Hyphantria cunea, Arctiidae.
Same segments of the mature larva.
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Plate IV.
Setal I- laps
Figs. 29, 30. Feltia gladiaria, ftoctuidae. Abdominal
segments 6 to 10 respectively; first instar.
Figs. 31, 32. Feltia gladiaria, ifoctuidae. Abdominal
segments 6 to 10 respectively; mature larva.
Figs. 33, 34. Hyphantria cunea, Arctiidae. Abdominal
segments 6 to 10 respectively; mature larva.

Plate V.
Setal Maps.
Figs. 35, 36, 37, 38. Atteva aurea, Yponorneutidae
.
Prothorax, mesothorax, fourth and ninth ah-
dominal segments respectively.
Figs. 39, 40, 41, 42. Cydia pomonella, Tortricidae.
Same segments.
Fips. 43, 44, 45, 46. Psorosina (Canarsia) hammondi,
Phycitinae, Pyralididae. Same segments.

Plate VI.
Setal ilaps.
Fig. 47. Phycitinae, Pyralididae. Prothorax of an
unidentified species showing arrangement
of setae similar to that of Melitara.
Figs. 48, 49. Loxostege similalis, Pyraustinae, Pyr-
alididae. Third and ninth abdominal seg-
ments respectively.
Fig. 50. Galleria raellonella, Galleriinae, Pyralididae
Lesotho rax.
Figs. 51, 52, 53, 54. Scardia fiskeella, Tineidae. Pro
thorax, mesothorax, third and ninth abdom-
inal segments respectively.
Fig. 55. Thyris fenestrella, Thyrididae. ilinth abdom-
inal segment.
Fig. 56. Gelechia sp. , Gelechiidae. Ninth abdominal
segment
.
Fig. 57. Sanninoidea exitiosa, Aegeriidae. ilinth ab-
dominal segment.
Figi 58. Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis
,
Psychidae.
Third abdominal segment.

Plate VII.
Setal Maps of Abdominal Segments.
Fig. 59. Acoloithus falsarius, Pyromorphidae . Segment 5.
Fig. 60. Nola cristatula, IJolidae. Segment 5.
Fig. 61. Oxyptilus delavaricus, Pterophoridae. Segment 5.
Fig. 62. Callizia inornata, Epiplemidae. Segment 5.
Fig. 63. Cleora pampinaria, Georaetridae. Segments 5, 6, 7.
Fig. 64. Thyatira batis, of Europe, Thyatiridae. Seg-
ment 4.
Figs. 65, 66. Acronycta sp., Noctuidae. Segments6 and 7.
Note fusion of verrucae kappa and eta on segment
7.
Figs. 67, 68. Syntomis phegea, of Europe, Syntomidae.
Segments 6 and 7. Note that ka-opa is in same
position on segment 7 as on segment 6.
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Plate VIII
Fig. 69. Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis , Psychidae. Showing
portion of prothorax which "bears peculiar hori-
zontal spiracle.
Fig. 70. Acrobasis betulella, Pyralididae. Ocellar group.
Fig. 71. Plodia interpunctella, Pyralididae. Ocellar group.
Fig. 7£. Zeuzera pyrina, Cossidae. Head, cephalodorsal as-
pect, showing the very large mandibles.
Fig. 73. Euptoieta Claudia, Uyraphalidae . Subdorsal scolus of
third abdominal segment.
Fig. 74. Polygonia interrogationis
,
Nymphalidae. Subdorsal
scolus of eighth abdominal segment.
Fig. 75. Ocellar arrangement similar to that of Podosesia,
Aegeriidae.
Fig. 76. Eurycittarus confederata, Psychidae. Front, ad-
frontals, and their setae.
Fig. 77. Sanninoidea exitiosa, Aegeriidae. Ocellai group.
Fig. 78. Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis, Psychidae. Head.
In all the head figures of the plate: fp-frontal
puncture; f-frontal seta; afi-first adfrontal
seta; afii-second adfrontal seta; afp-adfrontal
puncture, borne on adfrontals between adfrontal setae
Fig. 79. Estigmene acraea, Arctiidae. Spiracle.
Fig. 80. Depressaria sp.
,
Oecophoridae . Ocellar group.
Fig. 81. Anacampsis ponulella, Qelechiidae. Ocellar group.
Fig. 82. Oiketicus abbotii, Psychidae. Front and adfrontals.
Fig. 83. Solenobia walshella, Psychidae. Front and adfrontals.
Fig. 84. Anal plate of a European species of Agapetidae.
Fig. 85. Thyridopteryx ephemeraeformis
,
Psychidae. Proleg.
Fig. 86. Celama triouetrana, Nolidae. Ocellar group.
Fig. 87. Uola apera, Nolidae. Ocellar group.

Plate IX
Fig- 88. Typical verruca of Arctiidae; Estigmene acraea.
Fig. 89. Drepana harpagula, of Europe, Platypterygidae
.
Lateral aspect showing anal process.
Fig. 90. Typical chalaza; Utetheisa bella, Arctiidae.
Fig. 91. Typical verricule; Acronycta rubricoma.
Fig. 92. Typical fleshy filament; lateral aspect of
Anosia plexippus, raesothorax.
Fig. 93. Kepticula sp.
,
Nepticulidae . Lateral aspect of the
three thoracic and first two abdominal segments
showing the fleshy legs and their location.
Fig. 94. Adela degeerella, of Europe, Incurvariidae. Crochets
Fig. 95. Plutella maculipennis
,
Yponomeutidae . Proleg.
Fig. 96. Pseudanaphora arcanella, Acrolophidae . Crochets
arranged in a multiserial circle.
Fig. 97. Drepana harpagula, Platypterygidae. Crochets ar-
ranged in a pseudocircle
.
Fig. 98. Psorosina hammondi, Pyraustinae, Pyralididae. Cro-
chets arranged in a mesal penellipse.
Fig. 99. Sanninoidea exitiosa, Aegeriidae. Crochets ar-
ranged in transverse hands.
Fig. 100. Estigmene acraea, Arctiidae. Crochets heteroideous
.
Fig. 101. Pyralis farinalis, Pyralidinae, Pyralididae. Cro-
chets biordinal, arranged in a complete circle.
Fig. 102. Lycaena coridon, Lycaenidae. Proleg, mesal aspect
showing interrupted mesoseries and fleshy lobe.
Fig. 103. Ornix geminatella, Gracilariidae. Crochets.
Fig. 104. Zygaena punctum, Zygaenidae, of Europe. Spiracle.
Fig. 105. Scolecampa liburna, Noctuidae. Crochets uniordinal,
arranged in a mesoseries; also honoideous.
Fig. 106. Saturniidae. Crochets biordinal, arranged in a
mesoseries.

Plate X
Fig. 107. Sarnia cecropia, oaturniidae . Prothorax, raeso-
thorax, and second and third abdominal segmens.
Fig. 108. Saraia cecropia, Saturniidae. Abdominal segments
8 and 9.
Fig. 109. Automeris io, Hemileucidae . Abdominal segments
8 and 9.
Fig. 110. Citheronia regalis, Geratocampidae . Abdominal
segments 8 and 9.
Fig. 111. Anisota rubicunda, Geratocampidae. Abdominal
segments 8 and 9,
Fig. 112. Polygonia interrogationis
,
ilymphalidae . Abdom-
inal segments 8 and 9.
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